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Welcome to 2012 NCIT
On behalf of the Organizing Committee, I would like to welcome you to the 1st National Conference on
Intermodal Transportation: Problems, Practices, and Policies hosted by Eastern Seaboard Intermodal
Transportation Applications Center (ESITAC), Hampton University, Hampton, Virginia. The Conference
includes a wide range of transportation topics. These topics include transportation policy, safety,
security, environment, infrastructure, simulation education and workforce development. The
conference will include plenary sessions, panel discussions and technical paper presentations. Technical
paper abstracts were submitted and were reviewed by the organizing committee.
The Organizing Committee would like to extend special thanks to Mr. Jeff Keever, Senior Deputy
Executive Director, Virginia Port Authority and Ms. Molly Ward, Mayor, City of Hampton for agreeing to
deliver keynote speeches. We would also like to thanks all the plenary sessions’ and panel discussion’s
speakers. We would also like to thank various session chairs for their time.
This conference would not be possible without the support of ESITAC, a Tier II UTC transportation center
funded by the US Department of Transportation. We extend our thanks to co-sponsors: Virginia
Department of Transportation, Virginia Port Authority, Parsons Brinckerhoff, National Center for
Intermodal Transportation for Economic Competitiveness, Rahall Appalachian Transportation Institute,
Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and Research, and Kentucky Transportation Center. We
are also indebted to Hampton University for its support, especially to the Dean of School of Business Dr.
Sid H. Credle and Dean of School of Engineering and Technology Dr. Eric Sheppard.
We hope that you have a rewarding and enjoyable time at the conference. Welcome to NCIT 2012.
Kelwyn D’Souza
Member Organizing Committee &
Director, ESITAC
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EASTERN SEABOARD INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION
APPLICATIONS CENTER (ESITAC)
Hampton University has been awarded funding from the Research and Innovative Technology
Administration (RITA), U. S. Department of Transportation (DOT) to implement and operate a
University Transportation Centers Program. The ESITAC began operating in the Hampton
Roads region as a Tier II University Transportation Center (UTC) on December 19, 2006.
The Eastern Seaboard Intermodal Transportation Applications Center (ESITAC) located in
Hampton Roads. The Center utilizes resources of the University in partnership with state and
city governments, private industries, regional universities, and local transit organizations to
conduct research on current transportation problems facing this Region, and provide students
with special emphasis on minorities and women, the opportunities to pursue transportation
careers. This Region is at the crossroad of air, rail, road, and water modes providing intermodal
transportation systems for passengers and freight. The recent growth in all these modes of
transportation has added pressure on our highways and environment, resulting in traffic
congestion and air pollution. The Center addresses these challenges through a combination of
research, education, and technology transfer programs. The goal is to advance U. S. technology
and expertise in transportation that will provide safe, secure, efficient, and interconnected
transportation systems.
The theme of ESITAC is to enhance regional intermodal transportation systems by improving
safety and efficiency while minimizing environmental impacts. The theme contributes to the
overall goal of the USDOT which seeks to advance U. S. technology and expertise in
transportation that will provide safe, secure, efficient, and interconnected transportation systems.
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Hampton University
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11
8:00 AM
NCIT Registration and Welcome Table
(Student Center 1st Floor Foyer)
8:00 AM – 8:45 AM
Refreshment
(Student Center 1st Floor Foyer)
8:45 AM – 8:50 AM
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
Introduction : Kelwyn D’Souza, Director, Eastern Seaboard Intermodal Transportation
Applications Center (ESITAC), Hampton University.
8:50 AM – 8:55 AM
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
Welcome-School of Business: Sid Credle, Dean, School of Business, Hampton
University.
8:55 AM – 9:10 AM
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
Welcome-Hampton University: Elnora D. Daniel, Special Assistant to the President for
Research, Hampton University.
9:10 AM – 9:40 AM
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)

9:40 AM – 10:00 AM

Inauguration: Jeff Keever, Senior Deputy Executive Director, Virginia Port Authority.
Maintaining Transportation Connections Through Effective Partnerships.
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
Guest Speaker: Molly Ward, Mayor, City of Hampton.
Regional Transportation and Local Economics.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11
10:00 AM– 11:30 AM Plenary Session 1
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C )
PS1.0: Intermodal Transportation: Problems, Practices, and Policies
Session Chair: Robert Plymale, Director, Rahall Transportation Institute.
Speaker: Wendy Vachet, NAVFAC, Mid-Atlantic Region, US Navy.
Strategic Transportation Planning for Sustainable Military Missions.
Speaker: Chris Leubbers, Group Manager, International Marketing, Norfolk Southern.
Rail and the Transportation System.

11:30 AM – 11:40 AM
11:40 AM – 1:00 PM

Speaker: Patrick J. Donovan, Director of Maritime and Intermodal, Rahall
Transportation Institute.
The Development of an Inland Intermodal Terminal in the Heart of Appalachia.
Refreshment Break
Technical Session 1
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
S1.0: Transportation Policy and Planning
Session Chair: Jose Gomez, Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and
Research
S1.0 P1 (Invited Paper): Value Engineering Applications for Deploying Sustainable
Intermodal Transportation Infrastructure Strategies.
Waheed Uddin, University of Mississippi.
S1.0 P2. Measuring the Accessibility of Intermodal Centers in Virginia.
Philip Kempf & Vlad Gavrilovic, VDOT; Scudder Wagg, Michael Baker Corporation;
David Hurst, CDM Smith Inc.; and Jason Espie, Renaissance Planning Group.
S1.0 P3: Strategies for Transit Priority.
Peter B. Ohlms, Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and Research (VCTIR).

1:00 PM – 2:00 PM

S1.0 P4: Developing and Applying Truck Mobility Measures for Decision-making.
Bill Eisele, Dave Schrank, & Tim Lomax, Texas Transportation Institute; and Rick
Schuman, Inrix, Inc.
Lunch: Sponsored VPA/VDOT
(Student Union 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11
2:00 PM – 4:00 PM
Plenary Session 2
(Student Union 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
PS2.0: Transportation Education and Workforce Development
Panel Discussion: What’s an “Intermodalologist”? Strengthening Connections
between Intermodal Transportation and Jobs.
Primary Session Chair: Diana Long, Director of Workforce Development, Rahall
Transportation Institute.
Secondary Session Chair: Lydia E. Mercado, Transportation Workforce Coordinator,
Research & Innovative Technology Administration (RITA).
Moderator: Lydia E. Mercado, Transportation Workforce Coordinator, Research &
Innovative Technology Administration (RITA).
Panelists:
Diana Long, Rahall Transportation Institute.
Matching Education and Training to Workforce Needs.
Chad Miller, University of Southern Mississippi.
Job Creation Factors for Near Dock and Inland Intermodal Facilities.
Greg Edwards, Virginia Port Authority.
Is There Such A Thing As “Intermodalology”?
Gene Shin, , Virginia Department of Transportation.
Managing and Communicating Between Modes: Communication Skills of an
Intermodalologist
Barbara Murray, SE Maritime Transportation Center.
Advanced Technology Partnership with Private Industry to Provide Intermodal
Transportation Training for Specific Needs.
Scott Lovell, Parsons Brinckerhoff.
Adam Jack, Virginia Department of Transportation.
Skills and Mentoring: Speeding up the Experience Level of the Emerging Workforce.
Patrick Sherry, University of Denver.

4:00 PM – 4:10 PM

Audience/Panel Q&A
Refreshment Break
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11
4:10 PM – 5:30 PM
Technical Session 2.1
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
S2.1: Congestion, Safety, and Environmental Impact
Session Chair: Vijaya (VJ) Gopu, University of New Orleans and Louisiana
Transportation Research Center.
S2.1 P1: Research Framework for Studying Transit Bus Driver Distraction in the
Commonwealth of Virginia
Kelwyn D’Souza and Sharad Maheshwari. Hampton University.
S2.1 P2: A Conceptual Analysis of Cognitive Distraction for Transit Bus Drivers
Kelwyn D’Souza, Hampton University; Denise Siegfeldt, Florida Institute of
Technology; and Alexa Hollinshead, Hampton University.
S2.1 P3: An Investigation on the Dispersion of Pollutants from Major Roadways.
Ates Akyurtlu and Jale Akyurtlu, Hampton University.

4:10 PM – 5:30 PM

S2.1 P4: Evaluation of Weathering Steel Sign Structures in West Virginia.
Wael Zatar, Marshall University; Ted Whitmore & Ray Lewis, West Virginia
Department of Transportation; and Hai Nguyen, Rahall Transportation Institute.
Technical Session 2.2
(Student Center 1st Floor Theatre)
S2.2: Innovative Non-Destructive Testing and Evaluation Technologies
Session Chair: Burak Eksioglu, NCITEC, Mississippi State University.
S2.2 P 1: Innovations in Structural Health Monitoring and NDT of High Risk Assets
Terry A. Tamutus, Mistras Group, NJ; and Devendra Parmar, Hampton University.
S2.2 P2: Investigative Analysis Using Small Spot and Mapping by WDXRF.
David E McAnallen & Al Martin Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA; Kurt Juchli, and Didier
Bonvin, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Switzerland.
S2.2 P3: “AUT – Black Magic or a cost-effective alternative to radiography?”
Michael Moles, Olympus NDT.

5:30 PM – 7:30 PM

Reception: Sponsored by Prudential Financial (Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
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Friday, October 12
8:00 AM
8:00 – 9:00 AM
9:00 AM – 11:00 AM

NCIT Registration and Welcome Table
(Student Center 1st Floor Foyer)
Refreshment
(Student Union 1st Floor Foyer)
Technical Session 3.1
(Student Union 1st Floor Ballroom B)
S3.1: Transportation Awareness: Research and Education
Session Chair: Bill Thomas, Hampton University.
S3.1 P1: National Summer Transportation Institute Program: Role of Educators and
Mentors in the Post-Secondary Achievement of Participants.
Sonja Pollard-Mitchell, Shontae Taylor and Margaret Dismond Martin, Hampton
University.
S3.1 P2: Impact Of Education And Awareness Programs On The Usage And Attitude
Towards Texting While Driving Among Young Drivers.
Sharad K. Maheshwari and Kelwyn A. D’Souza, Hampton University.
S3.1 P3 : Best Practices for Recruiting, TTraining, and Promoting Employees to Work
on the Inland Waterways.
Lenahan O’Connell, Kentucky Transportation Center.

9:00 AM – 11:00 AM

S3.1 P4: Industrial Space Demand and Intermodal Transportation Activity: Exploring
the Connection.
Christopher Lindsey & Hani S. Mahmassani, Northwestern University; Matt Mullarkey,
CenterPoint Properties; Terry Nash and Steve Rothberg, Mercator International, LLC.
Technical Session 3.2
(Student Center 1st Floor Theatre)
S3.2: Modeling, Simulation and Performance Parameters
Session Chair: Stephen Arhin, Howard University.
S3.2 P1 (Invited Paper): A new heuristic based approach for hub and spoke network
design problem. Huseyin Tunc and Burak Eksioglu, Mississippi State University.
S3.2 P2: The Application of Cloud Computing in Transport Planning through
Developments in Interactive 3D Simulation Technology.
Yuji Ito, Christophe Soulier & Yoann Pencreach, FORUM8 Co., Japan; Brendan
Hafferty, Kota Shibata and Patrick Hafferty, FORUM8, UK.
S3.2 P3: Targeting speeders on Perth roads.
Zuhair Ebrahim and Hamid Nikraz, Curtin University, Western Australia.

11:00 AM – 12:00 AM

S3.2 P4: Utilizing Genset technology in locomotive power at intermodal railyard
operations
T J Mahoney, Railserv.
Lunch : Sponsored Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB) (Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
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Friday, October 12
12:00 Noon – 1:45 PM

Panel Discussion
(Student Union 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
PD1.0: High Payoff Intermodal Research Areas: Vision and Identification
Panel Chair and Moderator: Moges Ayele, Federal Highway Administration.
Jimmy White, VCTIR.
Some research is implementable, some is not. How do you pick the right topic?
Brian Smith, University of Virginia.
Research needs not being met in the Operations, Mobility, and Planning areas.
Waheed Uddin, University of Mississippi.
Research needs not being met in the Infrastructure and Remote Sensing Areas.
Dick Beadles, Virginia Rail Policy Institute.
Intermodal research and implementation: What’s missing?

1:45 PM – 1:55 PM
1:55 PM – 3:25 PM

David Kuehn, Federal Highway Administration.
A vision of a future intermodal system: How research can lead to safe, mobile, and
sustainable networks
Refreshment Break
Technical Session 4.1
(Student Center 1st Floor Theatre)
S4.1: Intermodal Infrastructure Asset Management
Session Chair: Stephen Sharp, Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and
Research.
S4.1 P1 (Invited Paper): Instrumentation Development and Applications of Low
Frequency Acoustics. Qamar A. Shams, NASA Langley Research Center.
S4.1 P2: Advanced Technologies for Condition Assessment of Timber Bridges
James Wacker, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI; and Vijaya (VJ) Gopu,
University of New Orleans and Louisiana Transportation Research Center
S4.1 P3: The Multi-modal Impacts of Compromises to Ohio River Shipping Capacity: A
Case Study
John Ripy and Ted Grossardt, Kentucky Transportation Center.
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Friday, October 12
1:55 PM – 3:25 PM

Technical Session 4.2
(Student Center 1st Floor Ballroom B & C)
S4.2: Remote Sensing and Infrastructural Renewal
Session Chair: Charles Knowles, Kentucky Transportation Center
S4.2 P1: Establishment of a Red-Light Running Violation Index for Signalized
Intersection. Stephen Arhin and E. C. Noel, Howard University.
S4.2 P2: City-Regionalism as a Politics of Collective Provision: Intermodal
Transportation Infrastructure in Denver, U.S.A.
Andrew Goetz, University of Denver; Andrew Jones, University of Hull, U.K.; and
Sutapa Bhattacharjee, University of Denver.
S4.2 P3: Non-Destructive Testing Technology for Intermodal Interactions: Acoustic
Emission Studies on Highway Bridges Crossing Over Freight Rail Tracks.
Devendra S. Parmar, Hampton University; Stephen R. Sharp, VCTIR; Terry Tamutus,
and Richard Gostautas, Mistras Group.

3:25 PM – 4:45 PM

S4.2 P4: The Effect of Transit Oriented Development (TOD) on Travel Behaviors in
Denver, Colorado.
Greg Kwoka and Eric Boschmann, University of Denver.
Technical Session 5.1
(Student Union 1st Floor Ballroom B)
S5.1: Transportation Mobility, Sustainability, and Connectivity
Session Chair: Eric Boschmann, University of Denver.
S5.1 P1: Is Changing the Value of Travel Time an Area of Opportunity for Intermodal
Travel?
John Miller, Virginia Center for Transportation Innovation and Research.
S5.1 P2: Mobility and Travel Behaviors of Aging Population in Denver, Colorado.
Sylvia Brady and Eric Boschmann, University of Denver.
S5.1 P3: New Rail Transit, Associated Transit-Oriented Development And the
Changing Denver Transportation System.
Keith Ratner, Salem State University; and Andrew Goetz, University of Denver.
S5.1 P4: Determining Mainline Track Alignment by RTK GNSS.
Peter Dailey, Rahall Transportation Institute.
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Friday, October 12
3:25 PM – 4:45 PM

Technical Session 5.2
(Student Center 1st Floor Theatre)
S5.2 Integration of Operations, Maintenance and Planning
Session Chair: Joseph Curtis, Parsons Brinckerhoff.
S5.2 P1 (Invited Paper): Maritime Trade/ Importance of Port Safety Security.
ADM Kevin Cook, United State Coast Guard.
S5.2 P2: The Appropriate Material Specification and Manual are Key for
Effective Gravel Road Design, Construction and Maintenance Practice.
Richard R. Mwaipungu and Dhiren Allopi, Durban University of Technology,
South Africa.
S5.2 P3: GIS Web‐Based Applications for West Virginia’s Outdoor Advertising
Program.
Wael Zatar, Marshall University; Hussein Elkhansa, & Bill Light, West Virginia
Department of Transportation; and Paulus Wahjudi, Rahall Transportation
Institute.

4:45 PM

S5.2 P4: The ‘Gateway to Africa’ concept: prospects for a transshipment hub in
Limpopo Province, South Africa.
Dinesh Chaithoo, ARUP (Pty) Ltd, South Africa; Mac Mashiri, Gwarajena TRD,
South Africa; and James Chakwizira, University of Venda, South Africa.
Conclusion
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The Development of an Inland Intermodal Terminal in the Heart of
Appalachia”
Patrick J. Donovan

Director of Maritime and Intermodal
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Background
Over the years, there has been much talk about the development of an inland intermodal container terminal
associated with the Heartland Corridor. A 1999 study conducted by the Nick J. Rahall II Appalachian Transportation
Institute (RTI) spurred much of that conversation. The findings of the 13-county commodity flow analysis led to a
2001 RTI report that cleared the way for the development of the Heartland Corridor Project — a public-private
partnership that cleared the Norfolk Southern Railroad Pocahontas Line for double-stack container trains to traverse
the Appalachian region from the Ports of Virginia to Columbus, Ohio, and all points west.
“The Commodity Flows and Transportation Inventory of 13 Counties in Southern West Virginia” was a two phase
investigation designed to facilitate the planning of the intermodal infrastructure improvements in a thirteen county
region of western West Virginia. The counties studied included: Boone, Cabell, Clay, Jackson, Kanawha, Lincoln,
Mingo, Mason, Putnam, Roane, Wayne and Wood. The investigation gathered information describing commodity
flows to and from the study region, assessed the current cost of the transportation services that facilitated these flows
and identify intermodal infrastructure improvements that could measurably reduce these flow and identify
intermodal infrastructure improvement that could measurably reduce the costs, thereby enhancing the competitive
position of the region. This study was conduct by Dr. Mark Burton and published May 2000.
“The Central Corridor Double-Stack Initiative” was motivated by the emerging globalization of trade and the
increased dependency on the use of 20 and 40 foot international shipping containers. The findings of “The
Commodity Flows and Transportation Inventory of 13 Counties in Southern West Virginia” clearly identified that if
Central Appalachia was to successfully compete in the Global Economy of the 21 st Century then the region needed
to have access to the global (and domestic) intermodal supply chain.
Norfolk Southern (NS) operates the former Norfolk and Western (N&W) route that originates in Virginia, before
traversing southern and western West Virginia en route to Ohio and a variety of other mid-western states. CSX
Transportation (CSXT) operates three primary routes within the region. The primary route investigated was the
former Chesapeake & Ohio (C&O) route from Virginia, through southern and central West Virginia. This route
includes Huntington and Charleston, WV as well as Cincinnati, OH. All the routes investigate presented significant
engineering and operational challenges for the operation of double stack intermodal trains. Both Class I railroads
were invited to participate in the study. However, CSXT declined to participate. The former N&W route presented
over 30,000 feet of tunnels that would need modification to accommodate double stack intermodal trains.
Additionally, the need for Central Appalachia to can access to this emerging double stack intermodal corridor an
exit ramp needed to be developed. Numerous sites in West Virginia where reviewed and analysis. The final site
recommend was the NS Prichard site. A Greenfield site that is located in Wayne County, WV.

Project Development
NS provided the leadership to begin the process of defining the Heartland Corridor project as suggested by “The
Central Corridor Double-Stack Initiative”. West Virginia had 28 Tunnels that needed to be cleared for double stack,
Virginia had five tunnels, Kentucky one tunnel and Ohio had only air clearance issues. To begin to address the
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challenges presented by over 30,000 feet of tunnel clearance issues the rail began to organize a public private
partnership.
The Heartland Corridor key project components consisted of the “Central Corridor Double-Stack Project” focusing
on double stack clearance between Roanoke, VA through WV and on to Columbus, OH. Need for expanded inland
intermodal port capacity at Port Columbus, Rickenbacker Intermodal Terminal and well as new inland intermodal
terminals to be located in both Roanoke, VA and Prichard, WV. The “Western Freeway Rail Corridor” located in
the median of Route 164 in Portsmouth, VA was identified as a key component to the Heartland Corridor project
components list. The estimated project cost to complete the Heartland Corridor was estimated at $309 million. The
emerging Heartland Corridor Public Private Partnership consisted of Federal, State and Local government agencies
began the process of identifying potential revenue sources.

Project Financing
The 2003 US Department of Transpirations: The Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act:
A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) provided guaranteed funding for highways, highway safety, and public
transportation totaling $244.1 billion. Within the language of the bill was money available for Projects of Regional
and National Significance. It was in this language that over $140 million was designated for the Heartland Corridor.
$95 million for the Central Corridor Double-Stack Initiative, $30 million for expansion at the Rickenbacker
Intermodal Terminal and $15 million for the Commonwealth Railway mainline Safety Relocation Project
(CRMSRP). To successfully move the funding from the Federal Level to the project level a Federal Sponsor agency
has to be designated. By consensus of all parties the Federal Highway Administration, Eastern Lands Division was
designated as “sponsor agency” this lead to the signing of a Memorandum of Agreement by all three States (OH,
VA and WV), Federal Highways Administration and Norfolk Southern effectuating the flow of funds for the project.
After the $95 million of Federal funding was applied to the $151 million “Central Corridor Double-Stack Project”
Norfolk Southern contributed $56 million of private capital for the completion of the project. The Heartland
Corridor open for double stack intermodal trains in September of 2010.
Under the leadership of state Sen. Bob Plymale, the West Virginia Senate passed a 2007 bill creating the Intermodal
and Rail Enhancement Fund. The West Virginia Public Port Authority was instructed to conduct an economic and
market analysis for an inland port. The analysis confirmed the need for an inland intermodal continuer port to be
built, and identified the Prichard site in Wayne County, W.Va., as the optimal site. Norfolk Southern Railroad
agreed to donate the site to the port authority.
The authority received a $12-million U.S. Department of Transportation grant for the construction of the Prichard
Intermodal Facility along the Heartland Corridor. Continuing efforts to improve the transportation system and
economy of southern West Virginia, U.S. Rep. Nick Rahall and Sens. Jay Rockefeller and Joe Manchin announced
the funding Dec. 14, 2011.

Inland Intermodal Terminal Development Plan
With the nearest intermodal facility more than 120 miles away, the Prichard Intermodal Facility is being developed
to serve as an intermodal container cargo-transfer terminal along Norfolk Southern’s Heartland Corridor rail line.
Not only will this facility give industries in West Virginia, Kentucky and Ohio more modern and efficient freight
container service and enhance access to international markets, it will bring many economic benefits, including the
potential to add 2,500 jobs. Regional importers and exporters will have the opportunity to leverage the Panama
Canal expansion to add water container service to Asia via the Ports of Virginia. Additionally, those companies
looking to continue using West Coast ports will be able to do so through Prichard.
The West Virginia Public Port Authority and the state Division of Highways are in the process of releasing a series
of requests for proposals for site preparation and terminal construction and operations. A ground-breaking is
expected to take place in late summer. A 16- to 18-month construction cycle is estimated for site preparation and
terminal construction as well as industrial road and bridge construction over the Heartland Corridor into the terminal
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site. The port authority also has entered into an agreement with RTI for the development and implementation of a
marketplace strategy for the terminal. That work is under way.
This project aims to successfully develop a strategic plan for development and marketing for the Prichard
Intermodal Terminal. The plan will be based on a research analysis of best practices, analysis of applicable data and
a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the West Virginia Public Port Authority, the Nick J. Rahall, ll
Appalachian Transportation Institute (RTI), the Virginia Port Authority, and Norfolk Southern. The project will
include a plan for brand identification and market strategy development and a strategy for market pursuit for
business partnerships. The strategic plan will also lead to the development of marketplace tools
To cultivate an effective business development strategy for the Prichard Intermodal Terminal, the Terminal must
have a clear brand identity. By utilizing a subcontracted marketing agency, a strategic roadmap will be developed
and implemented. This strategic roadmap will include an action plan timeline, strategy sessions, industry research
and the final document as a multi-year working document. Other marketing and communication items will also be
developed including a logo, website and brochures. Social media strategies and a communication plan will be also
be integrated into the strategic development of the Prichard Intermodal Facility.
By utilizing the PIERS data, RTI staff will identify existing import and export intermodal container users within the
intermodal marketplace. The data will also identify potential new import and export intermodal container users.
Data mining will also include an analysis of data from the United States Department of Labor and Occupational
Safety and Health Administration SIC Codes and the United States Department of Transportation freight framework
analysis tool. The information collected can be identified from a 25-mile, 50-mile, or 75-mile buffer around
Prichard, WV.
To create a successful Terminal, potential third party intermodal logistic providers must be targeted with specific
marketing strategies. This will be a multi-state effort which will target the Hampton Roads of Virginia. Business
development partnerships will also be developed with the Virginia Port Authority, Norfolk Southern Railroad, third
party logistic providers, and local economic development authorities. Also, to increase business relationships and
development of the terminal, on call business recruitment services will also be provided for the West Virginia Public
Port Authority and the Authority’s public and private partners.
The Heartland Corridor provides the region unprecedented west coast connectivity thru Norfolk Southern's
operating agreements with the Western Class I Railroads. The ability of local shippers to leverage this new west
coast double stack intermodal rail service will require the need to develop business relationships with those strategic
gateway intermodal west coast ports that provide the best opportunity for regional shippers to improve global
connectivity.
Developing marketplace tools will be essential in maintaining an accurate data system. Development of a webbased geo-spatial inventory system of existing warehouse and distribution opportunities will support future
intermodal business development. By developing a web-based geo-spatial inventory of vacant property of 50 acres
or larger opportunities to provide market specific locations as warehouse and distribution locations will create
business development opportunities. Additional tools for new entries into the export market to include web based
export services for both financial and logistics will also be developed.
References:
Burton, M., “The Commodity Flows and Transportation Inventory of 13 Counties in Southern West Virginia” RTI,
2000.
Burton, M., and Clark, D., “The Central Corridor Double-Stack Initiative”, RTI, 2003.
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Value Engineering Applications for Deploying Sustainable Intermodal
Transportation Infrastructure Strategies
Waheed Uddin
Professor and Director, Center for Advanced Infrastructure Technology
Department of Civil Engineering – University of Mississippi, USA
E-mail: cvuddin@gmail.com; cvuddin@olemiss.edu

ABSTRACT
Frequent gridlocks and traffic jams during the periods of rush hours can result in long user delays
and more vehicle emissions causing continuous degradation of air quality. The builtinfrastructure of densely populated cities and intercity travel by passenger and freight traffic lead
to significant adverse impacts of traffic congestion on air quality, greenhouse gas emissions, and
global warming. Transportation contributes 28% of energy related greenhouse gas emissions in
the U.S. This paper shows that traffic related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are higher per
capita for several rural and smaller cities compared to large urban areas in the United States.
Inadequate use of mass transit, urban sprawl, construction of more roads and traditional stopcontrolled intersections, and addition of more lanes to increase traffic capacity and ease
congestion, are primary causes of significant vehicle emission inventory of CO2 and air quality
degradation. It is shown that a reduction of work-related travel by cars and more use of mass and
public transit can decrease CO2 emissions. Case studies of value engineering applications are
presented to select cost-effective less polluting mass transport alternatives based on economic
evaluation of life cycle costs and benefits.
INTRODUCTION
Roles of Cities and Intermodal Transport for Sustaining Socio-Economic Growth
The efficient public mobility, workplace commute, delivery of goods, access to consumer
services, creation of new businesses, job growth, and emergency management during disasters,
all depend on efficient and safe transportation infrastructure assets [1]. Similarly, freight traffic
and global supply chain inventory management system stakeholders depend on a smooth
seamless flow of freight through interconnecting shipping ports, airports, rails, and roads. A
recent report by the National Academies [2] shows that U.S. companies collectively spend a
trillion dollars a year on freight logistics. This is nearly 10% of the nation’s gross domestic
product (GDP). The report states that considering that about 80% of the population works and
lives in cities and urban areas in the U.S, 65% of goods originate or terminate in cities as per a
recent Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) of the U.S. DOT. These statistics are indicative of the
contribution of cities and importance of the lifeline supply chain to support our society and daily
life.
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This built-environment of cities and inter-city transport infrastructure leads to significant adverse
impacts of traffic congestion and air quality, greenhouse gas (GHG) emission, climate change,
and natural disaster hazards on urban sustainability, mobility, and quality of life. The
environment and energy resources are greatly impacted by growth of cities and landuse practices,
transportation system planning, managing travel demand and traffic operations, and modal share
of trips. Anthropogenic CO2 emission is a major contributor to GHG and global warming.
Transportation contributes 28% of energy related GHG emissions in the U.S. As of 2007 the
U.S. transportation sector included over 254 million road transport vehicles which comprised of
93.3% cars and other automobiles, 2.8% motorcycles, 0.3% buses, and 3.6% trucks [3].
However, trucks on average travel almost twice as much as cars per vehicle per year and
consume 3-4 times more fuel than cars per vehicle and produce both harmful pollution and GHG
emissions, as shown by modal comparison in Figure 1. Trucks produce six times more pollution
than rail freight (Figure 2). The growth in passenger travel, freight demand, and traffic
congestion directly contributes to increases in mobility costs, user operating costs, air pollution
and GHG emissions, public health costs, and other societal costs. Congestion also causes
wastage of fuel and stress on commuters.

Objective
The primary objectives of this study are to: (1) review congestion issues in cities and urban areas,
transportation related GHG emissions, and air quality impacts and (2) demonstrate effectiveness of
value engineering approach to evaluate life cycle costs and benefits for justifying less polluting
innovative intermodal transport infrastructure strategies in cities and metropolitan areas.

Credit: European Environment Agency/Allianz, SE

Figure 1: Modal comparison of passenger transport emissions.
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Figure 2: Modal comparison of freight transport emissions.

Needs for Sustainable Intermodal Transport Strategies
Since the industrial revolution, the world population has been continuously urbanized as people
migrate from rural areas to cities. About 80% of the current population in industrialized countries
lives in densely populated cities and metropolitan areas occupying a very small fraction of the
available land area. The developing countries are showing similar trends with 50% population in
cities and more number of megacities are now outside North America and Europe. In accordance
with good governance, cities can deliver economic growth, education, health care and other
services more efficiently than less densely populated rural areas simply because of their
advantages of scale and proximity of infrastructure and job market. Cities also present
opportunities for social mobilization, women’s empowerment, and cultural diversity. Moreover,
higher density of urban populated areas can relieve pressure on surrounding natural habitats and
areas of biodiversity if sustainability goals are given priority in infrastructure and transportation
planning. The challenge in the next few decades for the future of society depends on learning
how to exploit the economic and social benefits urbanization offers without adverse impacts on
the environment, which requires developing and implementing sustainable landuse and transport
policies.
Between 1990 and 2007 the U.S. inventory of anthropogenic GHG emission included electricity,
transportation, industrial, agricultural, residential, and commercial sectors. The transportation
sector accounted for 28% of all anthropogenic GHG emissions in the U.S. trailing the electricity
sector at 34%, followed by industrial (20%) and agriculture (11%) sectors [4]. On-road vehicles
contribute 81% of all transportation related GHG emissions in the U.S. Roads represent the
dominant mode of inland traffic in most countries and carry most of the passenger traffic and
freight traffic. The deficiency of road infrastructure assets and traffic demand exceeding road
capacity pose significant challenges to traffic safety and traffic flow management in many cities
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of developing countries. Frequent congestions and transportation choke points in most urban
areas and cities are adversely affecting travel time, business operating costs, and air quality. It is
estimated that 75% of all GHG emissions worldwide are produced by cities and one-third of this
is from transportation sources [5]. Increased air pollution (particulate matter particularly) is
affecting public health, especially in terms of increase in respiratory diseases and higher
mortality rates.
The measure of the amount of CO2 released, as well as other vehicle emissions, is dependent on
traffic demand, driving patterns, traffic flow, congestion hours, vehicle-miles traveled, traffic
speeds, and vehicle characteristics. Figure 3 shows that road traffic related emission is higher per
capita for several rural and smaller cities compared to large metropolitan areas in the United
States and other megacities in developing countries [5]. A metropolitan area includes both urban
area and rural area that are socially and economically integrated with a particular city. Urban
sprawl in both metro and non-metro cities destroys parks, agricultural land, forestland, and open
spaces. Additionally, it leads lots of city population at risks of flood and other natural hazards.
Furthermore inadequate use of mass transit, increasing urban sprawl, deforestation, building
more roads and intersections, and adding more lanes to increase capacity and ease congestion are
primary causes of vehicle emissions
air quality
degradation.
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Figure 3: Annual per capita CO2 emissions from road traffic in selected U.S. cities for 2007.

Sustainability Goals and Traffic Challenges for Cities and Intercity Travel
Sustainability is broadly defined as a preservation, development, and traffic management
measure that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
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generations to meet their own needs. Sustainability goals with respect to intercity travel of
people and freight, city infrastructure, and the environment are:
Enhancing health, Safety and Security
Conserving Energy and Enhancing the Environment
Creating Equitable and Livable Communities
Promoting Economic Prosperity
Dependence of mobility and life style on fossil fuel consumption is definitely not sustainable.
Travel demand (number of vehicles and vehicle-km traveled) is at its highest level. Energy
demand is also at its highest level. Fossil fuel sources are diminishing, greenhouse gas emissions
are reaching to an extremely high level, and migration from rural areas to urban areas and
mobility needs are all accelerating these adverse impacts on the environment. In 2003,
congestion in the top 85 U.S. urban areas caused 3.7 billion hours of travel delay and 2.3
billion gallons of wasted fuel, for a total cost of $63 billion [6]. An average of 15 gallons fuel
wasted per person and 25 hour delay per person per year was contributed due to congestion in
2003. There is a strong need to implement sustainable transportation policies for reducing
dependence on fossil fuel, resulting emissions, congestion, and crashes [7]. It is evident that a
reduction of work-related travel by deploying mass and public transit can remove thousands of
single occupancy vehicles from roads during peak hours and decreases CO2 and other vehicle
emissions in cities. Integrated intermodal transport strategies to reduce single occupancy vehicles
on roads in cities include underground and surface electric powered track-based metro integrated
transit buses. As shown in Figure 4, 132 cities worldwide have implemented metro transport
infrastructure networks and/or these are expanding their metro networks [8]. This figure shows
that 23 cities have 0.5 million or more people riding metro systems annually.
Table 1 shows selected 16 cities ranked in descending order from the highest annual metro ride
in millions. The Tokyo Subway and Moscow subway systems are the top two most highly used
rapid transit system in the world. Moscow, Hong Kong, and Guangzhou are the top three cities
with the largest % of population riding metro [8]. Only two American cities of New York and
Washington DC are listed in the table. New York City has 22.6% of 19.4 million population who
ride the metro. Most other American cities show relatively low metro ridership considering their
Sources:
large populations. However, Moscow metro
ridership constitutes the highest at 61% of 10.5
million population.
This indicates a large network of metro system
Moscow
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metro_systems_by_annual_passenger_rides
(Accessed in
on 29
Jan 2012) with most people
http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/index.htm (Accessed on 31 Jan 2012 )
using it.
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Figure 4: World Annual Metro Passenger Ride in Million.

Table 1: World’s selected 16 cities ranked in descending order from the highest annual metro ride.

Rank

City, Country (Annual metro ride)

% Pop.

Rank

City, Country (Annual metro ride)

% Pop.

1.

Tokyo, Japan

(3,161 million)

23.6%

9.

Hong Kong, China

(1,366 million)

53.0%

2.

Moscow, Russia

(2,348 million)

61.0%

10.

London, UK

(1,107 million)

35.1%

3.

Shanghai, China

(1,884 million)

31.1%

11.

São Paulo, Brazil

(754 million)

10.2%

4.

Beijing, China

(1,840 million)

40.7%
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Singapore

(745 million)

42.2%

5.

Guangzhou, China

(1,640 million)

50.6%

13.

Delhi, India

(460 million)

5.7%

6.

New York City, USA(1,604 million)

22.6%

14.

Washington, DC, USA (217 million)

13.3%

7.

Paris, France

(1,506 million)

39.4%

15.

Bangkok, Thailand

(64 million)

2.5%

8.

Mexico City, Mexico (1,410 million)

20.0%

16.

Istanbul, Turkey

(56 million)

1.5%

It is recognized that initial construction costs of track-based underground or elevated electric
powered mass transit infrastructure and their integration with intermodal transit transport
strategies are several times higher compared to initial construction costs of traditional road
transport infrastructure. However, these innovative mass transit assets can be justified based on
life cycle cost and benefit comparisons through value engineering approaches because they need
less annual maintenance and four times more service life than road infrastructure without any
major repair/reconstruction. Also, these electric powered track-based transit services emit zero
emissions and are relatively safer than road traffic. Figure 5 shows why life cycle assessment is
important considering in-service life has the largest influence on life cycle infrastructure costs
[9], which will be even higher if non-sustainable transport assets are promoted with respect to
vehicle emissions.
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Figure 5: Influence levels of life cycle phases on total infrastructure costs.

VALUE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Basic Principles and Overview
Value Engineering (VE) enables to evaluate a cost-effective solution by selecting alternative
technologies and methods to achieve reduction in overall life cycle costs without compromising
safety and functional performance. The evolution of VE implementation by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) is summarized in the following paragraphs by Jackson [10]:
“In 1970 section was added to Title 23 and first VE Coordinator was
appointed by FHWA in 1973. The first VE training contract was awarded in
1975 that started nationwide training of state agency engineers.
National Highway system (NHS) Act of 1995 mandated VE. It requires VE
review of NHS projects costing over $25 million. FHWA’s VE regulation
implementing law was published February 14,1997 and a VE program was
established to study NHS projects costing more than $25 million.
The 2005 SAFETEALU legislation section on stewardship and oversight
states: “Value Engineering Analysis – A systematic process of review and
analysis of a project, during the concept and design phases, by multidisciplined team of person not involved in the project, that is conducted to
provide recommendations such as those described for providing the needed
functions safely, reliably, and at the lowest overall cost: improving the value
and quality of the project; and reducing the time to compete the project;
combining or eliminating otherwise inefficient use of costly parts of the
original proposed design for the project; completely redesigning the project
using different technologies, materials, or methods so as to accomplish the
original purpose of the project.” The 2005 legislation mandated:
State shall provide a value engineering analysis for each project on the
Federal-aid system with an estimated total cost of $25 million or
more.
A bridge project with an estimated total cost of $20 million or more:
and
Any other project the Secretary determines to be appropriate.
Contractors were allowed to propose innovative alternative materials
and methods through Value Engineering in Construction Project
(VECP) studies.
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An expert task group was created by FHWA and the first VE workshop was
held at Transportation Research Board (TRB) meeting in Washington DC
during the annual TRB meeting January 2006.
Some innovative materials and methods first proposed in the VE studies have
been accepted in state standards. An example is the use of fiber reinforced
plastic (FRP) sheet piles instead of traditional concrete sheet piles to protect
coastal roads, first presented in the 2006 VE workshop, has been adapted in
the design standards of the Florida DOT and local government agencies in
Florida.
Accomplishments of VE projects in the U.S. are summarised in Table 2 for
federal Fiscal Year (FY) 2005 [10].”

Table 2: FHWA’s VE project accomplishments in FY 2005.

Item

NHS

Florida

No of VE studies

298

3

Cost of VE studies

$9.42 Million

$0.05 Million

Total project cost

$31.5 B

$14 Million

Total # of recommendations

2244

62

Value of recommendations

$6.7 Billion

$5.8 Million

Approved recommendations

917

1

Value of approved recommendations

$4.9 Billion

$1.3 Million

Value of approved VECP projects

$37.3 Million

$0.01 Million

The VE approach examines all potential cost items for identifying measures that can reduce life
cycle costs without compromise to the function of the item (s) and safety. According to Pareto’s
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law 20% of the items makes up 80% of the total cost [10]. The goals and concerns of VE
analysis of infrastructure project designs before bidding and contracting are:
VE must consider a reduction in overall costs while satisfying all required functions of
the project and safe operation.
VE must show benefits to the users and public.
VE must minimize adverse environmental, user, and societal impacts.
The economic evaluation requires LCA of cost and benefits for a chosen analysis period for all
competing alternatives identified for one or more assets in the VE process of design review.

Life Cycle Assessment of Costs and Benefits
The major initial and recurring costs over the life cycle that a public agency may consider in the
life cycle assessment (LCA) of project alternatives include the following:
Ownership and operating/maintenance costs (agency costs)

Engineering and administration costs

Initial capital costs of construction

Future costs of maintenance, rehabilitation, and reconstruction

Cost of maintenance and protection of traffic
Salvage return or residual value at the end of the period (“negative cost”)
Costs of borrowing (for projects not financed from allocated public funds or toll
revenues)
User costs related to service interruptions and time delays
Pricing/service costs
The following benefits are traditionally considered in LCA calculations:
Benefits in terms of additional taxes or total revenue generated
Reduction in service interruption costs
Direct reductions in life-cycle costs
Additionally, the following societal benefits can be considered if sustainability goals are
considered in infrastructure investment decision-making process.
Reduction in congestion, waste of fuel, and air pollution
Reduction in GHG and other harmful emissions
Reduction in air pollution related public health medical costs
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Reduction is lost productivity due to emissions and smog
Societal savings due to a reduction in carbon surcharge cost
Emission related public health impacts resulting from urban energy consumption and
transportation assets are significant. The related public health costs are significantly higher than
typical road user and non-user costs traditionally used for evaluating alternative transportation
strategies. Reducing congestion will result in reduction of wastage of fuel. However, life-cycle
benefits are enormous from such savings. As a result, sustainable transportation policies enhance
socio-economic prosperity, investment decision-making, public health, and the environment.
These societal benefits are especially important if innovative intermodal integration strategies are
considered for cities and intercity transport infrastructure for the purpose of achieving goals
related to sustainability and reducing adverse impacts of single occupancy vehicles on the
environment.
The LCA for a given analysis period is conducted as present worth analysis by
discounting
the life-cycle costs and benefits to the present value of dollars. Two different present worth
factors used in the combined LCA equation; one to discount a single future amount and the other
to discount a series of annual future amounts to present worth.
Example: The present worth life cycle cost (P) of a public transit bus project will acquire buses
for a service life of (n) years, with an initial cost C, a yearly maintenance cost M, and a salvage
value S is equal to:

P

C M

1 i

n

i1 i

1
n

S

1
1 i

n

Where, C = Initial bus fleet cost = $1,000,000 for 10 buses (at $ 100,000 per bus)
M =Maintenance costs = $3,000/per year
S =Salvage value

= $200,000

Assume an analysis period (n) of 10 years and a discount rate (i) of 5%.
P = 1,000,000 + 3,000 (7.72217) – 200,000 (0.6139)
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P = 1,000,000 + 23,165 – 122,780
P = $ 900,385 (present worth of all life-cycle agency costs)
Similarly, present worth benefits (B) of the bus option can be calculated over 10 years, which will include
annual bus fare revenue. The benefit-cost ratio (B/P) is one way of ranking the alternatives where the
alternative with the highest ratio is given top rank. Net present value (NPV) is another way of ranking
alternatives where NPV is the difference of B and P from the highest to the lowest NPV value.

STRATEGIES TO MITIGATE TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND EMISSION
Sustainable Transport Infrastructure Solutions
Uddin [5] suggest several solutions for achieving goals of sustainable transport infrastructure,
which include the following:
Reducing congestion, user delays, and wastage of fuel in queues.
Improving mobility using multimodal approach as a part of space planning concept.
Using transit modes operating on alternative less polluting energy.
Increasing mass transit mode share by increasing car parking prices .
Improving traffic flow management using video surveillance and other ITS technologies
to reduce gridlocks, delays, and emissions.
Evaluating and implementing less polluting and more efficient rail and pipeline solutions
for freight transport in place of current dependence on highway trucks. The diesel gulping
trucks are highly polluting and emit several times more GHG emissions than alternative
freight rail mode. This strategy will also require the construction and management of
intermodal facilities.
Increasing revenues by collecting higher fuel taxes on gasoline and diesel.
Creating new financing opportunities by collecting transportation related carbon emission
tax from trip makers by providing incentives of no such tax for commuters who
predominantly use transit.
Constructing more green spaces and promoting non-motorized cycling and pedestrian
walking.
Monitoring air quality and striving for less air pollution and clear skies.
Reducing backlog of infrastructure and preserving state of good repair.
Serving more people and creating/preserving jobs.
Atlanta Case Study for Citywide Pollution Mitigation Efforts
The Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) implemented travel demand model (TDM)
in Atlanta, Georgia, which has been a nonattainment urban area for many years due to higher
level of air pollution. The success of its program in reducing congestion and GHG emissions is
due to the use of reliable performance metrics to pitch its messages to the public [11]. For
example, the Clean Air Campaign (CAC), a not-for-profit corporation that was formed in 1996
by collaboration of government, business, and civic organizations [11]. The CAC began to
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conduct employer outreach in 2000 by focusing on travel behavior through informed decisions
and public education campaigns. The most effective TDM marketing programs involve a variety
of partners within a community, including public officials, community organizations, and
individuals support transportation alternatives. Through community based TDM efforts transport
network in Atlanta metro area boasts a significant annual reduction in pollution and other
benefits each year [11]:
16 million car trips eliminated from metro Atlanta roadways
More than 200,000 tons of pollution not released into the air
More than $156 million estimated in reduced commute costs
$30 million estimated in health related costs savings due to improved air quality
Hypothetical Case Study for a Sustainable Transport Infrastructure
In metropolitan cities and urban areas dedicated elevated Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) pathways
provide a sustainable solution to the urban commute and congestion by maximizing the use of
existing right-of-ways of public roads [12]. This requires the selection of the “right” PRT vehicle
technology that can be light weight, energy efficient, and electronically controlled. The PRT
infrastructure requires the use of elevated pavements and bridge structures. Additionally, PRT
operations are designed to reduce congestion and impacts on the environment by using efficient
cleaner energy sources of electricity and magnetic levitation (Maglev) technology. Examples are
Swedish SkyCab (electricity driven) and Brazilian Cobra Maglev vehicle/track systems [13].
The VE analysis involves determination of economic cost of such innovative mass transport
technology is derived from a study of the traffic volume data for new lines, users’ time savings,
number of users willing to pay for such transport alternative, release of capacity on congested
roads, and broader economic benefits including development of less developed regions and job
creation. The life cycle economic evaluation includes several financial considerations such as
present worth analysis of construction, maintenance, and operation costs and benefits over a
reasonable analysis period. The LCA considers an appropriate discount rate and calculates net
present value (NPV) of minimum two alternatives. The base alternative is “do-nothing,” and the
reduction in user delay hours, less waste of fuel, and decreased emissions are considered indirect
benefits from the new alternative transit strategy. The following VE example of a hypothetical
case study is taken from Uddin [5].
To illustrate life cycle benefit and cost analysis of a PRT system the following benefits and costs
are calculated and compared with the base alternative:
1. Base Alternative is Do-nothing for the existing network of roads. Assume 0% discount
rate and analysis period of 10 years.
o This will require milling and repaving asphalt roads at $1.5 million US$ per km
or 15 million for 10 km roads every 5 year. The construction/maintenance cost
over in 10 years is 30 million dollars.
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The added user costs due to road maintenance will be $0.20 per veh-km. The
total added user costs is (0.20 x 100,000 vehicles x 10 km x 10 years) or 2 million
dollars over 10 years.
o User delay cost due to congestion hour delays of 25 hours per year per person at
$16 per hour for 0.5% traffic volume during peak hours is (0.005 x 100,000
vehicles per day x 25 hours x 16 $/hour x 365 days per year x 10 years) or 73
million dollars over 10 years. The cost of waste fuel is ignored in this calculation.
o The total cost over 10 years is (30+2+73) or 105 million dollars. There is zero
benefit or a NPV of –105 over 10 years. In 5 years the total cost is 52.5 million
dollars and NPV of –52.5.
o

2. PRT Alternative: It is assumed that the agency cost for building a 30-40 miles/hour
speed PRT system on elevated alignment may cost around 4 million US$ per km. The
PRT’s annual operating cost will also be significantly lower than other rail alternative
due to energy efficient and light weight vehicle technology.
o The PRT construction cost of 10-km stretch is about 40 million dollars with 0.5
million dollar annual operating and maintenance cost. Or total cost over 10 years
is 45 million dollars (at 0% discount rate).
o Assume that each person using the PRT system saves annually 25 hours of delay
at $16 per hour and avoids wastage of 15 gallons of fuel and oil at $3 per gallon.
o Therefore, for 20,000 commuters (or 20% car owners in the daily traffic volume)
using PRT instead of driving single occupancy cars, the total user saving is about
9 million dollars annually. The life cycle benefit is 90 million over 10 years (at
0% discount rate).
o The NPV is equal to 90 minus 45 or 45 million dollars over 10 years. In 5 years
the NPV is zero.
3. The PRT alternative is favored in this VE analysis considering 5 or more years of full
load rate operation and LCA.
This example implies that the PRT’s initial construction cost is covered within 5 years (at 0%
discount rate) just by considering annual user saving. Although, this analysis simply ignores
passenger fare revenue, that will be an added benefit for owner agency or operator. Additionally,
the societal benefit will be enormous in terms of reduction in CO2 at 2,765 tons daily or about
one million tons annually [13]. Other indirect benefits include less air pollution, reduction in
associated public health cost, less risk of on-road crashes, increased productivity, and new job
creation. Identifying and highlighting these indirect benefits to the traveling public and other
stakeholders can be a persuasive factor for the approval, funding, and implementation of the PRT
system. This makes an attractive case of public-private-partnership investment is this new
transport technology.
Environmentally sustainable solutions to mobility require a combination of intermodal
integration strategies with reduction in gasoline vehicles on roads and increase in mass transit.
Vehicles running on non-fossil fuels such as natural gas vehicles (NGV), biofuel, Maglev, and
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other energy efficient and less polluting technologies can reduce transportation related harmful
emissions and GHG emissions. Building and operating these innovative energy efficient and
cleaner mass transit solutions in metropolitan areas and other large cities can be successful, if
disincentives are in place to discourage commuters from driving their cars.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Urban areas and cities produce vehicle emissions and demand on energy (due to the increased
built areas and population migration from rural areas) with adverse impacts on the environment,
both in air quality degradation and increases in GHG emissions. Environmentally sustainable
solutions to mobility require a combination of intermodal integration strategies with reduction in
gasoline vehicles, increase in mass transit, and use of non-fossil fuel. The evaluation of the
competing transport technologies requires comparison of life cycle costs, user savings, and
societal benefits as reduction in emissions. Public-private-partnership investment can be attracted
for innovative transport technologies because rate of return is high considering value engineering
analysis.
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Introduction
A prime focus of transportation planning in the coming decades will continue to be on performance
based planning and quantifying the performance of transportation systems in terms of the traditional
measures of accessibility and mobility. In Virginia, the Governor’s Strategic Multimodal Plan called for
the development of a statewide measure of effectiveness that can be used to measure accessibility.
Unlike other measures of effectiveness, the accessibility measure is not yet clearly defined. The Virginia
Department of Transportation, working with the Office of Intermodal Planning and Investment, has
developed a basic methodology for measuring accessibility for a series of intermodal centers, activity
centers and Corridors of Statewide Significance throughout the Commonwealth of Virginia.

The measures that were developed allowed accessibility to be analyzed by travel mode, as well as
providing the ability to make comparisons among places and corridors according to their accessibility by
each mode of travel. The measures were then applied to a set of intermodal centers throughout
Virginia in order to be able to develop near-term recommendations to improve accessibility and/or
mobility to the intermodal connectors/centers. Types of intermodal centers analyzed included airports,
park-and-ride lots, Metro Rail stations, port facilities as well as Virginia Rail Express and Amtrak
passenger rail stations.
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This paper examines the development of the accessibility measures, as well as the use of INRIX data to
develop a standardized mobility measure that factors in congestion, and the resulting comparison of
accessibility and mobility measures for a series of intermodal centers statewide. It also introduces the
ongoing work of developing a series of recommendations for operational improvements based on the
ranking of centers from the accessibility testing. The value of a systematic approach to measuring
accessibility is that it allows a common standard of comparison, as well as a common language, for
discussing accessibility improvements in the transportation planning process for the Commonwealth.
The development of this comprehensive set of measures enhances the Commonwealth’s capability to
measure progress towards its broad transportation goals for the long term.

WHAT IS ACCESSIBILITY?
Accessibility has been a topic of discussion in the field of transportation planning for at least the past 40
years. Improving accessibility is a widely held objective in transportation planning. It has been noted
that the overwhelming majority of transportation plans in the United States call for improving
accessibility within their overall goals. Most definitions of accessibility in current parlance have to do
with the density of destinations or activities in a given area. When looked at this way, accessibility is a
necessary complement to mobility because mobility looks exclusively at the ability to move from place
to place, without looking at the destinations or activities that are being connected. Mobility measures,
as a result, have tended to focus on a network and on the relationships between the capacity of the
network and the volume of trips on that network. Common measures of mobility are such things as the
ratio of volume to capacity (V/C ratio) or the ratio of travel times in a congested condition to travel
times in a totally unconstrained condition.
Accessibility, on the other hand, has traditionally been viewed independently of the network – as simply
the density of destinations or activities regardless of the network that is available to serve those
activities. When defined in this narrow sense, accessibility is not so much a performance measure of the
transportation network but of the surrounding land uses that are served by the network. Since the
purpose of this study was to enable evaluations of the statewide transportation system, the traditional
measure of accessibility as solely focused on land use did not work. Therefore, a new definition of
accessibility was proposed for the purposes of this study – one that allowed the evaluation of the
interplay between activities (land use) and network. A diagram of these views of accessibility and
mobility is shown below:
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Mobility measures
measures have
have traditionally
traditionally
Mobility
focused
only
on
the
Network
focused only on the Network

Accessibility measures have traditionally
focused only on the Activities

This study proposed an accessibility measure that
combined Activities and Network

Figure 1- Illustration of Mobility and Accessibility

How Accessibility Was Measured
These two dimensions of accessibility – those of network and activity - formed the basis for this analysis
of accessibility in Virginia. One primary concept behind this study, as noted above, was to extend the
definition of accessibility beyond activity density and include network density (and quality of the
network) as ways to measure accessibility. For example, a traditional urban center such as downtown
Richmond or Norfolk is generally considered to be accessible, not just because of the density of
activities, but also because of the density of street networks, transit opportunities, walkability, etc. The
relatively close spacing of streets in a block system, frequent intersections and low vehicle speeds make
it relatively easy to reach the rich variety of destinations within the urban core from a variety of modes.
Initially, a relational measure was proposed that linked network to activity density. Examples of this
relational measure included the ratio of miles of roadway in a given area to the total population and
employment in the area. However, this relational measure proved to be problematic as a true index of
accessibility because it equated the ratio of roadway per capita with higher accessibility. In other
words, small towns and villages with a well developed road system of gridded blocks but relatively low
population proved to have a much higher “accessibility” rating for automobile travel modes than did
densely populated cities such as Norfolk or Richmond.
Therefore, the actual measures adopted for accessibility by mode separated out the density of activities
(e.g. people and jobs) from the density and quality of networks (e.g. road miles, transit stops, track
miles, etc.). As will be seen in the measures of accessibility for each mode, below, most of the measures
of accessibility are actually measures of the density and quality of the network. For example, in looking
at vehicular (automobile) accessibility, the composite measure includes network-based measures such
as centerline miles of roadway, density of intersections and “directness” of the network. The first of
these measures – road centerline miles – is a pure measure of network density. The other two
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measures – intersections and directness – are measures of the quality of the network needed to serve
its purpose. Looked at together, all three of these individual measures describe the potential for the
roadway network to serve a rich mix of activities in a given area. This was ultimately the approach for
measuring accessibility that was used in this study.

MEASURING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF
INTERMODAL CENTERS
The set of 48 intermodal centers for Virginia used in this study was designated by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA). While not an exhaustive list of all potential intermodal activity centers in the
Commonwealth, the list represents a diversity of types and geographic locations for centers that
encompasses multiple modes, scales and contexts. The intermodal centers were organized into a series
of seven categories of centers as follows:

Table 1: Number of Intermodal Centers by Type
Type of Intermodal Center
Park and Ride Centers
Metro Rail Centers
Amtrak Centers
Virginia Rail Express (VRE) Centers
Port of Virginia Centers
Greyhound Centers
Commercial Airport Centers
TOTAL

Number of
Centers
8
8
7
7
6
3
9
48

There was some geographical distribution of the centers, although, as may be expected, the majority are
clustered within the state’s urban metropolitan areas. Figure 2, below shows the locations of the
intermodal centers.
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Figure 2: Map showing the locations of the 48 intermodal centers assessed in this study

Each center’s accessibility was assessed for multiple modes of transportation. These modes were
divided into two broad groups: transportation for people and transportation for goods (freight), as
noted in Figure 4, below.

Geography Used for Testing Accessibility
In order to be able to compare accessibility measures across centers, it was important to have a
standard geography in which to test accessibility. Initially, the basic unit of geography proposed was a
half mile radius circle. However, different modes have different speeds of travel, and different
geographies measure accessibility better or worse according to the travel mode. For example, a halfmile radius is a common measure of the maximum practical walking distance around a point for the
pedestrian mode. For bicycle accessibility, however, the geography should be expanded and a 2.5 mile
radius (5 mile diameter) circle is more appropriate. For automobile accessibility, an even greater radius
can be appropriate. Therefore, for this study, the basic geography used to compute accessibility
measures was modified according to travel mode, although kept consistent for each center. For
example, the pedestrian accessibility measure was computed based on the intersections that were
within one half mile from an intermodal center. Likewise, the bicycle measures used a 2.5 mile radius to
compute measures, and the automobile measures were calculated using a 5 mile radius (the bicycle and
automobile measures were also calculated using half mile radii for comparison purposes). Due to the
more complex geography of freight accessibility, very large geographies of 50-mile radius buffers were
employed for assessing freight accessibility. Figure 4, below includes the geographies used for
measurement, by mode.
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Individual and Compound Measures of Accessibility by
Mode
A series of individual accessibility measures were used that summed up to a composite accessibility
index for each mode. For example, intersection density, road centerline miles, and a “directness index”
were the individual measures calculated for automobile accessibility. These individual measures were
combined to create composite scores, which represent the overall accessibility for the automobile travel
mode. Figure 4, below lists the individual measures and shows how they were combined to produce the
composite scores. The following section describes each of the modal measures in greater detail. Below
the description of each measure, selected results of the testing are shown as the top 5 and bottom 5
centers in the State for accessibility by each mode. Note that the testing is shown for only some of the
modes in this paper in the interest of brevity.

Pedestrian Accessibility
This measure was the most challenging in terms of finding reliable data on a statewide basis. There was
no available data on sidewalks or walkable roadways on a statewide basis. As a result, a proxy measure
of pedestrian-accessible intersection density was used as an indicator of at least potential pedestrian
accessibility. The intersections were derived from a NAVTEQ dataset, which was queried to include only
intersections that can be used by pedestrians. So, for example, a freeway interchange would not be
considered a pedestrian intersection. A higher intersection density is usually reflective of an area with
shorter block lengths and a finer grain gridded street pattern, both of which are potentially conducive to
walking.

Figure 3: Top 5 and Bottom 5 Centers for Pedestrian Accessibility
Bicycle Accessibility
The bicycle composite measure was composed of three individual measures:
Centerline Miles of Comfortably Bikeable Roads – Bikeable roadways were defined using a series of criteria based
on evaluation of attributes in the NAVTEQ data, including posted speeds, functional classification, pavement status,
controlled access status and number of lanes. The scale ranges from 1 to 3,
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Figure 4:
Flow diagram showing the methodology for calculating accessibility composite scores for the intermodal centers
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with 3 being the most comfortable road to bike on, and 1 being a road with minimal bikeability. Roads that
are not bikeable are not included in this scale. For this measure, “comfortably bikeable roads” are roads
with a value of 3 on this scale.



Quality of Bicycle Network – Using the same scale of 1 to 3, roads within the given bicycle geographies were averaged
(taking distance into account) to give a single representative number of the quality of the bike network in the buffer.
Bike Network Directness Index - The bicycle directness index is similar to the directness index described for vehicular
connectivity below, except that it is calculated as the total route distance from the center of each activity center or
corridor to the edge of each bikeable roadway that crossed the activity center or corridor buffer. This was then divided
by the total straight-line distance between the same points. The resulting value indicates the directness of the bikeable
roadways in each area where 1.0 would equate to a network with perfect directness and values higher than 1.0 indicate a
proportionately less direct network.

Figure 5: Top 5 and Bottom 5 Centers for Bicycle Accessibility
Transit Accessibility
Transit accessibility was measured using the hours of daily transit service, the number of transit stops, and the
percentage of population served. The population served was measured by calculating the total population
within a quarter mile of a transit stop and dividing by the total population within the activity center. The
number of transit stops is simply a sum of all the transit stops within a1/2 mile radius of the intermodal center.
Hours of service provided was derived from both the National Transit Database as well as from data obtained
from transit agencies serving activity centers. The transit composite measure for centers was calculated by
adding the hours of transit service, number of transit stops, and the percentage of population served. Transit
data was not available for all centers. Available transit data was compiled from various sources and was
applicable to only 18 of the intermodal centers
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Figure 6: Top 5 and Bottom 5 Centers for Transit Accessibility
Automobile Accessibility
A composite, network-based measure of automobile (vehicular) accessibility was obtained by combining three
measures for a given study area - the number of intersections, the total length of roadway centerline miles and
a network directness index. Roadway networks are a combination of links and nodes, with links representing
travel paths and nodes representing intersections. The first two parts of a composite vehicular accessibility
measure quantify and sum both of these components. The number of intersections is a general indicator of
overall connectivity, indicating generally the number of opportunities for connected travel. The overall length of
roads by centerline represents the overall size of the potential road network. Both these measures were
normalized on a per square mile basis to allow for consistency of comparisons.

The third element of this composite measure is a directness index, which calculates the robustness of a given
network by examining the actual vs. “as the crow-flies” (direct) length of travel for a number of options from
the center to an edge. As Figure 5 illustrates, the directness index is the sum of the travel distances along the
road network to points where roadways intersect the intermodal center’s buffer, divided by the sum of the
straight-line distances to those same points. A value of 1.0 is the ideal theoretical value and would be
impossible unless the roadway network was perfectly radial about the center of the origin. Dense urban grid
networks typically are fairly direct and result in low values in the 1.2-1.5 range, while suburban networks can
approach 2.0 or higher. Other factors that strongly affect the measure are the presence of one-way streets and
the presence of major obstacles to a continuous network such as rivers, railroad corridors and major interstates
or expressways. The composite is formed by adding the density of intersection value to the road density
(weighted by a factor of ten), then multiplied by 1/directness measure.
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Figure 7: Illustration of how the directness index value was calculated using the Ballston Metro
Stop Intermodal Center

Figure 8: Top 5 and Bottom 5 Centers for Auto Accessibility- 1 mile (left) and 10 mile (right)
geographies
Vehicular Mobility
While the primary focus of this study was accessibility rather than mobility, the study also addressed vehicular
mobility using recently acquired INRIX real time data on traffic flows in the State. Automobile/vehicular
mobility was assessed using statewide Travel Time Index (TTI) data derived from INRIX data as the source used
for calculating the TTI. Travel time was expressed as a ratio between the free flow speed and the congested
speed on a given corridor segment. This measure was limited to 5 mile radius buffer due to data availability, as
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the data was often insufficient to calculate this measure at the 1/2 mile radius scale. The mobility measure was
calculated by taking a distance-weighted average of the road segments within each buffer, resulting in an
average congestion value for the center. A general scale for interpreting TTI congestion values, as used by
VDOT, is as follows:





Uncongested
Light
Moderate
Severe

<1.5
1.5 -1.3
1.3 - 2
>2.0

Figure 9: Top 5 and Bottom 5 Centers for Vehicular Mobility (based on Travel Time)
Passenger Rail Accessibility
The measures used to calculate passenger rail accessibility were the daily passenger trains at the nearest
intercity rail station divided by the distance to the rail station. This measure captures both the availability of
train service and the accessibility of that service to a given area.
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Figure 10: The top and Bottom 5 Centers for Passenger Rail Accessibility
Passenger Aviation Accessibility
Passenger aviation accessibility was measured by combining two simple measures that both included assessing
the daily commercial operations at nearby airports. The first measure calculated the daily commercial
operations at the nearest airport divided by the distance to the airport. This measure captures both the
availability of air service and the accessibility of that service to a given area. The second measure was simply a
sum of the total daily commercial operations at all airports within 120 miles. This measure addresses the
overall availability of service since some air service may not be available at the nearest airport but still be
accessible from another airport within a reasonable distance of an intermodal center. The passenger aviation
composite measure is calculated by adding the daily commercial operations at the nearest airport divided by
distance and the daily commercial operations at all airports within 100 miles.

Freight Trucking Accessibility
Trucking measures were developed in an effort to evaluate the quality of the alignment between transportation
infrastructure and trucking destinations. The measures used available data attributes such as the miles of
Surface Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) network, miles of congested road network due to freight traffic,
and the count of distribution centers in the area. The spatial unit of analysis used for all freight measures was a
100 mile diameter buffer surrounding each intermodal center.


Centerline of STAA - The STAA of 1982 established a network of highways allowing larger vehicles access
to the interstate highway system and certain federal-aid primary routes. The STAA Network is used in the
measures framework because a large percentage of truck movements of interest to the accessibility
analysis are likely to use it. This measure calculates the density of an area’s network for truck freight
movement. VDOT has designated 4,407 miles of highways as part of the STAA, of which 3,288 are noninterstate miles.



Number of freight bottlenecks (truck) - Freight bottlenecks are identified in the Virginia Statewide
Multimodal Freight Study and indicate a limitation to accessibility from the network to intended
destinations. The linear bounds of a bottleneck along a given route illustrate the limitations or delay in an
area. This data set will only be updated periodically. Delay values from the Commonwealth’s travel
demand model may be used in future area & data refinements.
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Number of distribution centers (DC) - The number of distribution centers in an area is an indicator of
trucking activity and destination density for distribution purposes

Figure 11: The top and Bottom 5 Centers for Freight Trucking Accessibility

Freight Rail Accessibility
As compared to the truck network, the rail network is static, with only minor capacity improvements available
in the short term. Therefore the accessibility measures for rail focus on the availability of interaction/transfer
locations and on potential performance inhibitors and enhancers. Those track attributes which increase the
accessibility of freight movements across the state include the length of track sidings that allow passings to
occur, the availability of double stacking containers on cars to increase capacity and the transfer locations of
containerized goods via intermodal facilities between various modes with rail. Similar to trucking bottlenecks,
rail bottlenecks indicate a decreased ability of freight rail to reach intended destinations. The measures used
for the rail network are:


Identify double stack track – On the opposite end of the spectrum, a double track configuration increases
the opportunities for train routing and increases service frequency and track capacity between major
origins and destinations.



Total miles of Track Centerline - the total number of railroad track, either Class I or Class III, within each 100
mile buffer is calculated using the state rail network.



Number of freight bottlenecks (rail) - Freight bottlenecks are defined from the Virginia Statewide
Multimodal Freight Study and indicate a limitation in accessibility to destinations on the rail network. The
linear bounds of a bottleneck along a given route illustrate the extent of the limitation or delay in an area.
This data set will be updated periodically.



Number of rail intermodal facilities – The number of rail intermodal facilities indicates the supply of transfer
locations for the delivery of containerized goods. These are access points for modal exchange and thus are
important for shippers to configure the most cost-effective combination of modes and routes. Similarly,
transload facilities are important access points. These serve the same purpose as intermodal facilities,
except the freight moved is more traditional boxcar loads and bulk items.



Track miles of sidings – Sidings improve track operations, much like double tracking. Siding length is
important as the length indicates which train configurations can utilize the siding. Shorter sidings limit costeffective train configurations and in effect limit access to destinations and the viability of rail as a viable
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transportation mode for more time-sensitive goods. The opportunity to increase the siding length produce
an efficiency benefit in terms of routing and general operations.

Figure 12: The top and Bottom 5 Centers for Freight Rail Accessibility

Air Cargo Accessibility
Measuring air cargo-specific accessibility is challenging as there are small parcel freight movements at all
commercial and general aviation airports. However, there are 4 major freight cargo airports within the
Commonwealth. These airports transfer significant volumes of freight that is high cost and time sensitive. The
accessibility of activity centers (population and jobs) to these freight transfer points is essential to the economic
vitality of the Commonwealth. The accessibility measure of each intermodal center is thus tied to the nearest
cargo facility and the count of distribution centers within 50 miles of the center.


Distance to, and average daily operations at, the nearest air cargo facility – This shows an opportunity of
freight to move via air cargo. This indicates the opportunity for belly cargo activity outside of the
Commonwealth’s system of designated cargo airports. The following locations have cargo-specific
capabilities and are the only current airports which receive points in the accessibility measure:

o IAD – Washington/Dulles
o RIC – Richmond
o ORF – Norfolk
o ROA – Roanoke
 Distribution Centers within 50 miles of airport - The number of distribution centers within 50 miles of the
port and within the specific freight region shows the interaction potential of a location with the airport. The
higher this count is, the more likely freight will be moved through the area.
Port Accessibility
The Port of Virginia is a major economic engine for the state and the eastern seaboard. Accessibility to and
from the airport for freight movement is an important consideration as delay around the port increases the cost
of goods movements and has a negative impact on the supply chain. Continued and sustained issues with
accessibility to the port could result in shippers shifting their port calls and causing serious reputation damage
to the ports. The composite measure for port accessibility takes into account two factors:


The distance from the intermodal center to the nearest port
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The number of distribution centers within 50 miles of the intermodal center. The higher this count, the
more likely freight will be moved through the area.

Conclusions
The overall objectives of this study were to define, develop and measure an accessibility index for various travel
modes for a series of intermodal centers in Virginia. The testing conducted in this study – while recognizing the
limitations of available data at a statewide scale – allowed for a basic accessibility “ranking” of these centers. In
many ways, the results conformed to common sense assessments of what one would expect as the relative
accessibility of urban, suburban and rural centers – that centers in more dense urban contexts had greater
accessibility due to the relative density of their networks. For example, the centers located in denser urban
areas such as the Richmond Main Street Amtrak Station or the Ballston Metro Station always scored among the
highest in the State for modes such as bicycle, pedestrian and transit. Because of their relative density of
roadway network, they also tended to score highest in terms of automobile accessibility. However, by also
looking at mobility measures, the study also pointed out cases in which mobility was ranked much lower than
accessibility due to the centers being located in high traffic congestion areas. For example, a more
suburban/rural center such as the Charlottesville Airport ranked in the top 5 in terms of auto mobility (i.e. least
congested) while ranking in the bottom 5 in terms of auto accessibility (i.e. least accessible). By contrast, a
more urban center such as the Ballston Metro stop was the opposite, ranking in the top 5 in terms of auto
accessibility (most accessible) and the bottom 5 in terms of auto mobility (most congested).

While this round of pilot testing only looked at 48 intermodal centers, the primary value of this study was not in
exhaustive testing of all potential centers but in the development of a testing methodology for measuring
accessibility at various scales. With this methodology in place, it will be relatively easy to apply the approach
used in this study to a much more complete dataset of centers in the state.

Next Steps - Developing Short Term Recommendations for
Improvements
The value of a standardized approach to accessibility measures, while still potentially subject to further
refinements and enhancements over time, is that it allows a common standard of comparison – a common
language - for discussing accessibility improvements within the transportation planning process for the
Commonwealth. There are a number of potential ways that this accessibility index methodology can be applied
in the transportation planning process. While the analysis of intermodal center accessibility identified some
basic deficiencies in accessibility and/or mobility for the 48 intermodal centers, further work is being conducted
by VDOT and the consultant team to identify short-term recommendations to improve access to a subset of
these intermodal centers. The next phase of work is to conduct a capacity and operational analysis of the
transportation network in the area of key intermodal centers using available data. From this analysis, the team
will identify potential solutions to the identified access/mobility issues for each Intermodal Center and prepare
a functional drawing of potential solutions to improve access to the center with cost estimates for the
improvements. Ultimately, this current phase of work will not only advance the understanding of intermodal
accessibility in Virginia, but also begin to address deficiencies in their accessibility over time.
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ABSTRACT
In areas with transit service, providing priority to transit vehicles over other road users can increase a roadway’s
person-capacity without widening the roadway, in addition to furthering the environmental benefits of public
transportation and providing cost savings for transit agencies and users. Strategies for transit priority include
exclusive lanes, transit signal priority, queue-jump lanes/signals, bus bulbs, and yield-to-bus (YTB) programs.
City planners and traffic engineers should keep these treatments in mind when developing plans and projects for
areas with transit service, but they may not be aware of all the options and when to consider using each. The
literature, especially Bus and Rail Preferential Treatments in Mixed Traffic [1], covers the basics of transit
priority strategies. However, there is little guidance on when to apply different preferential treatments for public
transit, such as when to provide transit signal priority (TSP) versus a queue-jump lane and signal.
As background, this paper provides an overview of various existing transit priority strategies, identifying
conditions appropriate for the application of each strategy where such conditions are known and noting practical
issues associated with implementation that are not necessarily published in the literature. Selected examples of
applications in Virginia are given. In the future, planners and engineers could use these observations to develop
guidance for choosing between different strategies for transit priority.

INTRODUCTION
An increasing focus on multimodal transportation planning and operations in Virginia requires a closer look at its
priorities. In many regions, rather than simply seeking to move as many vehicles as possible, the focus has
shifted to moving more people more efficiently and ensuring access to destinations. Because transit vehicles have
higher person-capacities than passenger cars, they are major players in moving people efficiently and, as road
funding shifts to a user-fee approach, transit options are likely to become increasingly important as drivers seek
alternatives to tolls.
In Virginia’s largest urban areas, widening roadways is seldom feasible because of air quality considerations,
cost, and available right of way, and some areas have pursued major transit investments to address congestion
and stimulate additional development. Unlike a capital-intensive rail line, however, most of the strategies
described in this paper can help improve transit as a travel choice without requiring major investments. They are
also implementable incrementally without lengthy planning processes and encourage participation and
investment from local governments. In general, existing traffic conditions should include some congestion in
order for these treatments to be valuable. If there is very little delay to existing traffic, there is also very little
delay to buses operating in mixed traffic. However, no treatment except exclusive lanes is likely to provide much
benefit in gridlocked conditions (assuming properly controlled traffic signals). Ideal applications are typically in
near-saturated conditions.
Whether attributable to constrained right of way, shrinking budgets, or community desires to avoid widening
projects, street networks may fail to accommodate demand from various road users, resulting in congestion and
delay. This negatively affects most road users, from pedestrians and bicyclists to motorists, but congestion and
delay have several notable consequences for public transit vehicles running in mixed traffic. (Although these
vehicles could include streetcars, light rail trains, cable cars, trackless trolleys, etc., buses are the most common
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public transportation vehicle in Virginia, so for simplicity, this paper uses the term “bus.” It is understood that
strategies for transit priority can apply to other vehicle types.)

Effects of Delay for Transit
The most basic effect of delay is causing a bus to fall behind schedule. This is similar to the effect of delay on
any road user: a trip, for which the road user has allotted a specific amount of time, takes longer than planned,
and people arrive at destinations later than planned. With buses, because of scheduled transfers and the need to
maintain service as advertised, this delay can lead to operational problems and added costs. Delay can also lead
to varying travel times and decreased reliability, which could make transit less attractive and cause some riders to
switch to driving leading to increased traffic congestion on the corridor.
For bus systems with timed transfer locations, a late-arriving bus can either cause other buses to be held back,
spreading small delays across many riders, or can arrive too late for its passengers to transfer, causing major
delays for the passengers of the late bus who had planned to transfer to another bus. Operational costs can rise if
a route with regular delays must be revised with additional buses to maintain advertised schedules.
A Virginia example is Bus Route 29K operated by the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
(WMATA) on Little River Turnpike and Duke Street near Washington, D.C. A survey conducted by WMATA as
part of an initiative to develop a priority corridor network (PCN) of bus routes with operational improvements
indicated that on-time performance was important and lacking; travel time increased 24 percent on the route from
2000 to 2008 because of congestion [2].
On routes with relatively frequent service (e.g. a bus arrives every 10 minutes or more frequently), and where
passengers arrive at stops on a fairly uniform basis, traffic congestion can also lead to bus bunching: when travel
time delays begin for one bus as a result of congestion, the bus may begin to pick up passengers who would have
been waiting for the following bus under scheduled conditions; the additional passengers increase the time spent
for loading and unloading passengers at stops. The following bus may then spend less time loading at those stops
and eventually catch up to the first bus. This situation results in passengers having to wait longer than a standard
headway (the time between buses), possible crowding on the first bus, and passenger annoyance at waiting longer
than anticipated only to see two buses arrive at one time with the following bus nearly empty.

Rationale for Transit Priority Strategies
A typical bus with most seats filled could have 35 passengers. At peak times, passenger loads could surpass 60
per vehicle; for articulated buses, loads could exceed 100 per vehicle [3]. When person-throughput rather than
vehicle-throughput is considered, therefore, there is good reason to prioritize the movement of buses over that of
other vehicles. Treatments for transit priority can mitigate delays in transit operations caused by traffic
congestion. In areas with transit service, providing priority to buses over other road users can increase a
roadway’s person-capacity without widening the roadway, and increases in transit ridership can increase the
person-throughput of a facility more than an increase in automobile occupancy rates can. Put another way:
“Dedicating scarce street space to transit is democratic, i.e., public transport users have a right to expect that
available space is allocated based on people, not vehicles, moved, when operationally feasible” [4].
Recent research continues to identify benefits of transit priority strategies other than maximizing personthroughput, including encouraging auto drivers to switch to transit furthering the environmental benefits of
public transportation and operating fleet reductions for transit agencies providing cost savings for those
agencies and the users and taxpayers providing their funding [4,5]. Research in progress is also finding evidence
that two transit priority treatments applied on a single road corridor can have greater benefits for transit than the
sum of the benefits of both treatments when either is applied individually, as well as evidence of general road
safety benefits as a result of bus priority treatments [6]. The U.S. Government Accountability Office found that
bus rapid transit projects, which typically include one or more of the priority treatments addressed here, can
contribute to economic development [7].
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS PAPER
The main purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of strategies for transit priority, primarily through a
review of the literature. Options include exclusive lanes, TSP, queue-jump lanes/signals, bus bulbs, and YTB
programs. Selected examples of applications in Virginia provide an idea of the state of the practice in the
Commonwealth. Conditions appropriate for the application of each strategy are identified where known, along
with practical issues associated with implementation. In the future, planners and engineers could use these
observations to develop guidance for choosing between different strategies for transit priority.
This paper focuses on actions that reallocate road space or right of way to transit vehicles. As such, it does not
cover numerous worthy operational strategies that transit agencies can take to make transit travel more
competitive with auto travel, typically by way of reduced travel time or increased comfort. Strategies to speed
boarding and alighting include shelters with off-board fare payment, raised station stops to allow level boarding,
precision automated docking technologies, and stops large enough for multiple buses to load at once. Highercapacity vehicles with low-floor boarding and more doors can expand the capacity for person-throughput, and
automated vehicle location systems can enable more efficient operations or facilitate an interface with a TSP
treatment. These items are not addressed here because they are largely within the control of the transit provider,
whereas the strategies discussed here typically involve significant coordination with other agencies that own and
operate roadways. As WMATA noted regarding its PCN Plan:
While the service adjustments component of the PCN implementation is entirely within the control of Metro, subject to the
availability of funding regionally, nearly all runningway improvements require cooperation and coordination with the state and local
departments of transportation (DOTs) who own and maintain the bus runningway (street) and bus stop (sidewalk) real estate [8].

Rather than the transit agencies, city departments of transportation (DOTs) often drive transit innovation [4]. This
paper should be of interest to such local officials, transit providers, and planners and engineers with state DOTs.

OVERVIEW OF STRATEGIES FOR TRANSIT PRIORITY
Many operational strategies exist for speeding up transit service, improving reliability, and making transit trip
times more competitive with auto travel times. As noted previously, improvements that can be made solely by
transit operators or with minimal involvement from agencies that own and maintain street rights of way, such as
automated and off-vehicle fare payment, stop consolidation, re-routing of bus lines to avoid congestion, upgraded
vehicles, and real-time passenger information, are not treated here. As discussed previously, the purpose of this
paper is to address strategies that provide buses priority over other road users, which requires inherent trade-offs,
often affecting capacity for other traffic. These strategies also often require significant coordination between
transit agencies and entities that own and maintain street rights of way (i.e., in the Virginia context, the Virginia
Department of Transportation [VDOT] and local governments).
This section provides overviews of the following strategies for transit priority, with conditions appropriate for
their application, practical issues to consider, and selected examples of applications in Virginia:
 Exclusive lanes and exclusive transitways (roadway segment treatments).
 TSP (intersection treatments).
 Queue-jump lanes and signals (intersection treatments).
 Curb extensions (stop-specific treatments).
 YTB programs (policy initiative).
For a more in-depth overview, a suggested starting point is Bus and Rail Preferential Treatments in Mixed
Traffic [1], especially Table 1, which identifies key focus areas and the findings of two dozen studies. The author
noted that there are no standard warrants to determine the need for a priority treatment; although warrants have
been suggested in published studies, they are often old or are not applied consistently. For a summary of
representative unit costs, travel time savings, and ridership effects for exclusive lanes, queue-jump lanes, curb
extensions, and TSP, the reader is referred to Exhibits S-1, S-2, S-3, and S-5 in Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s
Guide [9]. The guide noted that a good rule of thumb for determining the appropriateness of a given strategy is to
determine whether the value of the travel time it saves exceeds the annualized development costs plus operations
and maintenance costs.
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Exclusive Lanes
Exclusive lanes ensure that transit delays are reduced by providing a dedicated space for buses to operate.
Because they provide exclusive space for transit, dedicated lanes can allow transit vehicles to bypass even
significant congestion, but if they are created by removing space formerly allocated to all vehicles, they can
increase the possibility of congestion for other vehicles. Peak-hour separated right of way is a defining
characteristic of bus rapid transit (BRT) as set out in federal transportation legislation enacted in July 2012 [10].

Types of Exclusive Lanes
Variations on the exclusive bus lane include reversible transit lanes, contraflow lanes, part-time lanes, bus lanes
shared with bicyclists, virtual bus lanes, bus-on-shoulder operations, exclusive busways, and bus lanes that
operate on only part of a street segment.
Reversible transit lanes and contraflow lanes are relatively rare. Reversible lanes may be an option where
congestion is an issue and right of way is constrained, but significant bus priority investments are desired. During
the design stage, microsimulation can determine impacts and help engineers develop safe operational policies.
An example is provided by Iswalt et al. [11]. Contraflow lanes are typically reserved for special situations where
bus travel is needed in the opposite direction on one-way streets; a recent treatment of double contraflow lanes in
Minneapolis performed well [12].
Part-time lanes allow traffic, parking, and/or loading zones during off-peak hours. Bus lanes shared with
bicyclists are typically implemented where there is a desire to accommodate a bus lane and a bicycle facility but
not enough space for separate bike and bus lanes. A Summary of Design, Policies and Operational
Characteristics for Shared Bicycle/Bus Lanes [13] describes the state of the practice and estimates that the
necessary width for a typical shared bus-and-bike lane in the Florida context is 16 feet 7 inches to allow safe
passing while both the bike and the bus are in the shared lane. The authors noted that this width is neither a
necessary condition for such a lane nor a width achieved by most existing lanes.
“Virtual bus lanes” is a term that has been applied to treatments that clear space for a bus as it approaches while
leaving the lane open for all vehicles between buses. They are similar to reversible traffic lanes: lane-control
signals, either overhead or embedded in the pavement, illuminate as a bus approaches and signal traffic to clear
the lane [14,15]. Also known as a Bus Lane with Intermittent Priority (BLIP), among other names, the concept
usually includes TSP and has been applied internationally.
For a comprehensive study of shoulder-running bus treatments, the reader is referred to A Guide for
Implementing Bus on Shoulder (BOS) Systems [16]. It notes that shoulder-running is of greatest benefit where
general traffic flow is stop-and-go or is gridlocked and a maximum differential speed of 10 to 15 mph is typical
for safety (i.e., buses go no more than 15 mph faster than general traffic) with a maximum shoulder speed of 35
mph. On- and off-ramps are also major considerations; some transit agencies instruct bus drivers to merge with
general traffic before reaching heavily used ramps, whereas others use ramp metering to create gaps in flows. On
arterials and freeways, shoulder-running has resulted in a high level of safety, with no discernible effect on
general traffic flow. Travel time reliability improvements and travel time savings have been found with shoulderrunning; bus passengers perceive time savings to be even greater than they actually are. Ideally, shoulders should
be 12 feet wide (10-foot minimum), the pavement thickness should be 7 inches rather than the typical 2 inches,
and drainage structures should be reinforced. Transit and highway agencies could also simply use existing
shoulders without widening or adding to pavement depth, however, realizing that premature wear may occur, and
could agree to seek funds through the Federal Transit Administration to upgrade the runningway in the future.
Exclusive busways have some degree of physical separation from general traffic and include grade-separated
bus-only roadways, at-grade busways in a separate or parallel right of way, and median bus lanes. These
treatments, which may require significant planning, represent a substantial investment, and exclusive busways
are generally found in larger urban areas [9].
Espada et al. [17] used the term “Set Back Bus Lane” to describe a bus lane that exists on only part of a street
segment. The bus lane is opened to use by other vehicles for a set distance approaching and possibly also
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departing intersections, essentially creating exclusive bus lanes only on the “middle” of each block. In this way,
the bus can use an exclusive lane to pass any queues up until the point where it would be able to cross the
intersection in one signal cycle; an auxiliary lane (for turns or through traffic) is available for all vehicles to share
with buses leading up to each intersection.

Considerations for Exclusive Lanes
Recommended thresholds for a dedicated bus lane include an urbanized area population of at least 750,000 with
employment of at least 50,000 in the central business district or possibly a large university or activity center;
peak headways of 8 to 10 minutes and off-peak headways of 12 to 15 minutes; and one bus per traffic signal
cycle [9]. Danaher [1] documented other findings from the early 1970s to the present. For details on design,
interagency coordination, operations, and enforcement for non-busway exclusive lanes, the reader is referred to
Shared-Use Bus Priority Lanes on City Streets: Case Studies in Design and Management [18].
In selecting exclusive bus lane segments for its PCN Plan, WMATA used four factors along with professional
judgment. An exclusive lane was deemed “probably appropriate” if the street segment’s total projected bus
ridership for year 2030 was at least 5,000; its projected change in bus ridership by 2030 was at least 3,000; its
new volume/capacity ratio was under 0.8; and its projected change in the number of auto trips by 2030 was at
least 3,600 [19].
Public acceptance can be a major hurdle for bus lanes, especially if the lanes are created through the removal of
general traffic travel lanes. The authors of Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual noted that “one of the
challenges in adopting exclusive lanes for buses is the public perception that the lane is virtually empty of
vehicles, even when it is carrying a substantial number of people” [3]. The very thing that makes bus lanes
attractive their ability to move more people per lane than when those people are in cars can make them appear
“empty” even when moving as many people as a vehicular lane full to capacity.

Virginia Examples of Exclusive Lanes
There are a few existing applications of exclusive lanes in Virginia. A 0.75-mile stretch of Broad Street in
Richmond has curbside bus lanes [20]. Bus lanes shared with bicyclists on Atlantic Avenue in Virginia Beach
began operation in 1997 [21] and now cover a distance of about 3 miles. The three seasonal routes that operate on
that corridor produce a combined volume of seven buses per hour per direction for the majority of the corridor
[22].
Bus-on-shoulder operations are used in afternoon peak hours on the Dulles Toll Road near Falls Church. A 1.3mile section of shoulder approaching the congested interchange with I-66 is used as a queue jump to reach a busonly exit for a transit center at the West Falls Church Metrorail Station. Shoulder speeds are limited to 25 mph.
Although not exclusive for the use of transit vehicles, high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes are used to speed bus
travel in Virginia, such as in the Norfolk and Norfolk Naval Station areas served by Hampton Roads Transit [23]
and in Northern Virginia. High-occupancy toll (HOT) lanes are scheduled to begin serving the same function in
Northern Virginia, and officials from Virginia and Maryland have discussed extending these lanes across a bridge
for the stated purpose of enabling reliable regional bus service [24].

Planned Applications of Exclusive Lanes in Virginia
The Crystal City/Potomac Yards (CCPY) transitway, an effort involving the City of Alexandria, Arlington
County, WMATA, and the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation, will include a median busway
along U.S. 1 in Alexandria, and, in the Crystal City area of Arlington County, segments of at-grade busways in
parallel rights of way and part-time bus lanes shared with bicyclists. Station stops will be built with 10-inch
elevated platforms, most of which will be long enough to accommodate two buses. The CCPY project is
expected to pave the way literally for a future transition to streetcars as the area accommodates 30 million square
feet of additional planned development. Alexandria’s portion between East Glebe Road and East Monroe Avenue
was under construction in summer 2012, and remaining sections in Alexandria are expected to be constructed as
redevelopment occurs [25]. Construction of the Crystal City portions is likely to occur in 2013. One of the
project’s goals was to reduce variability in transit travel times in this area, which has sharp peaks in bus and other
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traffic volumes. Rather than using ridership levels or traffic warrants, local planners took the opportunity to
obtain rights of way for the 24-foot-wide dedicated transitway when developers requested that properties be
rezoned from industrial to other zoning classifications that would allow the construction of office and residential
towers. These dedications of unimproved land valued at $10 million per acre, along with some portions of
existing street rights of way, made the project feasible. The bus lanes shared with bicyclists will form a one-way
loop in the northern section of Crystal City where development already existed; the lanes are to be created by the
removal of existing bike and parking lanes. They will be open to all traffic in off-peak hours and will vary from
11 to 13 feet wide (M. Huston, personal communication, July 12, 2012). The 5-mile CCPY corridor serves 16
existing transit routes from multiple agencies one route has 6-minute peak headways; will be owned and funded
by the two local jurisdictions; and will become the first BRT-type service in the region [26].
Another example of planning for a transit corridor in Virginia is the recently announced widening of U.S. 1 near
Fort Belvoir, as discussed in more detail later. The $180 million road project using funds under the Base
Realignment and Closure Program is to include the preservation of a corridor for future transit needs [27].
Other exclusive lanes in various stages of planning include the following:
 An extension of the CCPY transitway northwest to Pentagon City [2].
 Potential bus-only shoulder operation as part of PCN improvements to Little River Turnpike/Duke Street in
northern Virginia [2].
 3.4 miles of dedicated bus lanes, some median-running and some curbside, on the Broad Street corridor in
Richmond, which are being considered in a conceptual alternatives analysis [28].

Transit Signal Priority
TSP has been cited as the most popular transit priority treatment on urban streets [1], and recently enacted federal
transportation legislation includes TSP in its definition of BRT [10]. Applications range from the simple
adjustment of signal timing and coordination plans so that the progression works for buses (which tend to stop
more and accelerate slower than cars) to components of sophisticated real-time signal networks that interact with
automated vehicle location systems in buses and continuously adapt to optimize conditions for both transit
vehicles and other traffic. The goal is to reduce bus delay at signalized intersections while maintaining acceptable
operations for other vehicles.

Types of TSP
The typical TSP treatment in Virginia includes real-time vehicle detection and extension of the green phase.
When a bus is approaching a green traffic signal that is about to change, TSP equipment at the intersection
detects a signal from an emitter mounted on the bus. A predetermined additional amount of green time (typically
5 to 10 seconds) is then added to allow the bus to pass through the intersection before the signal changes. If the
bus arrives earlier in the signal cycle or during a yellow or red phase, no changes occur. Less used in Virginia but
fairly common elsewhere is red truncation: when a bus approaches on a yellow or red phase, the conflicting
phases are terminated after their minimum green times so that the bus can receive a green signal as soon as
possible.
Other types of TSP equipment can adjust the order of phases to reduce waiting time further for buses
approaching on red signals. Adaptive systems anticipate bus arrivals and calculate traffic impacts while
continuously adjusting operations. This can reduce delay over standard TSP while also minimizing effects on
cross-street traffic. Zhang et al. provide an example [29]. The Center for Transportation Studies at the University
of Virginia has initiated a project to evaluate the effects of connected vehicles, an emerging technology wherein
vehicles communicate directly to other vehicles and to infrastructure such as traffic signals, on TSP through a
simulation of an arterial in Virginia. The project will help answer the question of whether TSP systems can be
improved by having real-time information about other vehicles.
Transit-only signals are a related treatment used when it is necessary to provide a transit-only phase, such as for a
light-rail or busway crossing or a queue jump. Unlike standard TSP, where the bus operator complies with
standard traffic signals, transit-only signals have separate signal heads and indications for transit vehicles.
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Although TSP should not be confused with emergency vehicle pre-emption, which sends an immediate call to
provide a green signal for an approaching police, fire, or rescue vehicle, the two often share signal equipment.
For example, most signals in Northern Virginia with emergency vehicle pre-emption capability use 3M’s
Opticom optical sensors, which are also capable of detecting properly equipped transit vehicles (M. Hagan,
personal communication, August 10, 2012). Drivers of other vehicles will likely not notice a properly operating
TSP system because it makes minor changes to signal operations rather than the major interruptions of
emergency pre-emption.
A case study on using TSP during emergency evacuations revealed an ancillary benefit for signal networks using
traditional timing plans or vehicle actuation. During evacuations, when additional buses may be called in to
operate peak service levels at an off-peak time, TSP can cause automatic adjustments to signal operation that
improve on the standard signal phasing. This is true when bus routes overlap with evacuation routes because
TSP-equipped buses will cause green time to be added for those approaches, which also have heavier-thannormal flows of general traffic [30].

Conditions for TSP
Where bus flows are light, intersection-based treatments such as TSP are more appropriate than bus lanes.
Research suggests that TSP is most useful where the vehicular level of service is D or E (indicating that traffic is
flowing but the facility is approaching or at capacity) and where most bus stops near intersections are reached
after the bus passes through the intersection (far-side stops). TSP can be used with near-side stops, reached
before the bus passes through the intersection, but may require additional programming or manual activation by a
bus driver after exiting a bus stop. Simulation efforts can be used to evaluate whether TSP will decrease total
person-delay on the corridor; in some cases, use of TSP decreases delays for both buses and other vehicles, but
where delays to other vehicles do increase, the use of person-delay addresses person-throughput rather than
vehicle-throughput.
Another possible metric for deciding whether to apply TSP is transit travel time reliability: do the affected bus
routes have reliability problems as well as intersection-related delays? In a 2002 TSP study in Portland, Oregon
(cited by Kittelson and Associates, Inc., et al. [3]), Callas found that reliability improvements were enough to
eliminate 10 minutes of recovery time from the end of each trip. King County Metro in Washington State
reported a 25 to 34percent reduction of average intersection delay for eligible buses; a 35 to 40 percent reduction
in trip travel time variability; a 5.5 to 8 percent reduction in travel time along the corridors during peak hours;
and minimal effect on general traffic, although most studies do not show such strong effects [31].

Virginia Examples of TSP
Many of the traffic signals in Virginia are maintained by VDOT. At the determination of VDOT’s Regional
Operations and Maintenance Managers, adding TSP to these signals may require a local governing body to enter
into an agreement to install and maintain the TSP equipment. For example, on Route 1 in Fairfax County, VDOT
owns the signals and can track each time signal priority is requested, but Fairfax County installed and maintains
the TSP elements (N. Vu, personal communication, August 7, 2012). In addition, a transit agency or locality must
submit a study to VDOT, which may then deem certain signals as ineligible for TSP based on vehicular level of
service and volume-to-capacity ratio [32]. This is consistent with evidence from the literature that transit priority
can cause major delays for vehicular traffic when traffic volumes are high [36].
Existing Virginia examples of TSP for buses appears limited to Northern Virginia. Two corridors in the
metropolitan Washington, D.C., area are equipped to provide TSP: U.S. 1 (Richmond Highway) near Fort
Belvoir and Columbia Pike in Arlington.
TSP on U.S. 1 was implemented from the Fairfax County Parkway to North Kings Highway/Shields Avenue in
2004, equipping buses on one route and 25 intersections [33]. This was done as part of a BRT-like route rebranding program called Richmond Highway Express, or REX [34]. The corridor had an average weekday
ridership of 3,600 in FY 2010 on WMATA routes and also served local buses operated by Fairfax Connector [2].
A post-deployment study found that TSP reduced delay to transit vehicles at intersections and that the benefits
were highest under moderate to low levels of congestion; under heavier congestion, traffic queues kept buses
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from reaching intersections during the preset green extension time [35]. Major challenges included negotiating
system ownership and maintenance and a delay of more than 1 year for upgraded controller software [36].
Appendix A3.8 of the work of Smith et al. [36] provides a detailed summary of this project.
Multiple routes of Arlington Transit and WMATA use Columbia Pike to access the Pentagon and other key
destinations, and bus service along the corridor operates 22 hours a day. During peak hours, there is a bus every 3
minutes or less, and plans are in the works to introduce streetcar operations to relieve capacity issues (M. Huston,
personal communication, July 12, 2012). In 2004, signal upgrades including TSP were completed at 12 signals,
and TSP remains in operation for properly equipped buses (A. Sidhaye, personal communication, July 25, 2012).
At the time of the upgrade, Columbia Pike had the highest ridership of any bus corridor in Virginia, at 9,000
transit trips per day. A post-deployment study found mixed results, with increased intersection delay for both
buses and cars at TSP-equipped signals with fixed-time control and decreased delay at TSP-equipped signals
with adaptive signal control. The study found no beneficial impacts on travel times and negative effects on transit
vehicle fuel economy and emissions [37]. Average weekday boardings on WMATA routes on this corridor grew
to 12,200 by FY 2010 [2].
The Tide, Norfolk’s light-rail transit (LRT) system, uses a combination of TSP and other intersection techniques.
Outside downtown, where LRT speeds are higher, traditional train gates block traffic while the train proceeds. In
downtown areas, where LRT vehicles move at slower speeds, most intersection controllers provide priority for
trains so they receive a transit-only signal with minimal delay. Some downtown intersections maintain stronger
priority for automobiles, requiring LRT vehicles to wait until the current phase ends, at which point a transit-only
signal is activated [38]. The Hampton Roads region has obtained $2.4 million in federal funds to install optical
pre-emption equipment on signals for emergency vehicles; buses could also use the system with minimal
additional signal programming if the buses were properly equipped, but transit providers have not pursued TSP
purchases (D. Rydzewski, personal communication, July 27, 2012).
A significant challenge to the use of TSP in Northern Virginia has been identifying appropriate TSP equipment.
The regional transit provider, WMATA, operates in Virginia, Maryland, and Washington, D.C. For transit
agencies serving multiple jurisdictions/corridors, it is important to have a unified technology so buses can be
swapped between corridors without affecting service. To facilitate this, WMATA is developing a memorandum
of understanding with the two states and Washington, D.C.

Planned Applications of TSP in Virginia
TSP is in various stages of planning at other locations in Virginia, including the following:
 Route 7 between the King Street Metro Station and Tysons Corner, which passes through multiple local
jurisdictions [39]. WMATA is in the process of procurement and deployment for 25 intersections and six
buses [40].
 Crystal City/Potomac Yard. Some transit-only signal phasing is included in the CCPY project described
previously at locations where separated busways intersect with streets. Additional TSP capability was
included in the larger project but will not be implemented initially because of traffic engineering concerns
and the challenge of identifying appropriate TSP equipment and equipping buses (M. Huston, personal
communication, July 12, 2012).
 Little River Turnpike/Duke Street in Northern Virginia as part of PCN improvements [2].
 Van Dorn Street from Franconia Road to Eisenhower Avenue in Alexandria. TSP at four intersections,
combined with a queue-jump lane (described later) and signal, was estimated to reduce bus travel time by
about 70 hours annually [41].
 Glebe Road at Arlington Boulevard in Arlington. A bus stop would also be moved to the far side of the
intersection, and the improvements were estimated to reduce bus travel time by about 39 hours annually [41].
 Broad Street in Richmond. TSP was proposed in a conceptual rapid-transit study along a 7.6-mile corridor
[20,28].

Queue-Jump Lanes/Signals
This treatment aims to address the issue of bus delay at signalized intersections through a combination of special
signals and a short segment of exclusive lane. Queue jumps are often implemented using existing right-turn-only
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lanes; signs and sometimes transit-only signals are added to allow buses to use these lanes to bypass queues at
red lights and proceed through the intersection in front of other traffic. Transit-only signals may not be used if
there is a bus stop or merge area on the far side of the intersection [1].
Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide defines a queue jump as a near-side stop with a bus-only signal and uses
the term “bypass lane” for the situation where there is a far-side stop with no separate phase [9]. Although these
terms are helpful, a queue jump treatment can also be used at intersections without bus stops, such as what is
proposed for Van Dorn Street at I-95, as discussed later.
As with TSP, such intersection treatments are often better choices than bus lanes for corridors where bus arrivals
are relatively infrequent. Microsimulation-based research in Australia suggested that queue jumps with bus-only
signal phases tended to be more beneficial where bus arrivals are at least 5 minutes apart, because with very
frequent service, the added time to accomplish the transit-only signal phase can negatively affect overall traffic
operations, possibly leading to queues longer than the queue-jump lane and causing additional delays to transit.
The authors noted that a queue jump might still function in the situation of very short headways if a far-side
merge lane allowed it to operate without a bus-only signal phase [17].
Queue-jump treatments have been mentioned in plans for the following:
 Improvements to Little River Turnpike/Duke Street in Northern Virginia as part of WMATA’s PCN [2].
 Van Dorn Street at I-95 as part of the project from Franconia Road to Eisenhower Avenue mentioned
previously. A queue-jump lane would be added between eastbound general traffic lanes and left turn lanes
using existing but unused pavement, and a bus-only signal phase would allow buses to reenter the right lane
[41].

Curb Extensions (Bus Bulbs)
Curb extensions, often known as bus bulbs, are relatively “low-tech” treatments that reduce delay to buses when
they re-enter traffic after making a stop. Traditional traffic engineering techniques suggest that buses should
make stops out of the flow of traffic, so stops are often placed in parking lanes or specially built bus bays. As
traffic volumes increase, buses encounter more delay when drivers attempt to depart these offline stops. The
principle behind a curb extension is contrary to this philosophy: by extension of the curb into a parking lane,
buses can stop in the travel lane and proceed straight ahead after completing the stop. An additional benefit is
that more curbside parking can become available because the curb extension needs to be only as long as the bus,
rather than the length of the bus plus entrance and exit tapers [1].
Because one travel lane will be blocked by a stopped bus, this treatment should be reserved for streets with at
least two through lanes in the direction of bus travel so that traffic can pass a stopped bus or for streets where
traffic volumes are lower than 500 vehicles per hour per lane. Planners considering the use of bus bulbs at
intersections should consider right-turn volumes and whether a stopped bus would pose safety or operational
concerns [1]. As noted in Bus Rapid Transit Practitioner’s Guide, “[c]urb extensions for bus preferential
treatments are most appropriate when TSP is not feasible and when bus queue jump or bypass lane treatments are
either not possible or would have unacceptable operational or safety impacts” [9].
Danaher [1] summarized some findings from an earlier evaluation of bus bulbs. A roadway before-and-after
study found that rather than slowing other vehicles, this priority treatment increased speeds for both buses and
other vehicles, presumably because buses stopped in bus bays were still partially blocking one travel lane and
would encroach on a second travel lane when pulling out of a stop; the bus bulb eliminated the latter
encroachment. Also included was the finding “that bus bulbs are appropriate in areas with high-density
developments and in which the percentage of people moving through the corridor as pedestrians or in transit
vehicles is relatively high in comparison with the percentage of people moving in automobiles.”
No examples of this treatment were identified in Virginia, although some may exist. Many bus routes operate on
streets without on-street parking or bus bays, so buses stop in the travel lane and avoid the problem of merging
back into traffic. Conceptual plans for BRT in Richmond show curb extensions in the alternative that includes a
bus lane with on-street parking [42].
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Yield-to-Bus Programs
Unlike many of the other treatments discussed, YTB laws do not prioritize transit by allocating road space or
time in traffic signals. Rather, they allocate the right of way by prioritizing buses that are re-entering the general
traffic stream, typically from bus stops in parking lanes or bus bays; they are not written to give buses priority
when they are changing lanes or signaling a turn. The purpose of a YTB program is much the same as that of the
curb extension: to reduce bus delay when buses re-enter traffic after making a stop. However, the need for
legislation at the state level makes this treatment unique and means that it cannot be applied in isolation to a
single trouble spot. Motorist education and enforcement are key companions of YTB laws.
For a history of YTB programs and summaries of those that existed prior to 2003, the reader is referred to Yield
to Bus State of the Practice [43]. Bus-on-shoulder systems in Florida and New Jersey may doubly benefit from
YTB programs that help buses merge back into traffic to avoid conflicts at on ramps [16].
According to Zhou et al. [44], seven states have YTB laws (Florida, Washington, Oregon, New Jersey,
California, Minnesota, and Colorado). According to the authors, Florida has performed much of the recent
research on this topic. Its legislation was enacted in 1999 and requires vehicles to yield the right of way to public
buses signaling to reenter traffic from bus bays while also requiring bus operators to consider the safety of all
road users. The law depends on education and enforcement to succeed, both of which have been weak, and its
text has other challenges (e.g., the term used, “pull-out bay,” could inadvertently exclude bus stops located on
shoulders or in parking lanes and right-turn lanes). The authors also noted safety concerns at far-side bus stops,
where motorist yielding behavior could cause unexpected slowdowns in intersections.
Although Zhou et al. found that decals on the rear of buses were not effective in encouraging yielding, Fabregas
et al. [45] have shown that commonly used bus-mounted signs that flash when the bus is merging can be
effective in helping buses merge and reducing conflicts during the maneuvers. In the study by Fabregas et al.,
benefits of a YTB treatment with flashing signs increased as the number of lanes decreased. For example,
merging conflicts were not reduced on a wide six-lane street, but bus re-entry time was reduced on roads with
fewer lanes and was less variable than the re-entry time with a treatment without the flashing sign.
Virginia law does not address YTB programs, so there are no Virginia examples of this treatment.

CONCLUSIONS
It should be noted that although the reasons for providing bus priority are many and the benefits are substantial,
there may be other improvements transit agencies should consider first. As Iseki et al. explained while
acknowledging the importance of frequent and reliable service: “Planners and managers should aim to reduce the
most burdensome perceived obstacles to transit use by ensuring a safe and secure waiting environment for
passengers. Only after this most fundamental need has been met to the degree possible should operational
enhancements be made to improve service frequency and reliability” [46].
It is evident that Virginia has many opportunities to reprioritize its roadway space, traffic signals, and rights of
way. Major projects can be developed by combining various treatments, or incremental improvements can be
pursued. By focusing on person-trips, treatments such as busways and exclusive lanes are easily justified where
transit service is frequent and carries a substantial number of passengers. Intersection-based treatments such as
queue jumps are appropriate incremental improvements for emerging transit corridors.
Because many traffic signals in Virginia have already been equipped to handle emergency vehicle pre-emption,
an opportunity exists for transit agencies to purchase compatible equipment for installation on buses and work
with VDOT and local agencies to implement TSP. Bus bulbs are small capital projects that can address specific
stops with high re-entry delays. An effective statewide YTB program would likely require support and concerted
legislative effort from local officials and organizations such as the Virginia Transit Association and the
Community Transportation Association of Virginia, as well as education and enforcement efforts and the
purchase and installation of flashing signs by bus operators.
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AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A future applied research effort could develop a screening tool or process to identify opportunities to apply
various strategies for transit priority at the planning level. In Virginia, this process could be incorporated into
updates to the Virginia Transit and Transportation Demand Management Plan and the state’s long-range
multimodal transportation plan. It could also be extended to planning efforts for metropolitan transportation plans
and transit development plans. The process could identify all road segments with transit routes above a specified
minimum service frequency; incorporate real-time traffic data to show which segments have the most congestion
or delay; and note items such as existing signal technology and pavement thicknesses in order to produce an
assessment of potential opportunities for transit priority for each corridor.
Intergovernmental agreements could be another area of future research as suggested by Danaher [1]. In Virginia,
transit operators are rarely responsible for maintenance and improvements of roadways and signal systems or law
enforcement. In some cases, a transit provider may operate as an entity of a municipal public works department
and have relatively close connections, but other transit providers could be nonprofit organizations using VDOTmaintained streets. All strategies for transit priority require some level of coordination and cooperation for
construction, and many require ongoing collaboration to maintain functionality and ensure that rules are
enforced. Research could identify existing intergovernmental agreements for these activities and propose model
agreements for different situations.
As Virginia transit systems move forward with implementation of priority strategies, opportunities will exist to
perform before-and-after analyses and to investigate the benefits of combining multiple treatments, another
research need highlighted by Danaher [1]. For the TSP treatments that have been in place for some time,
additional follow-up research could investigate whether benefits have been sustained over time.
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Developing and Applying Truck Mobility Measures for Decision-making
Prepared for the National Conference on Intermodal Transportation (NCIT)
October 11-12, 2012 in Hampton, Virginia
by
Bill Eisele, Texas Transportation Institute
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For nearly 30 years, the Texas Transportation Institute has developed methodologies and appropriate
performance measures for estimating congestion performance and communicating them to technical and nontechnical audiences. TTI’s Urban Mobility Report (UMR) has focused on passenger-car congestion (i.e., the
average commuter). However, roadway traffic congestion certainly impacts both commuters and goods
movement. With the growth in freight shipments and value, particularly in trucking, researchers developed
methodologies and measures to estimate a number of truck mobility measures. This paper describes the
development and application of three sets of truck mobility performance measures:
1. Urban area truck commodity value impacted by congestion;
2. Urban area truck total delay and truck cost of congestion; and
3. Corridor truck delay per mile and truck cost of congestion.
Commodity values supplied by Federal Highway Administration’s Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) database
were integrated with truck vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) calculated from FHWA’s Highway Performance
Monitoring System (HPMS) roadway inventory to estimate the commodity value impacted by congestion.
These values have been incorporated into TTI’s Urban Mobility Report since 2010. Urban area truck total delay
and the cost of truck congestion (time and diesel fuel) are also incorporated into the UMR. Last year, TTI also
released the first Congested Corridors Report (CCR), which evaluated congestion levels on 328 of the most
heavily-congested roadway segments in the United States. TTI researchers estimated the truck delay and truck
cost of congestion (time and diesel fuel) for each of these corridors.
This paper describes the methodologies and measures used in both the Urban Mobility Report and the
Congested Corridors Report to develop and apply the three measures listed above using volume and speed
datasets. This information will be valuable for anyone interested in performance measures that can be used to
tell the truck mobility “story,” particularly for infrastructure decision-making.
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PS2.0: Transportation Education and Workforce Development
Panel Discussion: What’s an “Intermodalologist”? Strengthening Connections between
Intermodal Transportation and Jobs.
Primary Session Chair: Diana Long, Director of Workforce Development, Rahall Transportation
Institute.
Secondary Session Chair: Lydia E. Mercado, Transportation Workforce Coordinator, Research &
Innovative Technology Administration (RITA).
Moderator: Lydia E. Mercado, Transportation Workforce Coordinator, Research & Innovative
Technology Administration (RITA).
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Chad Miller, University of Southern Mississippi.
Job Creation Factors for Near Dock and Inland Intermodal Facilities.
Greg Edwards, Virginia Port Authority.
Is There Such A Thing As “Intermodalology”?
Gene Shin, , Virginia Department of Transportation.
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Barbara Murray, SE Maritime Transportation Center.
Advanced Technology Partnership with Private Industry to Provide Intermodal Transportation
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Scott Lovell, Parsons Brinckerhoff.
Adam Jack, Virginia Department of Transportation.
Skills and Mentoring: Speeding up the Experience Level of the Emerging Workforce.
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ABSTRACT

The major driving forces behind the establishment of intermodal facilities include number of jobs that will be created by the
facility, freight performance improvement, and other economic benefits to the region. Job creation is the most tangible
benefit that stakeholders use to justify the development of such facilities. This project explores different job creation factors
for intermodal facilities in terms of facility types, management structures, financing options, and activitiesperformed. Near
port and hinterland type facilities are analyzed separately. This project tests several hypotheses statistically to find the
correlations among different job creation factors. The result shows that the public landlord model facility creates more jobs
than the private operator model. The result also shows that facilities connected with well-established transportation network
systems usually produce more jobs.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s growing global economy, intermodal facilities have become increasingly popular as a method of increasing
efficiency and decreasing costs across the entire spectrum of supply chain operations. Regions across the country are
seeking to establish intermodal facilities as a means to fostereconomic development and jobs.
In order for a facility to be considered intermodal it must be accessible by more than one mode of transportation such as
truck, rail, ship/barge, or plane. These facilities have various characteristics and a range of job creation results. This research
attempts to identify what characteristics of intermodal freight facilities leads to greater intermodal related job creation.
Specifically, it examines rail-to-truck container transfer facilities sited in inland locations and facilities near seaports that
handle containers.
Statistical analysis indicates that intermodal facilities should not be a “field of dreams” approach to job creation 1. Regions
that already have an established intermodal industry appear to benefit most from the development of facilities. For both
inland and near port facilities, larger facilities with greater capacity do not necessarily lead toward greater job
creation.Despite being private sector driven infrastructure, the public sector can play an important role in developing these
facilities in order to achieve better job creation outcomes.

Intermodal Freight Facilities

There are several ways to categorize intermodal facilities. This study focuses on freight mobility and does not consider
passenger intermodal facilities (e.g., bus stations). A Transportation Research Board guide2 to intermodal facilities
categorized various types of freight facilities by their function:
Distribution Centers
Hub Terminals
Ports
City Terminals
Intermodal Terminals
Integrated Logistics Center or Freight Village
Bulk or Transload Terminals
For this study, we are examining sites that function as intermodal terminals located either near a water port or inland.
Various nomenclaturesareused for these types of facilities. Terms used to describe facilities that handle containerized cargo
transfer between modes includes inland port, dry port, container freight station, inland freight terminal, container freight
station (CFS), and intermodal freight center (IFC). For the purposes of this study, we will use the term intermodal freight
facility (IFF).
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An Intermodal Freight Facility (IFF) is a component of the cargo transportation network where
containerized goods are transferred from truck-to-rail and from rail-to-truck.

Characteristics of IFFs ThatAre Expected to Impact Job Creation

IFFs vary greatly in their container capacity, volume, size, roll in the supply chain, developable land in the vicinity, and
other physical characteristics. They also differ in their funding, management, and organizational design. Studies were not
found that examined the economic impact of these characteristics, but aspects such as container volume and size are
expected to be associated with job creation. For example, port impact studies often use a container per job heuristic (e.g., a
1000 container increase in annual throughput supports between 0.9 and 1.2 additional direct jobs3). In addition to physical
characteristics, we would expect financing arrangements, management arrangements, and organization to influence job
creation. These are variables that will be used for the statistical analysis and will be introduced next.

Financing of IFFs

There are numerous models of financing IFFs, but because of the job creation potential, governments often provide public
funding for intermodal facilities. The IFFs could use a number of financing options that range from private sector financing
(e.g., a railroad company or private developer) to public authority funded. An increasing trend is the use of economic
development incentives to support the financing. These economic incentives include grants, tax abatements, free land, bond
financing, and loans. It would be expected that job creation targets are established for these public investments.
For example, as part of the financing for the Joliet Intermodal Terminal (JIT) the developer, CenterPoint Properties, received
$100 to $125 million in tax incremental financing (TIF) support. The county targets at least 2,300 new jobs as a result of
this incentive. Additionally in 2009, the State of Illinois enacted the Intermodal Facilities Promotion Act, which established
a public-private partnership with CenterPoint Properties to build an intermodal terminal in Joliet operated by the Union
Pacific (UP) Railroad. State income taxes from the jobs created at the new facility are placed in the Intermodal Facilities
Promotion Fund, which reimburses CenterPoint for future improvements.
There are numerous other examples of public funding. Despite objections from local governments that went to the Virginia
Supreme Court, the Virginia Rail Enhancement Fund is paying 70% of the cost of the $35 million Norfolk Southern (NS)
facility near Roanoke. BNSF was provided 65% tax abatement along with over $25m in road connector construction for its
intermodal facility in Kansas City. Even once the facilities are established, more public investment might be expected as
many IFFs are attracting business through incentives. These attraction incentives often include attractive lease rates, bonding
ability, or Foreign Trade Zones. At a minimum, the public sector will be expected to fund the roads and other infrastructure
needed for industrial development.Job creation is the expected outcome from these investments.

Dryports

IFFs developed by port authorities would be expected to create jobs. In order to minimize crowding at the terminals,
congestion, and prolonged dwell times, port authorities often establish dryports.
A dryport is an inland intermodal terminal directly connected to seaport(s) with high capacity transport means(s),
where customers can leave/pick up their standardized units as if directly to the seaport.
The best known example of a dryport in the US is the Virginia Inland Port (VIP) run by the Virginia Port Authority, which is
a midrange dryport. There are three categories of dryports4. Distant dryports are typically over 300 miles from the seaport.
The distance and freight flow make rail viable on a strict cost perspective. Midrange dry ports are situated within a distance
that can be efficiently covered by trucks, but other factors (e.g., congestion in the port area) make consolidation cost
effective. Finally, there are close dryports such as the Alameda Corridor that is only 18 miles from the Ports of Long Beach
and Los Angeles. For this study, we did not differentiate dryports by category. Most port authorizes have job creation as part
of their mission so economic development should be a consideration5.

Organizational design and management

Intermodal facilities can be categorized into three different models according to their organizational design and management.
These models are based on ownership of the facilities, management and over all leadership design. The models are:
Landlord Intermodal Facility
Operator Intermodal Facility and
Developer Facility
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Landlord Intermodal Facility: This is where intermodal infrastructures are built by the government and leased out to

operators on a landlord-tenant basis, consequently, the main revenue streams are land rents and dues on the facilities. In
general, landlord intermodal facilities do not aim for profit maximization, but have other objectives, such as economic
development, traffic decongestion, pollution reduction, and the creation of efficient supply chain for industries in the area.
However, landlord intermodal facilities are self-sustaining. This implies landlord intermodal facilities need to generate
sufficient return on investment to finance new investments, therefore apart from leasing out the facilities, they also engage in
active investments to improve the efficiency of the transport chain and the competitiveness of the intermodal facilities. The
VIP is an example of the landlord model.

Operator Intermodal Facility: Most intermodal facilities in North America are driven by the operator model. Here,
operators who are the rail companies own and manage such facilities. In most cases public involvement is such that the
government only provides infrastructure in form of roads to the facility. Example of such facility is the Union Pacific at
Laredo, Texas.

Developer Model Intermodal Facility: Here, a real estate developer builds the intermodal facility. There are a
number of developers that specialize in establishing logistics parks around intermodal facilities. These include CenterPoint,
which has developed the facility in Joliet, Illinois discussed earlier.Hillwood Investment Properties has established
numerous IFFs including the Charleston Trade Center logistics and light manufacturing park near the Port of Charleston.
The Allen Group is another developer that focuses on the development of logistics parks built around IFFs.
Economic Impact of Intermodal Freight Facilities

Just as leading companies use logistics and supply chain management to create strategic advantage, communities can take a
similar approach in developing transportation capabilities to drive economic growth and create jobs. Intermodal facilities and
logistics parks have been shown to be major catalysts for economic development. They attract warehousing and distribution
companies, as well as, transportation service businesses including brokers and freight forwarders. The resulting
establishment of adjacent industrial areas has significant employment and income effects.
The Tioga Group6compiled an inventory of intermodal hub studies and found the VIP in Front Royal spurred nearly $600
million in private capital investment while the Alliance Texas Logistics Park encouraged over a billion dollars in private
investment, 18,000 permanent jobs, and $147 million in property taxes. The new $105 million Memphis Regional
Intermodal Facility in Rossville, TN is expected to create or enhance 6,200 jobs in the Memphis region over the next 10
years with the capacity to handle 327,000 containers and trailers annually. The extent of the economic impact can be
debated7, but if done correctly, communities can create significant jobs through freight-based development. Table 1 shows
some sample facilities and their corresponding job creation forecasts.
Table 1: Job Creation Forecasts from Intermodal Facility Impact Studies
Facility Name

Direct Jobs

Indirect Jobs

CSX Baltimore Intermodal facilities

187

1,300

Norfolk Southern Roanoke Intermodal facility

20

740 to 2,900

Norfolk Southern Birmingham Intermodal Facility
Prichard Intermodal Facility

8,600
700 to 1,000

North Charleston CSX intermodal Facility

869

Union Pacific Santa Teresa facility

600

Charlotte Regional Intermodal Facility

157

5,143

Rickenbacker Intermodal Terminal

150

20,000

Norfolk Southern East Tennessee Intermodal Terminal
Cordele Intermodal Center

1,800
50-100

2,000 and 3,000

An analysis of regional intermodal jobs pre and post development of a sampling of intermodal facilities found a range of job
creation. Figure 1 shows that intermodal related job increases in the vicinity of intermodal facilities ranged from +60% to
minus 10%. Each bar in the figure represents one facility in the sample. We found that regions around some facilities such
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the Union Pacific facility at the Port of Laredo and the Virginia Inland Port experienced significant new intermodal related
jobs while the St. Paul Intermodal facility and the Detroit Intermodal freight facility actual experienced declines in
intermodal related employment. Thus there appears to be significant variation in job creation depending on the facility
despite the claims of many impact studies.
Change in Intermodal Related Employment
Year 3-5 after opening
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%

-20%
Figure 1: Change in Intermodal Related Employment at a Sampling of IFFs

METHODOLOGY

The focus of this research study is to determine what correlations exist, if any, between characteristics of intermodal
facilities (with rail-to-truck container transfer) and economic development as measured by job growth in intermodal related
occupations. Published secondary data sources were used to conduct this investigation. Internet research and surveys were
conducted on each facility to collect data.

Analysis of Job Creation Factors at Inland IFFs

Thirty-nine facilities were selected that have rail-to-truck container transfer facilities and had been open for at least four
years so that there would be time for employment impacts to be identified. The sample was screened to ensure that there
was broad geographic coverage. While 184 possible intermodal facilities were identified, only 39 facilities met the criteria
and had available data (See Table 2).
Table 2: Intermodal Facilities Included in the Analysis
(BNSF) St. Paul Intermodal Facility
Port of Pasco Intermodal Terminal
Charlotte Inland Terminal
(BNSF) Los Angeles Intermodal
Facility

(NS) Toledo, OH
Auburn Intermodal Facility Maine
(BNSF) Chicago (Willow Springs)

(UP) Dallas Intermodal Terminal
CN's Memphis Logistics Park
Port of Quincy Intermodal Terminal

Stark County modal Terminal

(UP) Salt Lake City Intermodal
Facility

ICTF (Long Beach)
Huntsville International Intermodal
Center
(NS) Georgetown, KY

(UP) Mesquite

CSX Chambersburg

(CN) Chicago

CSX Buffalo

(UP) Marion
CSX Intermodal Terminal in
Fairburn
(NS) Bison Yard
(BNSF) Logistics Park Chicago

Somerset Rail Park

Port of Montana
CSX Baltimore
Virginia Inland Port

Kansas City Smart Port
Rickenbacker Intermodal Terminal
San Antonio Intermodal Facility
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(CPR) Minneapolis Intermodal
Terminal
(UP) Laredo
CSX Dewitt Yard

KCS The Jackson TransLoad Center
Rochelle Global 3 Intermodal
Facility
(UP) Tucson

Tacoma South Intermodal Facility
(BNSF) Alliance Intermodal Facility
CSX Detroit

Dependent Variable: Impact of Transportation Employment

Data collected to analyze the economic impact of an intermodal facility for this study included total employment in
intermodal-related fields in the region three years prior to the opening of the intermodal facility. The three year data was
averaged to measure pre-event employment. Data for the period three years after the establishment of the facility was used to
measure the impact of the workforce trends. This allowed time for distribution centers and ancillary services to be attracted
to the area by the new facility. The three years of post-event employment was averaged to measure the impact on
employment. The Employment data for metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas were retrieved from the Occupational
Employment Statistics provided on the Bureau of Labor Statistics website. County level data by industry was found on the
Bureau of Economic Analysis website. Employment for counties containing the facility and adjacent counties was included
in the analysis. The percentage growth in logistics related employment was used as the dependent variable in the statistical
analysis.
The Intermodal related occupations selected involved transportation and logistics directly connected to intermodal rail-totruck transfer facilities. See Table 3 for the occupations SOC Code selected.
Table3: Transportation and Logistics Related Occupations
SOC Code
53-1021
53-1031
53-3032
53-7062

Description
First-Line Supervisors of Helpers, Laborers, and Material Movers, Hand
First-Line Supervisors of Transportation and Material-Moving Machine and
Vehicle Operators
Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers
Laborers and Freight, Stock, and Material Movers, Hand

Independent Variables: Facility Characteristics Expected to Influence Job Creation

Based on a literature review, the following factors were determined to potentially impact the level of job creation resulting
from the establishment of an intermodal facility. These factors were coded and utilized for the statistical regression analysis.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Size of facility in acres
Annual container volume
Date of opening
Level of public funding
a. No public funding
b. Public funded connecting infrastructure
c. Financial incentives
d. Public/Private partnership
e. Public Authority
Whether facility is a dry port
Access to highway or interstate
Management model for facility
a. Landlord
b. Railroad/operator
c. Developer
Developable land around the facility- Measured by population density (persons per square mile in the county)

The following hypotheses were tested by the statistical analysis.
H1. The landlord intermodal facilitymodel is correlated with increased intermodal related jobs more than the other
management models because public authorities are more concerned with economic development than private carriers or
developers.
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H2. Dryports are correlated with increased intermodal related jobs because public port authorities typically own them
and have job creation as part of their mission.
H3. Public involvement in the funding of the facility should require certain job creation targets so intermodal facilities
receiving extensive public funding should be correlated with increased intermodal related jobs.
H4. Greater throughput of the intermodal facilities should be correlated with increased intermodal related jobs.
H5. Greater size of the intermodal facilities should be correlated with increased intermodal related jobs because there is
more conducive space for warehouses and distribution centers to locate.
H6. Lower population density in the county surrounding the facility should be correlated with increased intermodal
related jobs because it should be less expensive to locate warehouses and distribution centers in the vicinity of the
intermodal facility.

Statistical Analysis of the Inland IFFs

Regression analyses were used to analyze the effects of the independent variables on intermodal related employment growth.
Several variables were statistically significant in the analysis. Table 4displays the regression results.
Table 4. Results of Statistical Analysis of Inland Port Facilities
Std. Error
(Constant)

Sig.

388115.09

200849.36

0.07

-195.19

99.96

0.07

PubInfra

4760.84

2189.21

0.04

PubIncent

-2790.06

1736.54

0.12

106.82

2055.64

0.96

-3620.72

2532.11

0.17

884.78

1463.24

0.55

Landlord

4023.47

1983.82

0.06

Developer

5412.99

3436.73

0.13

Date

PPP
PubAuth
Dry Port

Size

-0.65

0.43

0.15

Container Vol
County Trans
Empl

0.32

0.77

0.69

0.11

0.02

0.00

PopDensity

0.42

0.57

0.48

106.94

97.85

0.29

-204.20

178.45

0.27

0.00

0.00

0.04

TotEmplChnge
Natl GDP Growth
Metro Population
R Square

0.938

The year of facility opening (Date) was negative and significant in the regression results, indicating that facilities that were
opened earlier were more successful at creating intermodal related employment. The levels of public funding were entered
as categorical dummy variables. The results for these variables are interpreted in comparison to a complete lack of public
involvement. Only the publicly funded infrastructure variable was significant with a positive coefficient, meaning facilities
that received publicly funded connecting infrastructure tended to be associated with better intermodal employment growth
than purely privately funded facilities. The remaining measures of public involvement all had negative results. Facilities
that received financial incentives, were public-private partnerships, or were completely public facilities were associated with
lower intermodal employment growth compared with purely private facilities. However, these relationships were not
statistically significant. The negative coefficients for these types of facilities should NOT be interpreted as indicating that
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these types of facilities were associated with negative employment growth, just that they had slower growth than regions
with purely private facilities.
The management model was also evaluated through the statistical analysis. As with the levels of public funding, they were
entered as categorical dummy variables. The public landlord and developer management models were analyzed in
comparison with the railroad operator model. The public landlord model was found to be associated with higher rates of
intermodal employment growth when compared to the railroad operator model.
Counties that started with a higher level of transportation employment tended to have higher job creation after the intermodal
facility opened. This indicates that regions were building on existing strengths when constructing successful intermodal
facilities.
No other hypothesized relationships were found to be statistically significant. Total employment change in the facility’s
county and national GDP growth were used as control variables to account for broader economic conditions. Not
surprisingly, the broad county employment growth measure was statistically significant in the model.

Evaluation of Inland IFF Hypotheses

Statistically significant results supported many of the public funding related hypotheses. Hypotheses 1 was supported. The
landlord management model was associated with higher intermodal related employment growth.
The statistical results related to hypothesis 3 are a little more difficult to interpret. Each of the measures of public
involvement was evaluated in comparison with purely private facilities. Only the measure of public involvment related to
public infrastructure yielded statistically significant results. Public support of connecting infrastructure tended to be
associated with higher intermodal job growth in comparison with purely private facilities, supporting hypothesis 3.
However, the other three measures of public involvement (all indicating greater public involvement than the infrastructure
support measure) yielded mixed results, none of which were statistically significant.
None of the remaining hypotheses were supported. The measures of facility size (hypothesis 4 and 5) were not statistically
significant. Nor was the hypotheses related to developable land supported.

Analysis of Job Creation Factors at Near Dock IFFs

Twenty eight facilities were selected that are similar containerized near-dock facilities and had been open for at least four
years so that there would be time for employment impacts to be identified (See Table 5). The sample was screened to ensure
that there was broad geographic coverage.
Table 5: On-Dock and Near-Dock Facilities with Dates Opened Included in the Analysis
Dundalk Marine Terminal (1977)
Ports America Packaging (1982)
North Locust Point (1972)
Long Beach Container Terminal (1986)
Portsmouth Marine Terminal (1975)
Pittsburgh Intermodal Terminal (1987)
Elizabeth Marine Terminal (1958)
Wando Welch Terminal (1982)
Columbus Street Terminal (2007)
North Charleston Terminal (1982)
Baltimore Intermodal Container Transfer Facility
(1988)
Talleyrand Marine Terminal (1996)
FEC Rail Terminal (1996)
Norfolk International Terminals (1972)

Seagirt Marine Terminal (1990)
Mobile Container Terminal (2008)
Port of Tacoma Terminal 7 (1967)
Port of Tacoma East Blair One (1980)
Barbour's Cut Terminal (1977)
Bayport Terminal (2006)
Conley Terminal (1988)
Boston Autoport (1998)
Garden City Terminal (2002)
Ocean Terminal (2002)
Target Corp Facility (2007)
IKEA Facility (2007)
Heineken USA Facility (2008)
Seagirt Marine Terminal (1990)
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Dependent Variable: Impact of Transportation Employment

Data collected to analyze the economic impact of an intermodal facility for this study included finding the total employment
and average annual wage in logistic related fields in the region three years prior to the opening of the intermodal facility to
present data. This three year data was averaged to measure pre-event employment. Data going out to three years after the
establishment of the facility was chosen in order to determine the impact of the workforce trends. This allowed time for
distribution centers and ancillary services to be attracted to the area by the new facility. The latest three years of post-event
employment was averaged to measure the impact on employment. The Employment data for metropolitan and
nonmetropolitan areas were retrieved from the Occupational Employment Statistics page of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
Website. County level data by industry was found on the Bureau of Economic Analysis website. Employment for counties
containing the facility and adjacent counties was included in the analysis. The percentage growth in logistics related
employment was used as the dependent variable in the statistical analysis.
Occupations were selected that involved transportation and logistics directly connected to intermodal rail-to-truck transfer
facilities. These are the same types of jobs used in the hinterland IFF analysis.

Near Dock IFF Independent Variables: Characteristics Expected to Influence Job Creation

Based on the literature review, the following factors were determined to potentially impact the level of job creation resulting
from the development of a near or on dock intermodal facility. These factors were coded and utilized for the statistical
regression analysis.
1.
2.
3.

Size of facility in acres
Annual container volume
Size of existing transportation sector

The following hypotheses were tested by the statistical analysis.
H1. Larger on-dock or near-dock facilities should be correlated with increased transportation related jobs.
H2. Greater throughput of the facilities should be correlated to increased transportation related jobs.
H3. Regions with large existing distribution sectors will capitalize on their strengths and see increased transportation
related jobs after the opening of the on-dock or near-dock facilities.

Statistical Analysis of Near Dock Facilities

Regression analysis was used to analyze the effects of the independent variables on intermodal related employment growth.
Several variables were statistically significant in the analysis. Table 6 displays the regression results.
Table 6: Results of Statistical Analysis of Near Dock Facilities
Std. Error
(Constant)
Size(Acres)
Container Vol
County Trans Empl
Natl GDP Growth
Total County Empl Change
Metro Population

Sig.

1822.83
-0.71

1268.71
2.07

0.17
0.74

-0.002

0.00

0.00

0.07

0.02

0.00

-232.89

121.35

0.07

0.01
0.0002

0.01
0.00

0.09
0.35

R Square

0.891

Evaluation of Near Dock Facility Hypotheses

There were several variables that were statistically significant in the regression. However, none of the hypotheses were
supported. The size of the facility (hypothesis 1) was not statistically significant in the analysis.
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The measure of throughput, container volume, was statistically significant. However, the coefficient was negative,
indicating that higher volume is associated with lower employment growth. This is perhaps an indication that near-port
facilities automate the process of freight movement, reducing employment for a given level of throughput.
As with the inland port analysis, counties with higher beginning levels of transportation employment were associated with
higher transportation employment growth. Again, it appears regions with strong transportation sectors capitalize on their
strengths by creating further infrastructure.

SUMMARY OF JOB CREATION RESULTS

The characteristics of intermodal facilities and the regions in which they are located are diverse. Thus, it is difficult to draw
any strong conclusions from correlations based on those characteristics. However, some trends did stand out.
It appears that there was an ‘early mover’ advantage related to IFF job creation. Facilities that opened earlier tended to have
larger job creation numbers. This may indicate that the market for IFFs is becoming saturated – the advantageous locations
have already been developed.
Intermodal facilities tend to be associated with greater job creation when they are built in regions with a higher level of
transportation related employment to start with. This indicates that these regions are building on the existing strength of the
region’s transportation sector. As with any statistical analysis, there are regions that provide exceptions to these finding.
The Virginia Inland Port is an example of an intermodal facility that was built in a region with very little transportation
sector jobs. It was successful in attracting thousands of jobs to the Front Royal, Virginia region. However, Front Royal has
some location advantages, most importantly being within 200 miles of major metropolitan areas such as Washington, DC,
Baltimore, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia.
The size of intermodal facilities has little or no relationship to job creation. Large facilities may be very efficient at moving
large volumes of freight utilizing a small workforce. Conversely, small facilities may attract other transportation companies
to the area.
Finally there is some evidence that publicly provided infrastructure can help create more jobs around an IFF. However,
these results should be used in policymaking with extreme caution given the other conclusions discussed above. It is not
clear that public support can overcome private sector logistical issues regarding the ideal location for successful IFFs.
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Research Framework for Studying Transit Bus Driver Distraction in the
Commonwealth of Virginia

ABSTRACT
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Hampton, VA 23668, U. S. A.
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Transit ridership has increased nationally during the past ten years. Higher ridership generally results in higher distraction due to
passenger related sources. Besides, this ridership growth in transit services, proliferation of personal electronic control and
communication gadgets are causing more distractions for the drivers. Research on transit bus driver distraction is limited although
transit buses account for more transit related injuries due to larger number of passengers. In the case of passenger vehicles, most of
the distraction is within the control of the driver. However for transit vehicles, some distractions are caused by factors beyond the
driver’s control such as operating equipment or attending to passengers. The accident reports filed by transit bus drivers rarely
document distraction as the cause of accidents. Due to lack of reporting distractions by transit drivers, the associated risks and
impact on performance is not well understood and no established research framework is available to study driver distractions.
This paper proposes a modular research framework for conducting a driver distraction study that includes data collection, analysis,
validating, and interpreting results of the study. The objective is to provide a transit agency in the Commonwealth of Virginia with
a set of standardized methodologies for studying transit bus driver distraction from data collection to result interpretation and
application. The proposed framework consists of four modules—Data Collection, Analysis, Validation and Result Interpretation.
Each module utilizes tools for studying distraction over a wide range of cost and time intervals whereby an agency may choose one
or more modules to suit their study requirements. These modules are based on an earlier study conducted in the Commonwealth of
Virginia whose results are reproduced in this paper for purposes of illustrating the type of outputs obtainable from the framework.
Keywords: Research framework for driver distraction, sources of driver distraction, modeling driver distraction, multinomial
logistic regression, predicting driver distraction risk, Distraction Risk Index, model validation, accident database analysis, Monte
Carlo Simulation, route observations.

INTRODUCTION

Transportation safety problems pose significant challenges in the Commonwealth of Virginia with 764 persons killed, and 63,382
persons injured in 2011 – an increase of approximately 3.25 percent from 2010 [1]. The analysis of accident databases has found
driver distraction to be a significant cause of accidents on the highways [2]. Most studies on distracted driving have focused on
personal and commercial vehicle drivers [3, 4, 5]. Research on transit bus driver distraction conducted in the U. S is limited [6, 7],
although sources of distraction are generally higher due to the driver performing required secondary tasks and attending to many
passengers. The accident reports filed by transit bus drivers rarely document distraction as the case of accidents. For example, in
the Commonwealth of Virginia, only 1.72% bus accidents were reported due to driver distraction and 59.28% due to no violations
[1], possibly inclusive of distraction related accidents. Due to lack of distractions reporting by transit drivers, the associated risks
and impact on performance is difficult to analyze with no established research framework available to study driver distractions.
Almost all past driver distraction studies are planned and conducted independently, therefore, costing additional time and money to
transit agencies. Hence, to conduct and implement a driver distraction study in a Commonwealth’s transit agency, it would be
helpful to develop a standard framework for data collection, analysis, validation, and results interpretation and usage.
This paper presents a modular research framework for conducting a bus driver distraction study at a transit agency in the
Commonwealth of Virginia. The objective is to provide any transit agency with a set of standardized methodologies from data
collection to result interpretation and application. The Data Collection module consists of methodology for data extraction from
accident database, a survey instrument, and route observations forms. The Analysis module will show how to classify distracting
activities, how to develop statistical models that construct relationships between high risk distracting activities and driver
characteristics and external factors. The Validation module presents simple route observation and discussion methods as well as
simulation techniques to check the model results. The final module contains guidelines for Results Interpretation and Usage.
The modular framework offers the flexibility of choosing one or more tools for conducting a driver distraction study. The various
components necessary for studying the sources and duration of driver distractions, the risks associated while engaging in potential
distracting activities, and visual, manual, and cognitive factors that are believed to be responsible for distraction will be combined
together to form the structure of the framework. An agency could use these inputs to classify the distracting activities into different
risk zones. The distracting activities in high risk zones that pose high safety concerns could be further analyzed using statistical
models to quantify the impact of various external factors on driver distraction. Agencies will have the option of validating the
results using methods like simulation and route observations.
The framework contains guidelines for distraction studies for wide range of cost and time intervals such as a quick, low cost study
like analysis of existing accident databases maintained by the agencies to relatively higher cost, longer duration study involving
field data collection, statistical modeling, and analysis. An agency may further choose one or more modules to validate the
historical or empirical results using techniques like Monte Carlo simulation. The proposed framework is developed based on an
earlier study conducted in the Commonwealth of Virginia by D’Souza and Maheshwari [6, 7]. Some of these results are reproduced
in this paper for purposes of illustrating framework and results obtained using certain modules within the framework. The
standardized techniques for studying driver distraction can help improve driver training, adaptation of technology, design of driver
cabin and dashboard, and development of policies that would help mitigate the accident related to driver distraction. Furthermore,
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understanding the driver characteristics and external factors that could cause distraction can help to develop effective policy
guidelines to mitigate risk of accidents.

BACKGROUND

Driver distraction represents a significant problem in the personal and public transport sector and has been studied by several
national and international researchers. A study funded by the AAA Foundation [3] identified the major sources of distraction for
personal vehicles contributing to crashes, developed taxonomy of driver distractions for the U.S. driving population, and examined
the potential consequences of these distractions on driving performance. The source of bus driver distractions at a major Australian
public transport company was investigated using ergonomics methods through which, a taxonomy of the sources of bus driver
distraction was developed, along with countermeasures to reduce their effects on driver performance [8]. In an earlier study,
Salmon et al. [9] developed a taxonomy of distraction sources and duration for bus drivers at the State Transit Authority New
South Wales, Australia providing useful descriptive statistics. D’Souza and Maheshwari [6, 7] expanded the work of Salmon et al.
[9] using multivariate statistical models and simulation to draw inferences of driver and external factors on distracting activities.
Factors such as location, driving hours/week; and driver age, gender, and experience have an impact on public bus driver
distraction [10]. A driving route running through a densely populated area would service a greater number of passengers and
experience higher distraction due to external sources like more frequent stops, higher traffic, and/or pedestrians [3]. A driver less
familiar with the driving routes is more likely to be involved in rear-end accidents at signalized intersections [11]. Studies on the
impact of age, gender, driving experience, and driving demands on driving performance suggests that younger (below 25 years)
and older (above 70 years) drivers tend to be more vulnerable to the effects of distraction than middle-aged drivers [4, 12]. Blower
et al. [4] reported that age, sex, hours driving, trip type, method of compensation, and previous driving records are related to driver
errors.
Multivariate statistical models are widely used in transportation to study the relationship between the categorical dependent
variable and a set of continuous and categorical independent predictor variables. The multivariate model applied by Yan et al. [11]
to study accidents in trucks, identified driver age and gender among the several other factors related to rear-end crashes.
Washington et al. [13] developed a multinomial logit (MNL) model consisting of 18 independent variables covering driver factors,
traffic flow, distance, and number of signals etc. to study factors that influence drivers’ selection of route on their morning
commute to work. Yan et al. [14] utilized multinomial logistic regression (MLR) to study the impact of potential factors such as
driver characteristics, road layout, and environmental conditions on rear-end truck to car, car to truck, and car to car crashes. A
MLR model was developed by Morfoulaki et al. [15] to identify the factors contributing to service quality and customer
satisfaction (very al. [16] conducted an empirical study using multinomial logit models to investigate the socio-economic and
demographic factors that significantly affect passenger satisfaction with airport security screening process. Petrucci [17] computed
the odds ratios for the tasks/variables, along with 95 % confidence intervals (CI) to identify the high risk tasks/variables and the
strength of association between the categorical dependent variable and independent variables.
The Monte Carlo simulation method is commonly applied to validate empirical results obtained from conceptual models. Carlson
[18] demonstrated the application of Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate proposed component changes on highway crash reduction.
The impact of age and cognitive functions on driving performance has been studied extensively to predict cognitive distraction
with a computational cognitive model and validating the results through simulation [19].
Researchers have developed methodologies for assessment of transit bus driver distraction which includes the analysis of tasks,
identification of distraction sources, and risk assessment [8]. Wong and Huang, [20] have proposed a research framework for
studying driver’s mental process in order to determine how accidents occur which includes a conceptual framework of driving
mental process that is a step towards development of a workable model to study accident causality. Trick et al. [21] have provided
a conceptual framework that combines the two fundamental dimensions of attention selection in order to have a more
comprehensive driving theory. Although the work of Wong and Huang [20] and Trick et al. [21] are not directly related to driver
distraction, their research methods provide useful inputs for development of the research framework in this paper.

OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

An outline of the proposed research framework is presented in Figure 1. It consists of four modules to study the transit bus driver
distraction on a city’s highway: Data Collection, Analysis, Validation, and Guidelines for Results Interpretation.
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Figure 1. Outline of the Proposed Research Framework

Data Collection

Three different data collection methods are available for a distraction study: Accident Database, Driver Perception Survey, and
Route Observation.

Accident Database

This data collection module follows the approach of McEvoy et al. [2] who studied the factors associated with distracted driving
crashes and reported that 13.6% of all accidents are caused by distraction. Most transit agencies collect data on bus accidents
generated from police reports at different locations in the city. This data could be extracted to determine regions of higher accidents
and subsequently establish causes of accidents including distraction related factors.

Driver Perception Survey

A standard pre-tested survey instrument to study driver perception will be very useful to determine factors (external or/and driver
characteristics) that relate to driver distraction and will be easy to administer and analyze. A self-administered survey instrument
will have the following sections:
I. Demographic Details, Driving Experience, and Travel Patterns.
II. Source and Extent of Distraction.
III. Duration of Distraction.
IV. Perceived Effect of Distraction.
The sample size impacts the accuracy of the survey results. Figure 2 [22] may be used to select the sample size for each city.

Route Observation

Data on driver distraction can also be collected via route observations. A standardized format to collect route data will help rapid
determination of some distraction factors. Observers can record variety of physical as well as other distractions. Analysis of such
data can be used in establishing major causes of distraction that would help in developing training and policy guidelines. It should
also be noted here that the observers’ understanding of distraction may be very different than the understanding of bus drivers
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especially for cognitive and visual distractions. Observers may be allowed to speak with drivers to confirm the validity of
observation or conducted without the knowledge of bus driver to avoid any observer effect in performance.

Analysis

Analysis techniques will depend upon the type of data collection method used. The quality and detail of the data extracted from the
accident database will depend upon each agency’s guidelines for recording accident data. Direct data collection via method like
driver survey could be more detailed as well as would be better in quality. Quality as well as detail of data would vary widely based
on the collection method. Route observation data is weak as it will not be able to collect most of cognitive distractions.
In general, the Analysis module consists of two steps that will assist in classification of distracting activities and development of
statistical models for distracted driver data, if possible. Researchers have reported that 13.6% of all accidents were caused by
distracted driving [2]. The exploratory steps will develop a system to classify data and create risk zones and identify the high risk
activities using a standardized distraction risk index. The confirmatory steps will develop an appropriate multivariate statistical
model for the high risk distracting activity. The MLR model which has been used in previous studies [6, 7] along with other
multivariate techniques will be used to determine a set of standardized analysis techniques for use by other transit agencies.
Analysis may be restricted based on the available data. For example, data collected using routing observation may be limited in
recording type of distractions (e.g., cognitive distractions are not observable) thus limiting very rigorous data analysis.

Accident Database Analysis

The accident data can be very useful in conducting exploratory as well as confirmatory data analysis to determine the impact of
driver distraction. However, quality and extent of analysis will depend upon type of data collected and available for analysis (not
all collected data is always available due to legal or other reasons). An analysis of historical accident data for the past two to three
years is to be conducted to identify causes of accidents in the city’s different locations (for example Northside and Southside). The
accidents are to be classified as being either preventable or non-preventable. The non-preventable accidents are not caused by the
bus driver. For example, the bus maybe hit by another vehicle. The preventable accidents could have been avoided (for example the
bus hit another vehicle) if the bus driver had exerted more caution. Some of the preventable accidents have been caused by driver
distraction but the proportion is unknown.
This accident related data can be utilized to get some estimate of the distracted driver activities. Uniform method of data collection
and extraction will help conduct a quick accident data analysis as illustrated in Figure 3 which summarizes preventable and nonpreventable accident data at two distinct locations in a city. There is statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) in total number of
accidents in Northside and Southside as well as preventable and non-preventable accidents. Since, preventable accidents are related
to driver distraction, accidents due to distraction can be assumed to be higher.
The Two-Way Contingency Table 1 illustrates the estimated number of accidents due to driver distraction and other causes for each
location. e Southside as compared to Northside.
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The following approach of Agresti [23] is recommended for analyzing the accident database to predictive the
probability of accidents due to driver distraction.
Joint, Marginal, and Conditional Probabilities (Refer to Table 2)
Let X = the explanatory (independent) categorical variable having i levels. i = 2 rows.
Let Y = the response (dependent) categorical variable having j levels. j = 2 columns.
The i, j combinations of outcomes are displayed in a tabular from which the predictive probabilites can be
computed. Suppose a driver is selected at random and then classified on the basis of X and Y.
pij = P(X = i, Y = j) is the joint probability of X and Y. Where Σ i,j pi,j = 1.
Pi+ is the marginal probability representing the row total (i+).
P+j is the marginal probability representing the column total (+j).
nij = cell count, where total sample size n = Σi,j ni,j
p = (n/n).

P(Accident in Northside) = (n1+)/(n) = 768/2437 = 0.32
P(Accident in Southside) = (n2+)/(n) = 1669/2437 = 0.67
What is the probability of a driver from the Northside (Event A1) and will have an accident due to distraction
(Event B1)?
Using the general rule of multiplication P(A1 and B1) = P(A1)P(B1│A1) = (768/2437)(105/768) = 0.043
What is the probability of a driver from the Southside (Event A2) and will have an accident due to distraction
(Event B1)?
Using the general rule of multiplication P(A2 and B1) = P(A2)P(B1│A2) = (1669/2437)(227/1669) = 0.093
It is clear from the Table 2 data, that the overall probability of the accidents as well as the joint probability of
accidents with distractions is higher in the Southside compared to Northside.
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In addition to location, the number of accidents is dependent to the days of the week with Fridays having the highest
number of accidents in the Southside compared to Northside. Being the end of the week, it is expected that Fridays
would have a lot more distraction than other days due to fatigue. Therefore, the highest number of accidents due to
driver distraction is on Fridays. The time of the day for the highest number of accidents is between 12:00 to 6:00
PM (preventable and non-preventable). Assuming that the accidents caused due to driver distractions are uniformly
distributed across the hours of the day, it could be said that the highest number of accidents caused by distraction is
between 12:00 to 6:00 PM. The average driving experience of a driver was 12 years with Southside having more
experience drivers (15 years) as compared to Northside (8years). The drivers with the least experience (0 to 5 years)
have the highest number of accidents (preventable and non-preventable) and correspondingly a higher number of
accidents caused by distracted driving.

Analysis Driver Perception Data

Data collected using a survey instrument will be more extensive for the analysis of driver distraction factors as well
as distraction prediction. The survey instrument could be designed for the purpose of collecting data tailor-made for
distraction related factors. The driver survey will collect data on sources and duration of driver distraction and
perceived risks associated with a particular distracting activity along with independent factors including: location,
driving hours/week, and driver characteristics.

Exploratory Analysis of the Survey Data

Based on the drivers’ response of the various manual, visual and cognitive distractions activities, a classification of
distraction activities could be performed. The ratings and durations for each activity could be averaged and then
each activity could be ranked based on average rating and duration [5, 9]. The distracting activities involving
perceived visual, manual, and cognitive effects risk to drivers can be ranked based on the aggregate count. The
activities belonging to the top five average distraction rating, average distraction duration, and driver’s perception of
risk would be graded at 90%, 70%, and 50% of the highest average values. The graded scores can be used to
compute a Distraction Risk Index (DRI) for each risk zone activity similar to the “Hazard Index” developed by
Smith et al. [24] for each driver and secondary task. The DRI estimates the potential risk associated with each risk
zone activity. The range of rating for Risk Zone I can be set at the DRI above 70%. Similarly, the range for Risk
Zone II set at the DRI between 60% and 70%, and the range for Risk Zone III set at the DRI 50% to 60%. The
range for Risk Zone IV can be set for DRI below 50%. An illustration of the graded scores (%) of all the distracting
activities with DRI and assigned risk zones are shown in Table 3. The DRI considers the rating, duration, and
perceptions of each distracting activity resulting in classification of high risk activities into Risk Zones I and II, III
and IV.

Confirmatory Analysis of Survey Data

The MLR is suitable to model the high risk distracting activities in Risk Zone I and II using levels of distraction as
the dependent variable and correlating it with the factors as independent/predictor variables. For example, in the
Commonwealth study, categorical dependent variable (driver distraction) had more than two levels: Not Distracted,
Slightly Distracted, Distracted, and Very Distracted. The independent variables included categorical variables:
gender and location, and continuous variables: age, driving experience, and driving hours per week.
The MLR could be modeled as an extension of the binary logistic regression [25, 26] by comparing each level of
distraction (Slightly Distracted, Distracted, and Very Distracted) with a reference level of distraction (Not
Distracted), thus producing three binary logistic regression outputs. A stepwise procedure includes all the selected
factors in the model initially; non-significant factors are eliminated until a good fit was achieved with significant
factors.
The general MLR model proposed by Moutinho and Hutcheson [25] is expressed as:
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Where j is the identified distraction level, and j’ is the reference distraction level.
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Logit model 3 comparing Distracted with Not Distracted is stated as:
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Logit model 4 comparing Very Distracted with Not Distracted is stated as:
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The logit models 2, 3, and 4 provide three estimates for the impact each independent variable has on the dependent
variable, allowing the impact of dependent variable Xk to be computed for each logit model and for the whole
model.
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The intercept β0 is the value of Y when all the independent variables are equal to zero. β 1, β2, β3,… βk are the
regression coefficients of X1, X2, X3 ….. Xk. Each of the regression coefficients describes the size of the
contribution of risk factor Xi relative to a reference category. A positive regression coefficient means that the
explanatory variable increases the probability of the outcome, while a negative regression coefficient means that the
variable decreases the probability of that outcome [13]. Similarly, a large regression coefficient means that the risk
factor strongly influences the probability of that outcome, while a near-zero regression coefficient means that that
risk factor has little influence on the probability of that outcome [17].
An illustration of the multinomial dependent variable Y i (logit) which measures the total contribution of the five
factors (independent variables) is expressed as:

+

=

0
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LOCAT: Location of driver, a categorical variable, 1 = Northside, 2 = Southside.
SEX: Gender of driver, a categorical variable, 1 = Male, 2 = Female.
AGE: Reported age of driver in years, a continuous variable.
EXP: Number of years of experience driving a bus, a continuous variable.
DRIVING/WK: Weekly driving hours, a continuous variable.
The coefficients computed by the MLR models are relative to the reference category and can be utilized to predict
the probability of the extent that a driver finds an activity distracting versus the reference category from the
following binary logistic function [26]:
( )= � 1
1+ − �
(6)
Where, f (Yi) is the probability of a driver getting Slightly Distracted, Distracted, or Very Distracted.
Statistical packages like SPSS [27] are recommended for solving the MLR model producing three output tables.
Each level is referenced with Not Distracted. The event Y is very unlikely to occur if f (Y i) is close to 0 and very
likely to occur if it is close to 1. The output is split into three tables since the dependent categorical variables are
compared in pairs. An illustration of the statistical test ratios and parameter estimates is presented in Table 4 for
Risk Zone I distracting activity (Passengers).
Route Observation Data Analysis
The analysis of route data is rather straight forward. A standardized format to collect route data will help rapid
determination of some distraction factors. The frequency distribution will be the primary exploratory technique
used for the route observation data. Frequency distribution will be able to identify the major causes of the
distraction. For confirmatory analysis, major causes could be statistically related to demographic and other factors.
However, major use of the route observations would be as a validation tool rather as the development of statistically
predictive models.

Validation

The Validation module will verify the statistical model results. Expert verification is the starting point for
validation. The experts will include bus drivers, safety managers, and other transit safety experts in the
participating agencies. The process for other validation technique, Monte Carlo simulation will be well documented
for the agency use. Similarly, standardized route observation forms will also be developed for validation purposes.
The results of Monte Carlo simulation process obtained from the previous study are illustrations below [6, 7].
To validate model results, results from the statistical regression model are presented first in Table 4. This Table
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presents likelihood ratio test using model fitting information for Passengers. It shows that the difference in the Log
Likelihood between the intercept only (without any independent variables) and the final model (with all the
independent variables) provides the chi-square (χ2) = 36.61 (18) signifying a good improvement in the model fit. It
follows that the independent variables contribute significantly to the outcome of the distraction level. The values of
the AIC initial/final values (114..22/104.16); the BIC initial/final values (145.06/140.14) gets smaller during the
stepwise process indicating a good fit for the final model. The model’s Goodness of Fit as indicated by multiple statistics
such as: the p-values for Pearson and Deviance (both test the same results) chi-square (χ2) = 1.00 (p = 1)
proving no significance. Hence, it can be inferred that the predicted values of the model are not significantly
different from the observed values at all outcome levels i.e. the model fits the data well. The measures of Pseudo R2
(0.59, 0.65, and 0.32) are reasonably similar and high values of R 2 indicating a good fit. The Table 4 further
presents outputs from the three binary logistic regression models along with the coefficients, Wald Statistic, and
Odds Ratio and 95% CI values which are truncated to < or > 1 and includes or excludes 1 from the 95% CI.
Following the approach of Smith et al. [24], the independent variables could be simulated for 1,000 replications one
at a time, keeping the remaining variables constant. For each set of 1,000 replications, the simulation spreadsheet
model generated average probability values for Y ij. The impact of independent variable coefficients on high risk
activities can be validated by comparison with the simulated outputs. For each risk zone activity, the simulation
spreadsheet model could generate average probability values for 1,000 drivers getting Slightly Distracted,
Distracted, and Very Distracted by the impact of the factors. As an illustration, the results for Location and Driving
Experience are presented in Tables 5 and 6 as well as Figure 4 and 5.
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The MLR models for the risk zone activities provide estimates of the current levels of driver distraction in the city.
Are the results generated from the MLR for each risk zone activity listed in Table 3 valid for a large random
population of transit bus drivers? Simulation of the models using probabilistic distributions generates driver
distraction events that would occur in practice over a range of random factors. Monte Carlo simulation using discrete
distribution that incorporate random variability into the model can be applied to validate a model’s output
results.
Location: SPSS 17.0 [27] coded Northside = 1 and Southside = 0 and used Not Distracted as the reference level.
The negative coefficient (-2.20) associated with LOCAT implies that holding all other independent variables
constant, the Southside drivers were more likely than their Northside counterpart to get Slightly Distracted by
passengers. The odds ratio (0.11) is < 1 and the 95% CI does not include 1 (Table 3) indicates less likelihood of a
Northside driver getting Slightly Distracted than a Southside driver. The odds of a Northside driver getting Slightly
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Distracted compared to the odds of Not Distracted by passengers are 0.11. The reciprocal of 0.11 indicates that
drivers in the Northside were 9 times more likely to get “Not Distracted” than “Slightly Distracted.” The Northside
had a lower population density than the Southside and hence, less passengers which could possibly lead to less
passenger distraction. The MLR results for the five risk zone activities presented in Table 5 indicates that the
Southside drivers have a higher chance of getting Slightly Distracted and Distracted versus Not Distracted. The
simulation output (Figure 4) validates these results for all the passenger-related activities and Climate Control. In
the case of Ticket Machine, the probability of getting Slightly Distracted is the same for Southside and Northside
drivers.
Driving Experience: SPSS 17.0 [27] used Not Distracted as the reference level. The positive coefficient (0.20)
associated with EXP implies that holding all other independent variables constant, higher the driving experience, the
more likely the driver would get Distracted. The odds ratios are > 1 but the lower limit of the CI is 1, i.e., the odds
ratio will be significant at any confidence level of alpha > 0.05 (Table 3). Hence, for this analysis it is considered
significant. If a driver increases her/his driving experience by one year, the risk of getting Distracted relative to Not
Distracted would increase by 1.22 times given the other independent variables are held constant. This appears
contrary to popular belief, where experience made a driver better at handling distraction. There was a significance
difference in driving experience in both locations with drivers on the Southside having more driving experience (15
years) as compared to the Northside drivers (8 years). It must be noted that the more experienced Southside drivers
also have a high accident rate. The MLR results for the three risk zone activities (Table 6) indicates that more
experienced drivers have a higher chance of getting Slightly Distracted and Distracted by Passenger-related
activities and Ticket Machine. The simulation output presented in Figure 5 validates these results for Passenger
Using Mobile Phone. In the case of Passenger and Ticket Machine, the probability of getting Slightly Distracted
and Distracted is the same for more experienced and less experienced drivers.
Comparison of predicted results generated by the model with simulated outputs must be made to show similarities
for the model results. For example, simulation and model results could match for certain distraction activities like
Passenger Using Mobile Phone and Climate Control for all independent variables namely sex, age, location,
experience and driving per week. Two other distraction activities -- Passenger Not Following Etiquette and
Passengers match simulation and predicted results for all but one independent variable. However, distraction
activity Ticket Machine does not show any convergence between predicted and simulated results for any
independent variable. It is possible that survey respondents have confounded between two distraction activities:
Ticket Machine and Passenger. In practice most of the Ticket Machine distraction can be attributed to Passenger.

Guidelines for Interpretation and Usage of Results

In the last module, guidelines will be created for the cities for the interpretation of results and application of those
results in predicting driver distraction, developing policies, determining training needs, designing cabin, adopting
technology, etc.

Interpretation and Usage of Results

The results of the MLR models, simulation, and route observations will indicate the related activities classified
under Zone I and II most distracting to the driver. It is therefore a challenge for the cities to develop effective
policies for handling driver behavior, so that they are less likely to undertake distracted behavior. Training should
focus on drivers who are more likely to get distracted by passengers. Educational training program on the proper
use of technological devices mounted in the cab or issued to the driver, and hazards associated with utilizing these
devices while driving should focus on older and female drivers who are likely to get distracted with technological
devices. The design of control panel, and other devices must be user-friendly, and not require long glances away
from the forward roadway.

How could the transit agency use the MLR models developed in this study? They could be applied to predict
distraction for varying driver demographic backgrounds and driving patterns. It is observed that drivers are affected
differently by distracting activities which could be possibly corrected through proper training. Transit agencies
could develop driver-based MLR models for each risk zone activity from its existing driver database. These models
could be used for predicting the probability of a new driver getting distracted by high risk activities. If the
probability is high, the new driver could be scheduled for related training. Furthermore, other transit agencies could
use this study as a framework for conducting similar distraction analysis of their drivers [28].
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CONCLUSIONS

Although driver distraction is a significant cause of accidents, no established research framework to study driver
distractions is available. Each study is planned and conducted independently thereby consuming additional time and
cost. .This paper has attempted to combine independent procedures for studying driver distraction into a
comprehensive framework. It is one of only a few studies to consolidate methodologies for data collection, analysis,
validation, and interpretation of results into a workable framework. It would have wide applications due to fresh
inputs from an expanded study covering sample of drivers from several agencies which represents traffic conditions
across the Commonwealth of Virginia.
As additional studies are conducted in other agencies, the framework can be modified accordingly. The expanded
data set thus can be used for validation as well as further refinement of the proposed framework. The modular
structure of this framework permits updating each module as and when required without affecting the other modules.
The four modules outlined in this framework is only a start and is expected to grow as more studies are conducted
across the country.
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Abstract
The growing transit bus ridership nationally coupled with proliferation of advanced in-vehicle technologies is causing more
distractions for the drivers. For transit vehicles, some distractions are caused by factors beyond the driver’s control such
as operating equipment or attending to passengers. Earlier distraction studies have predominately explored the visual and
physical distractions that prevented drivers from fully concentrating on the road. Though visual and physical distractions
are a major cause for automobile accidents, driver inattention is thought to be responsible for many automobile accidents
as well, but is not documented as such because of a lack in capability to collect relevant data.
Driver distraction data from an earlier study at a regional transit agency revealed that cognitive distraction was perceived
by the drivers as the highest form of distraction. This could be due to multitasking of driving and secondary tasks not
directly related to driving such as passengers talking to driver, passengers talking on mobile phones, listen to broadcast
messages etc. The driver’s cognitive state is important because though a person may be in the physical and visual state to
drive efficiently; if their mind is inattentive that puts the driver and passengers at risk of an accident. The reason that this
area has yet to be properly researched is not because the importance of one’s cognitive state while driving is questioned,
but because identifying a way to properly obtain and analyze the data appear to be difficult. Most legislation focuses on
visual and physical distraction such as handheld phones. Some states permit use of hand-free cell phone use while driving
ignoring the fact that cognitive distraction can still occur.
The purpose of this concept paper is to analyze cognitive distraction data to determine its impact of transit bus drivers’
capability. Much of the theory and results applied in this paper are from the work of researchers working on similar
projects. In order to understand cognitive distraction and how it can be mitigated, a Cognitive Distraction Model is
outlined. The model was analyzed to evaluate the correlation between driver capability, and demographics and driving
patterns. A model that provides an understanding about cognitive workload and driver capability could provide better
psychological solutions to mitigate the number of accidents due to cognitive distraction. We might also be able to properly
document other causes of automobile accidents (i.e. physical, visual, or cognitive), and inform driver on the best cognitive
state to embody in order to lessen the probability of having a vehicle accident. As more information is gained, this
research could be expanded to better equip drivers in defensive driving and help regulators to formulate effective policies
on driver distraction. Also, through additional research from the neurological and behavioral sciences, regulators could
develop a better understanding of the causal factors and ways to prevent cognitive distraction.

Keywords: Accident Risk, Driver Inattention, Driver Distraction, Physical Distraction, Mental Distraction, Cognitive
Distraction, Multitasking, Behavioral Science.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), distracted driving claimed over 5,000 lives and
nearly half a million injuries across the U.S [1]. The analysis of accident databases shows driver distraction to be a
significant cause of accidents on the highways [2]. This growth in transit bus services coupled with proliferation of
advanced in-vehicle technologies are causing more distractions. Distraction occurs when a driver’s attention is diverted
away from driving by a secondary task that occurs approximately 30 % of the vehicle movement time [3]. Government
regulators have proposed policies such as the recent National Transportation Safety Board’s (NTSB) recommendation ban
all cell phone usage including hand-free devices while driving, except in emergency situations [4]. The hand-free devices
have been included in the ban, since although they eliminate visual and physical distraction, their usage results in cognitive
distraction [5].
Various studies have shown that visual and physical distractions are a major cause for automobile accidents mainly
because such studies are easier to conduct as compared to cognitive distraction. There is a paucity of research reported in
the literature [6] on cognitive-related distraction because identifying a way to properly obtain and analyze the data
appears to be difficult. In an earlier study by D’Souza and Maheshwari [7], data collected on the driver’s perception of
each distracting activity revealed that cognitive distraction generally due to multitasking driving tasks with secondary tasks
was perceived by drivers as the highest form of distraction. A more detail analysis of the relationship between the
cognitive workload and driver capability and corresponding responses is necessary for a complete understanding of
distracted driving.
This paper explores the problems of distracted driving from a behavioral point of view with an attempt to formulate a
concept for investigating the role a driver’s cognitive state plays on their driving effectiveness. In order to understand
cognitive distraction and how it can be controlled is the development and analysis of a Cognitive Distraction Model (CDM)
that describes the different components of the cognitive distraction processes. A cognitive distraction model is proposed
consisting of four components: Driving Tasks, Distracting Activities, Cognitive Workload, and Driver Capability. The model
analyzes the drivers’ response to cognitive workload and driver capability due to multitasking of driving and distracting
activities. It is one of only a few studies to examine the full range of distractions and associated risk due to cognitive
factors. The reason for undertaking this research was to get a better understanding of distracting activities originating in
the mind since most published research on distracted driving focus on physical and visual distractions.
Research results [3, 5, 8, 9] on multitasking limitations of the brain are utilized in this paper to develop the CDM. By
understanding the correlation between cognitive distraction and location, driving pattern, and driver demographics better
psychological solutions can be put into place to mitigate the number of accidents due to cognitive distraction. The results
anticipated from this research will provide a better understanding about cognitive distractions and how they can be avoided.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Driver distraction represents a significant problem in the personal and public transport sector, and has been studied by
several researchers [6]. The analysis of accident databases in the City of Perth, Western Australia found driver distraction
to be responsible for 13.6% of all crashes on the highways [2]. A study funded by the AAA Foundation [10] identified the
major sources of distraction for personal vehicles contributing to crashes, developed taxonomy of driver distractions for
the U.S. driving population, and examined the potential consequences of these distractions on driving performance. The
source of bus driver distractions at a major Australian public transport company was investigated using ergonomics
methods through which, a taxonomy of the sources of bus driver distraction was developed, along with countermeasures
to remove/mitigate their effects on driver performance [11].
Research on cognitive distraction is limited [5, 12]. Harbluk and Eizenman [5] conducted a study on 21 drivers under
conditions of cognitive distraction caused by the usage of hand-free and speech recognition devices and reported changes
in driver visual behavior, vehicle control, and subjective assessment of workload, safety, and distraction. Multi-tasking and
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using a cell phone with hand-free and speech recognition devices may eliminate visual and physical distraction but
cognitive distraction is still prevalent.
Transit bus drivers are required to perform multiple tasks in addition to driving such as attending to passengers in addition
to their primary activity of driving by multitasking. A white paper by the National Safety Council states that multitasking is
a myth since the human brain can only perform one task at a time sequentially and cannot perform multiple tasks
simultaneously [8] although, some researchers [13] have concluded that drivers can meet specific performance criteria by
controlled multitasking. The accident reports filed by law enforcement officials rarely document cognitive distraction as the
cause of accidents. Such accidents are possibly recorded in Virginia Traffic Crash Facts under the category of No Violation
[14]. Yang [15] analyzed trends in transit bus accidents and related factors such as road design, weather, lighting condition,
etc, recorded by the National Transit Database (NTD), but no analysis was reported on cognitive driver distraction. Driver
cognitive status is normally not known for a large number of accidents but it is estimated that 10.5 % of drivers were
distracted at the time of the accident [3]. Due to lack of reporting cognitive distractions by drivers, the associated risks and
impact on performance is difficult to study and hence, not been well-understood.
Factors such as location, driving hours/week; and driver age, gender, and experience have an impact on public bus driver
distraction [16]. A driving route running through a densely populated area servicing a greater number of passengers
accompanied by a higher external sources of distraction due to more frequent stops and more other road users or
pedestrians [10]. A driver less familiar with the driving routes is more likely to be involved in rear-end accidents at signalized
intersections [17]. Studies on the impact of age, gender, driving experience, and driving demands on driving performance
suggests that younger (below 25 years) and older (above 70 years) drivers tend to be more vulnerable to the effects of
distraction than middle-aged drivers [1, 18]. Older female drivers had increased risk of crash due to poor attention,
cognitive, executive, and motor skills [18]. The age group > 75 years presented the highest risk due to age-related
problems with physical and cognitive abilities [18]. Blower et al. [19] reported that age, sex, hours driving, trip type,
method of compensation, and previous driving records are related to driver errors. The impact of age and cognitive
functions on driving performance has been studied extensively to predict cognitive distraction with a computational
cognitive model and validating the results through simulation [20]. O’Connors [6] has proposed a relationship between
odds ratio and complexity of secondary tasks where the computed odds ratios were 3.1 for complex secondary tasks, 2.1
for moderate secondary tasks, and 1.0 for simple secondary tasks. From the odds ratio, O’Connors [6] has computed the
risk of involvement in a crash or near crash

Researchers have discussed driver’s cognitive interaction while driving to understand the occurrence of accidents. Wong
and Huang, [12] have proposed a research framework for studying driver’s mental process in order to determine how
accidents occur which includes a conceptual framework of driving mental process that is a step towards development of a
workable model to study accident causality. Trick et al. [21] have provided a conceptual framework that combines the two
fundamental dimensions of attention selection in order to have a more comprehensive driving theory. Although the work
of Wong and Huang [12] and Trick et al. [21] are not directly related to driver distraction, their framework provides useful
inputs for development of the cognitive distraction model in this paper.

ANALYSIS OF COGNITIVE DRIVER DISTRACTIONS
A self-administered survey was used to collect drivers’ current perception of cognitive distraction. The region covered by
the transit agency was divided into two locations: the Northside and Southside due to the difference in population density,
street layouts, and accident rates. The Southside is more commercialized and densely populated with a higher accident
rate of 62 accidents/million miles compared to the Northside’s rate of 54 accidents/million miles.
Potential Sources and Duration of Distraction
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The transit bus drivers rated how distracting they found listed activities and the approximate duration they experienced
these activities in a typical eight-hour shift. The ratings and durations for each activity was averaged and ranked from
highest to lowest [22]. The top five distracting activities shown in Table 1 are mostly passenger-related.
The survey collected the time drivers spend per shift on various distracting activities while driving a bus. The average time
for each activity was computed and sorted from highest to lowest average times. The top five activities are listed in Table
2. The bus drivers reported that much of their distracted time was on passenger-related activities.

Table 1. Top Five Distracting Rating Activities.

Average Distraction
Rating

Related
Category

Rank

Activity

1

Passengers using a mobile phone

2.48

2

Passengers not following etiquette (eating,
drinking, smoking, noisy)

2.35

Passenger

3

Passengers trying to talk to you

2.23

Passenger

4

Fatigue/Sickness

2.1

Personal

5

Passengers

2.08

Passenger

Passenger

Table 2. Top Five Distracting Duration Activities.

Rank

Activity

Average Distraction
Duration (Hrs)

Related
Category

1

Passengers using a mobile phone

2.66

Passenger

2

Other Road Users

2.24

External

3

Passengers

2.23

Passenger

4

Passengers trying to talk to you

1.96

Passenger

5

Passengers not following etiquette
(eating, drinking, smoking, noisy)

1.84

Passenger
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Driver Perception of Impact of Distracting Activities
The U.S. DOT [23] has categorized distractions as Visual, Manual, and Cognitive and reported that the severity of
distractions increases as it involves more than one category. In an earlier study by D’Souza and Maheshwari [7], a driver
distraction survey collected information on the three categories of distraction: visual, physical and cognitive. Around 90%
of the distracting activities were perceived by the drivers as caused by Mind/Attention off the Road (cognitive). The
activities were sorted by number of drivers and the top five for each category of effects are summarized in Table 3.
Around 80% of the top five distracting activities were passenger-related which are caused by cognitive distraction. An
Australian study [2] found that distracting activities that contributed most to a crash were conversing with passengers
(11.3%), lack of concentration (10.8%) and outside factors (8.9%) [2]. Table 4 shows that cognitive distraction has the
highest mean, median and mode values.

Classification of High Risk Distracting Activities
Although subjective approaches are applied for classification of distracting activities [24], this study developed an objective
approach using an index. The Distraction Risk Index (DRI) estimates the potential risk associated with each Risk Zone
activity. The DRI for the seven Risk Zones I, II, and III activities are shown in Table 5.

Table 3. Top Five Ranking of Distraction Categories as Perceived by Driver

Activity

Distraction
Category

Visual Effects of
Distraction

Physical Effects of
Distraction

Cognitive Effects
of Distraction

Passengers using a mobile phone

Passenger

-

Reading (eg Route Sheet)

Operational

1

-

-

Ticket Machine

Technology

2

3

-

Climate Control

Technology

3

4

-

Passengers

Passenger

4

-

3

Disabled Passengers

Passenger

5

5

5

Fatigue/Sickness

Personal

-

1

-

Pedestrians

Infrastructure

-

2

-

Passengers not following etiquette
(eating, drinking, smoking, noisy)

Passenger

-

-

5

Passengers trying to talk to driver

Passenger

-

General Broadcast

Operational

-

1

2
-

4
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Table 4. Statistical Comparison of Driver Perception of Distraction

Parameters

Visual

Physical

Cognitive

Mean

7.21

4.79

22.11

Median

6

5

21

Mode

4

7

21

Std. Dev.

4.84

2.37

6.39

Minimum

1

1

9

Maximum

19

1811

33

Range

18

10

24

Table 5. Distraction Risk Index

PASSENGER
USING
MOBILE
PHONE

PASSENGER
TALK TO
DRIVER

FATIGUE/SI
CK

PASSENGERS

TICKET
MACHINE

NONETIQUETTE
PASSENGER

CLIMATE
CONTROL

RATING

90

90

90

70

50

90

50

DURATION

90

70

50

70

50

50

30

VISUAL

30

30

30

50

70

30

50

MANUAL

30

30

90

30

50

30

50

COGNITIVE

90

90

50

70

50

70

50

RISK INDEX

66%

62%

62%

58%

54%

54%

46%

RISK ZONE

I

I

II

II

III

III

III

Figure 1 shows the comparison of cognitive distraction with physical and visual distractions for the high risk distracting
activities classified in Zones I, II, and III. Cognitive distraction is higher for most passenger-related distracting activities.
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Ranney [3] also identified conversation with passengers as the most common secondary task compared to eating, smoking,
manipulating controls, reaching inside the vehicle, and cell phone use.

Figure 1. Comparison of Cognitive with Physical and Visual for High Risk Distracting Activities
COGNITIVE DISTRACTION MODEL RESULTS
An analysis of historical bus accident data for the past three years (2008 – 20011) was conducted at a regional transit
agency to identify causes of accidents (Table 6). The monthly accidents are classified as being either preventable or nonpreventable. A more detail analysis of incidents within the agency property and off-property could determine whether it
was driver distraction, driver inattention, or day time/weather conditions that played a role in the accident.

Table 6.

NONPREVENTABLE

DRIVER
DISTRACTION

OTHER
PREVENTABLE

NORTHSIDE

553

105

110

768

SOUTHSIDE

1124

227

318

1669

TOTAL

1677

332

428

2437

% OF TOTAL ACCIDENTS

68%

14%

18%

100%

LOCATION OF ACCIDENT

TOTAL
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Cognitive Distraction Model
Numerous factors interact with one another when a driver is on the road, creating driver distraction. Research has clearly
shown that driver distraction is largely a cognitive function and it diverts a driver’s attention away from the road,
producing a threat to safety. The Cognitive Distraction Model [CDM] shown in Figure 2 comprises of four processes that
contribute to driver distraction and influence driver performance. These four processes are: Driving Tasks, Distraction
Activities, Cognitive Workload, and Driver Capability. These four processes interact, and they are influenced by factors
such as age, driving experience, location of routes, and gender.

Driving Task
Driving tasks can be defined as everything that is needed to operate the transit vehicle. These driving tasks are divided
into primary driving tasks and secondary driving tasks. Common examples of primary driving tasks for a transit driver are
steering, using the accelerator, applying the brakes, changing lanes, determining what speed to use, and communicating to
other drivers by using the turn signal and turning on the headlights. Salmon et al. [25] has presented a Hierarchical Task
Analysis (HTA) which list seven categories of tasks a bus driver needs to perform while driving the bus: preparation tasks,
physical vehicle control tasks, cognitive vehicle control tasks, route/timetabling tasks, passenger-related tasks,
communication tasks, and personal comfort tasks.

In contract, secondary driving tasks are non-driving activities occurring approximately 30 percent (%) of moving time
causing driver distraction [3]. The types of non-driving distractions reported by Wong and Huang [12] include in-vehicle
distraction, external distraction, and the acquisition of information. Secondary driving tasks conducted internally generally
include conversing with passengers, tending to passengers with infants, collecting tickets, making announcements, using a
navigation system or other wireless device and managing climate control. The transit drivers are also distracted by
external events such as other road users, pedestrians, weather conditions, etc. When transit drivers focus their attention
on secondary driving tasks, their attention is diverted from the primary driving tasks causing distractions.

Figure 2. Cognitive Distraction Model (CDM).

Distracting Activities
Transit drivers are confronted by numerous distracting activities as they go through their daily occupational routine. Some
of these distracting activities come from external events to include navigating through road construction and flashing
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digital road signs indicating which route to take. Other distracting activities relate to internal events including things
associated with the driver, such as daydreaming, fatigue or illness, or hunger. Internal events within the transit vehicle
also present distractions for the driver, to include conversations with the passengers, passengers using mobile cell phones,
and passenger distractions due to conversations with other passengers. The culmination of these events results in
cognitive overload. The driver can only focus on one thing at a time. Research has demonstrated that multitasking is a
myth [8] and that driver’s attention can only be directed to one activity at a time. Therefore, even the use of voiceoperated and hands-free devices represents distractions that can present a safety hazard to the driver and passengers.
Distracted drivers experience inattention blindness. They are looking out the windshield, but do not process everything in
the roadway environment necessary to effectively monitor their surroundings, seek and identify potential hazards, and to
respond to unexpected situations The danger of inattention blindness is that when a driver fails to notice events in the
driving environment, either at all or too late, it’s impossible to execute a safe response such as a steering maneuver or
braking to avoid a crash [9].

Cognitive Workload
Cognitive workload refers to the amount of information that a transit driver must process while driving. The brain controls
visual, manual and cognitive driving functions as shown in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [8]. A Carnegie
Mellon University study produced fMRI pictures of the brain during a simulator run shows that cognitive distraction
decreased activity by 37 percent in the brain’s parietal lobe which controls driving providing a biological reason for driving
risks [8]. To complicate the situation, the transit driver must use their cognitive capabilities to not only concentrate on
primary and secondary driving tasks, but to focus on routes and abide by agency regulations pertaining to issues like
vehicle speed and required amount of time to get from point of departure to the scheduled destination. Dealing with
passenger issues adds to the cognitive workload. Research has shown that when talking on a mobile phone, drivers tend to
slow down, which demonstrates their distractedness. Cognitive workload varies according to additional factors including
amount of traffic on the road, day of the week and time of day (Figures 3 and 4). The number of accidents gradually rise
between Monday and Friday and then decreases.
Distracting activities such as carrying on a conversation with a passenger or listening to a passenger’s mobile cell phone
conversation leads to multitasking while driving. The transit driver attempts to distribute his or her attention to both the
secondary driving tasks as well as the primary tasks associated with operating the vehicle. Mental inattention begins to
take place, particularly as additional secondary driving tasks are factored in. This mental inattention increases the amount
of time that it takes for the driver to fully process information that being taken in and to formulate and act upon decisions
made, based on such information. A threshold is reached, particularly as additional tasks are added, due to limited mental
capacity, thereby strengthening mental inattention due to being overtaxed by a heavy mental workload. At this point, it
becomes impossible to multitask and the mental inattention towards the primary driving tasks produces a major crash risk.
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Figure 4. Accident Time of the Day.

Humans have limited mental load capability which often leads to brain “bottleneck” in which the brain is straining to
secure resources for non-driving (distracting) activities which competes with the primary driving tasks. Driving experience
plays a role in driving performance (Figure 5). Experienced drivers perform common driving tasks without thinking (for
example slowing down before making a turn) thus thinking that they have the cognitive capability under all driving
conditions until an accident shows otherwise. When the brain’s limits are stretched and information processing slows
down reducing the driver’s reaction time, thus increasing the risk of an accident. Figure 5 reveals that novice drivers have
a higher accident rate than the more experienced drivers. Since, novice drivers are generally young, it is clear that young,
inexperienced drivers are at increased risk to themselves and are also a major hazard for other road users.
There are factors that play a mediating role on driver distraction, and performance to include driver capability, number of
passengers in the vehicle, and driver’s age. Cognitive limitations exist as for example, research has shown that older
drivers tend to have more vehicle accidents when entering intersections [26]. In this study, passengers, passengers talking
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with driver, and passengers using mobile phone devices were the most prevalent reported cognitive distractions. McEvoy
[2] and Ranney [3] have also reported conversation with passengers as the most common form of distraction.

Driver Capability
Driver capability depends to a great extent on the level of multitasking the driver can perform while executing the primary
driving tasks and the secondary tasks. The brain must do attention switching,” when it deals with multitasking [9]. When
a driver is driving and attempts to perform a secondary task such as talking to a passenger, the brain shifts its focus and the
driver develop “inattention blindness”[9] which may lead to running a red signal and a crash.
According to National Safety Council [9] multitasking impairs performance since the brain has capacity limits. According to
brain researchers, “reaction-time switching costs,” is a time the brain takes to switch its attention and focus from one task
to another [9]. Hence, driver capability is affected which slows the reaction time to potential hazards supporting the major
reason for an accident. Although the switching time is very small, repeatedly switching adds up the time.
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Figure 5. Impact of Driving Experience.

Figure 6 shows the location of accidents and the type of accident. The non-preventable accidents are not caused by the
bus driver. For example, the bus maybe hit by another vehicle. The preventable accidents could have been avoided (for
example the bus hit another vehicle) if the bus driver had exerted more caution. It appears that the number of accidents is
dependent on the location (Northside and Southside) and day of the week. The number of accidents in the Southside is
more than double that of the Northside.
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Some of the preventable accidents have been caused by driver distraction but the proportion is unknown. Researchers
have reported that 13.6% of all accidents were caused by distracted driving [2]. The Table 6 has been restructured to
reflect the 13.6% distracting activities that caused accudents from 2008 – 2011:
The factors of the transit bus drivers consisting of demographics and driving pattern data collected through the survey
were compared with factors of other studies to determine their applicability and significance to the current study. The
results discussed in the following paragraphs are based on the responses of drivers that participated in the survey,
observation on selected routes, and discussion with agency staff members.
The average age of the bus driver was 49 years. The Northside drivers’ average age was 47 years and the Southside driver
was 51 years. There are a higher proportion of female drivers (54%) compared to male drivers (46 %). The average age of
male drivers was 50 years and female drivers were 49 years of age. Most of the drivers fall in the 46-55 age groups (Figure
7). Age is a significant factor related to accidents with younger drivers more prone to accidents and distracted driving [1].
According to the NHTSA [1], in 2008 28% of drivers involved in fatal crashes were under 30 years while only 10% drivers in
the 40 - 49 age groups were involved in fatal crashes. In a study of truck-involved rear-end crash. Yan et al. [26] found
younger car or truck drivers (< 25 years) are less likely to get involved in a truck crashes compared to middle age drivers
(26-55 years), but older drivers (> 56 years), are more likely to be involved in a crash as compared to a middle age driver.

A t-test was conducted to determine if the differences in age, experience, and driving hours were significantly different for
the Location or Gender. There is a significant difference in driving experience for both locations with drivers on the
Southside being more experienced. There is no significant difference in age and driving hours/week between drivers from
the Northside or Southside although Southside had slightly older drivers with significantly more driving experience. The
drivers reported that they drive a bus for an average of 43 hours per week and that they typically drive the buses mostly
during the day (65%) peak and non-peak times and during the night (35%).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Developing effective policies and legislation to control cognitive distraction is difficult to implement due to non availability
of proper measuring processes [3]. Laws enacted for alcohol consumption and red light running is not as effective for
distracted driving since it is more of a societal issue [3].
Policies are needed that limit the distractions that transit driver’s experience, including exposure to unnecessary passenger
activities on buses. Research is needed to determine the best ways to train drivers to manage and control cognitive
distractions in order to avoid reaching the threshold at which mental inattention occurs due to multitasking. This research
needs to concentrate on the training of certain populations that tend to have the greatest crash risk. For example,
research should be directed towards experienced drivers who may become distracted by secondary activities due to overconfidence in one’s driving abilities, or may let their mind wander due to mental or physical fatigue or boredom after
driving too many hours in a given week. The need for research also applies to younger drivers who may lack the primary
driving skills needed to be able to divert attention to secondary tasks, and older drivers who make take longer to process
cognitive information required to drive.
One of the reasons for the high accident rates of inexperienced drivers shown in Figure 5 are deficits especially in relevant
cognitive driving skills [27]. Petzoldt et al. [27] have recommended inexpensive computer based training (CBT) where
young inexperienced drivers can experience various forms of cognitive distraction without harming themselves or others.
There was a wide range of distracting activities in the study of the transit agency ([7]. This makes communications and
outreach programs for the drivers difficult to implement [3].
Distracted driving causes the vehicle to veer outside the lane. In order to circumvent this impact of distraction,
researchers have suggested broader shoulders and rumble strips [3]. Fatigue and sickness was noted in the top five
distracting rated activity (Table 1). Having rest areas closer apart will allow fatigued/sick drivers to have more frequent
stops.
Ranney [3] has proposed guidelines for Interface Design Vehicular strategies that focus on internal layout of vehicle
systems that could cause distraction such as controls, broadcasting, ticket machine etc.. The auto industry in North
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America and Europe has taken note of such guidelines and are devoting resources to optimize the interface characteristics
associated with in-vehicle technologies [3].
This is a concept paper on cognitive distraction. The data collected by D’Souza and Maheshwari [7] on the drivers’
perception of distraction indicated that cognitive distraction was a major cause. The concepts of cognitive distraction and
the modular approach for gaining a better understanding were developed from the works of several researchers [3, 5, 8,
9]. The authors have plans to validate these results using a driving simulator which is planned to be installed on the
University Campus.
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An Investigation on the Dispersion of Pollutants from Major Roadways
Ates Akyurtlu and Jale Akyurtlu
Hampton University, Chemical Engineering Department,
OLIN Engineering Building, 168 Marshall Avenue, Hampton, VA 23668
Phone: (757)727-5599; fax: (757)727-5189; ates.akyurtlu@hamptonu.edu

Due to the regional increases in the traffic volumes, air pollution from transportation still persists at
problematic levels. Vehicular emissions are a major source of NOx emissions, which by themselves and through
the production of secondary pollutants such as ozone, nitric acid, and other nitrogen-containing compounds
that can further transform into secondary aerosols, create health and environmental hazards.
Air pollution monitoring stations provide regional data with some temporal resolution, but their numbers
are too few to provide a detailed spatial resolution. This indicates the need to measure local pollutant
concentrations and to have models to predict concentrations with a much higher spatial resolution, for making
decisions about locating buildings that will house sensitive populations. Therefore, this project was undertaken
to collect spatial data on NOx concentrations close to I-64, and compare them with model predictions.
A Thermo Scientific 42i chemiluminescence NO-NO2-NOx analyzer was used for NOx measurements. A
Thermo Scientific 49i photometric analyzer was used for ozone measurements. Weather information and the
degree of insolation were obtained using a Climatronics Corp. AIO compact weather station and a pyranometer.
NOx emissions resulting from the traffic around Interchange 267 on I-64 were measured.
Measurements showed that NOx concentration decreases rapidly with distance from the roadway and
drops from 25.4 ppb to a value around 8.3 ppb, which remains fairly constant for distances greater than about
150 m from the I-64 median due to atmospheric dispersion and conversion of NOx to other nitrogen containing
compounds. Close to the roadway, the majority of NOx is NO, which converts to NO2 and other nitrogen
compounds. A lower decrease in nitrogen dioxide concentration was observed, probably due to the conversion
of some NO to NO2 possibly through its reaction with ozone. The predictions from CALINE4 indicated that the
predictions were close to the measured values at upwind locations, but CALINE4 significantly over-estimated
the NO2 concentrations at downwind locations. It was concluded that the atmospheric reactions and kinetics
used by CALINE4 may not be adequate to provide reasonable predictions under the conditions of the
measurements.
The effects of several variables on the predicted NO2 concentrations will be discussed during the
presentation.
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Abstract:Weathering steel sign structures are widely used in interstate highways and at traffic intersections.
They are susceptible to fatigue, cracking and lateral buckling under wind loads because of their high span-toweight ratio and relatively small cross-sectional area. State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) need to
consider rational and viable decisions regarding preservation and replacement alternatives of weathering steel
sign structures. The decision making and prioritization of maintenance and replacement plans can be executed
objectively only when a representative framework is developed. The ultimate goal of this project is to assist the
West Virginia Department of Highways (WVDOH) manage its weathering steel sign structures inventory through
appropriate periodic inspection and evaluation of their current condition.
The WVDOH inventory encompasses 82 weathering steel sign structures in its Charleston Interstate System.
Thirteen comprehensive inspection forms were developed to effectively evaluate the current condition of the
following sign structural types: single and double arm groundmount cantilever structures, bridge
superstructuremount cantilever structures, retaining wall mount cantilever structures, retaining wall mount
truss structures, two-dimensional and three-dimensional ground mount truss structures, bridge parapet mount
truss structures and bridge frame mount structures. The project included performing extensive field inspection
of the 82 sign structures, including anchor bolts, footers, connections to bridges or retaining walls, main
structural members, secondary structural members, and structural member to structural member connections.
The condition of each sign structure was evaluated using the collected data. The management system was
developed such that if the field inspection reveals any serious element or defect that is common to a particular
sign type, or a defect or failure of a particular sign structure which may endanger the structure or the traveling
public, the WVDOH Project Manager will be notified immediately. The study outcomes shall be used to develop
guidelines to effectively capture all structural insufficiencies of the sign structures while performing future
periodic inspections.
Keywords:Transportation infrastructure;management and preservation;weathering steel;sign structures
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ABSTRACT
High-risk infrastructure assets require faster, portable and innovative non-destructive testing (NDT) and structural health
monitoring (SHM) for safety, maintenance and new construction planning. This presentation is an overview of innovative
NDT/NDE techniques and remote sensing methods for new and aging infrastructure capacity and performance capabilities.
Some of these programs will use performance parameters for integration into operations, maintenance, and safety.This
presentation will discuss many field-deployed programs from around the world including steel structures for fatigue cracking
monitoring as on the San Francisco Oakland Bay Bridge. Currently this is the largest SHM project known to date.This
monitoring technology was germinated from the FHWA Steel Bridge Testing Program of the 1990’s and 2007. These
technologies can also be applied to container cranes. Shortly after the I35 bridge collapse, a gusset plate thickness mapping
system was developed and is now in use with FHWA, ODOT and MinnDOT. ODOT reduced inspection to 3 days instead of
2 weeks and increased their accuracy.
SHM of cabled Bridges such as the Ben Franklin,Anthony Wayne, Humber and Manhattan suspension bridges and the
Varina-Enon project with VDOT for a cable stay bridge will also be discussed.These technologies are able to monitor
attacks and a structure’s health at the same time. A cable stay cutting will be discussed, which resulted in over $3 million in
damages.
Concrete bridges will be covered, with a new issue announced in 2011of possible chloride contamination in post tension
tendons and NDT solutions. This has far reaching implications, as this issue could affect signature bridges. ODOT research
and the Hammersmith Post-Tensioned (P-T) Flyover are some examplesthat are covered for P-T tendon NDT and SHM.
Currently AE monitoring has been used on internal and external tendons as well as cable stays for over a decade and it is
recommended in NCHRP 353 and NCHRP 534 for wire breaks. Tendons can also be monitored to listen forlocal active
corrosion.

Some new innovations will discuss research in overhead sign structures inspection and five non-invasive technologies for PT Tendon safety. A$6 million NIST TIP grant to develop a new Energy Harnessing wireless monitoring system will show
the latest in self-powered SHM systems. Other research areas that will be discussed are: the corrosion-monitoring program
between FHWA, MISTRAS, Columbia University and NY City Bridges..
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INTRODUCTION
Process control, failure troubleshooting, and in-situ identification are all now possible using a standard laboratory
Wavelength Dispersive X-ray Fluorescence (WDXRF) spectrometer, equipped with small spot/mapping capability. To
narrow a sample surface analysis area down to 0.5mm and obtain chemistry of an inclusion or irregularity has aided many
analysts in solving problems once only possible through other more complex analytical techniques. This analysis does not
replace other methods such as Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) however still affords the ability to produce answers to
resolve a process situation or perform failure analysis rapidly and easily.
A surface stain or inclusion on a material can quickly be targeted and elementally defined, possibly pinpointing where it
originated in the process. This information can be used to identify the breakdown or wearing of a particular part in the
process which requires attention, servicing, or replacement. Identification of minerals from field exploration are both defined
and chemically imaged in two and three dimension displays. Homogeneity testing of a coating over a large or small area,
forensics testing on minute samples or scattered residue are among the many applications of this technique.
Elemental distribution information is easily displayed in an intensity format and normally would provide the required answer
to the common question ‘what is it’. However if the question is ‘how much’, this becomes quite challenging if not
impossible since reference materials normally do not exist for stains or a metal inclusion in a wire. How do you quantify
components on a circuit board without removing them? These are all real life situations where both the availability of small
spot analysis in conjunction with a standardless program known as UniQuant™ are paramount in solving difficult problems.
Presented below are a number of examples of small spot & mapping that also require concentration information. Before
proceeding further, it is necessary to define both small spot analysis and the UniQuant™ software calibration.

SMALL SPOT/MAPPING DESCRIPTION
WDXRF small spot analysis is a rather easy concept to describe. The first step in the process is to image the sample surface.
From this image, it is possible to define a region of interest designating the analysis area. Mapping is accomplished by
selecting one of a number of ‘shapes’ and choosing the area to be mapped.. Small spot analysis is a selection of one or more
unique and individual points on a sample surface, each one producing a singular analysis result, whereas mapping is the
joining of these individual points into a unified pattern to produce a two or three dimensional presentation along with
intensity/concentration results for the selected area.
The sample is excited through the use of a primary X-ray beam. The secondary X-rays emitted are collimated through an
aperture which allows only the 0.5mm area of interest excitation to continue on through the beam path to the detector.
Obviously the collimator or aperture and sample surface are tightly aligned.
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Figure 1 - Goniometer with Aperture Changer

UniQuant™ DESCRIPTION
UniQuant™ is a factory-calibrated program based upon pure element standards. Once UniQuant™ is installed on the
system, pure element standards are run periodically to adjust for drift, tube decay and changes in environmental conditions.
UniQuant™ uses the original factory calibration to determine concentrations for completely unknown samples by
subjecting the intensities acquired from the samples to comprehensive mathematical algorithms. These algorithms correct for
matrix effects as well as inter-elemental effects to provide a highly accurate and precise result.
UniQuant™ is also unique in its method of intensity measurements. Unlike other semi-quantitative software programs,
UniQuant™ uses a method known as peak hopping (instead of a continuous scan technique) to acquire the intensities for all
measurable elements. The procedure of peak hopping allows for faster analysis by not wasting measurement time on any
location that an element peak will not be found or on the time to climb and descend existing peak shoulders. UniQuant™
will measure every theoretical 2-theta angle for each element, including alternative lines for some heavier elements and
background positions. By focusing the elemental counting times to only peak locations, UniQuant™ is able to provide more
accurate results and lower detection limits compared to other scan-based semi-quantitative methods.
UniQuant™ uses a Primary Beam Filter (PBF) device to remove spectral interference from the Rhodium (Rh) tube lines. An
interesting feature is that the counting time for each analytical line can be defined separately depending on the main interest
of the analyst. This makes the analysis routine extremely useful for small spot analysis since the obtained intensities will be
reduced as compared to that obtained from the standard 29mm aperture and therefore requires longer count times.
In both small spot and mapping, the apertures used
smaller than the standard 29mm diameter. The figure
right demonstrates the difference of intensities
a 29 mm aperture and a 3 mm aperture using W as
example element.

are far
to the
between
an

SMALL SPOT EXAMPLES
Combining both small spot analysis capability and UniQuant™ analysis provides a powerful tool to solve many application
problems.

Example 1: Small Spot for Glass Inclusion
In this example, a small inclusion is evident in a glass disk. Analyzing the full surface would lead to no definitive answer
and traditional methods for analysis require the removal of the inclusion to determine composition. With small spot analysis
in conjunction with UniQuant™, a 0.5mm area is analyzed in a visually clean portion of the sample and then the area
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containing the inclusion. The comparison of the two results translates into the composition of the inclusion – a copper tin
alloy!

Figure 2 - Inclusion in Glass Product – Process Investigation

Figure 3 -Inclusion in Glass Product – Process Investigation

Example 2: Small Spot Quantitative Analysis of Metals using Empirical Calibrations
Small spot analysis is not limited to UniQuant™ as the sole quantification routine. In this example, empirical calibrations
are established using a 0.5mm spot size and used to determine statistics and limits of detection (LoD) on a metal sample.
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Figure 4 - Empirical Calibrations using Small Spot

Example 3 – Homogeneity Testing on Ceramics with Small Spot
The simplest application for small spot analysis eliminates the need for any form of quantification. Only the intensities are
collected for the elements of interest, thus answering the question of sample homogeneity rapidly and easily.

Figure 5 - Elemental Segregation in Ceramic Sample
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MAPPING EXAMPLES
All examples thus far have dealt with small spot analysis as a solution to everyday analytical problems. This next section
highlights the use of the mapping function as an investigative tool.
Mapping presents the analyst with two and three dimensional images in order to better understand a problem. The 2D
images can be viewed as individual element distributions or overlaid to give a more comprehensive correlation of the
elements as a group. The 3D images are single element display and can be rotated for full 360 degree visualization or even a
birds-eye view. While most maps are collected as intensity only images, empirical calibrations can also be used to fully
quantify the result.

Example 1: Mapped Elements in a Geological Sample
Geological specimens routinely offer the most interesting and informative mapping images. In Figure 6 below, one can see
variations of elemental distribution over the sample face with a ‘towered’ Iron (Fe) and Manganese (Mn) formation in the
center. This example highlights the possibilities of mapping many other manufactured materials for failure or investigative
analysis.

Figure 6 - Rock Sample
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Example 2: Mapped Inclusion in Glass
In this example, UniQuant™ analysis did not identify any anomalies for the inclusion other than standard glass material
when a 29mm analysis was performed. A map of the strongest intensity responses was performed. Interestingly, the
inclusion was Si but in a metallic form. The maps of the additional elements (Figure 8) also show a marked intensity
decrease where the Si metal is found.

Figure 7 - Si Metal in Glass

Figure 8 - Surrounding Material
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Example 3: Mapped Electronic Chip
These final examples best illustrate the informational details that are attainable with this technique. A metro pass chip was
first analyzed with UniQuant™ to determine major element presence. Line scans were then performed to indicate locations
and patterns. Finally a large area was mapped for specific elements to determine overall elemental distribution. The patterns
collected show intricate details of the components within the chip.
Figure 9 shows the results of a profile scan across the chip detailing the individual element relationship along that line.

Figure 9 - Line Scans for Elemental Profiles
The 2D images are displayed individually in Figure 10 to better see intensity pattern responses. The actual sample image
from the system camera is shown on the left with all elements overlaid.

Figure 10 - 2-D imaging
Finally the 3D images are displayed in Figure 11. Here it is evident that there are sharp divisions between the elements in
their separate electronic components with Titanium (Ti) not present in the chip itself but as a major constituent of the
surrounding material. The individual Oxygen (O) spikes may relate to the connections between the components or oxidation
spots on the card surface.
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Figure 11 - 3D Imaging

Example 4: Plating Issues
In a plating process, an even homogenous distribution of the coating is vital for the success of the finished product.
Monitoring this process can lead to thousands of dollars of savings in production and can even forecast problems before they
actually occur.
Small spot and/or mapping can both be used as a screening tool for coating or plating. This final example demonstrates the
ability to determine a failed Au plating process .

Figure 12 - 2D Imaging of Failed Plating
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Figure 13 - 3D imaging of Poor Plating Process

CONCLUSION
The examples presented above are only a fraction of the applications for which many analysts are routinely using this
technique. Investigative abilities using WDXRF have been shown to provide reliable failure analyses and even save
thousands of dollars in process monitoring. With small spot analysis employing UniQuant™ as the quantitative tool ,
analyses of small samples are no longer a hindrance due to size and/or lack of calibrating materials. Coating thickness and
homogeneity testing across a surface are now possible without the need of specialized sample processing or instrumentation.
Quantification using empirical calibrations on undersized or irregularly shaped materials is also possible through the use of a
standard laboratory WDXRF, even in-situ.
Inclusion analysis uses the UniQuant™ standardless analysis routine combined with the mapping/small spot analysis
function. For everyday problem solving, this technique can usually identify the concern in about 40 minutes or less by
comparing a ‘clean’ area of the sample surface to that of the inclusion. Mapping on the other hand, can produce results in a
timeline ranging from just an hour up to several hours – depending on the number of elements, points and count time per
point required to satisfy the application. The combination of mapping & small spot analysis brings many benefits to the
analyst which simply were not available in the past, especially when combined with a standardless routine such as
UniQuant™. All tests results provided in this presentation were performed using the Thermo Scientific ARL Perform’X
WDXRF spectrometer.
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ABSTRACT
While radiography (RT) has been the original choice for weld inspections for decades, it is now being challenged very
strongly by Automated Ultrasonic Testing (AUT). Conveniently, the ASME Pressure Vessel and Piping Code committee has
published a series of AUT Mandatory Appendices, which makes AUT considerably easier to perform. Three new Mandatory
AUT Appendices were released in July 2010, which cover similar ground to ASME Code Case 2235 - without the acceptance
criteria.
The first Appendix covers performing a workmanship criteria inspection.
The second Appendix covers performing a Fracture Mechanics or ECA-type inspection
The third Appendix covers procedure qualification, i.e. a performance Demonstration. This also describes
manufacture of the demonstration block, and testing procedures, detection requirements and sizing.
There are two new Mandatory Appendices on phased arrays – manual raster scanning and encoded linear scanning. These
were also published in July 2010. A recent Code Case also makes pipe calibrations much more flexible. With these new
Codes in hand, it should be relatively straightforward how to perform an inspection using AUT.
Performing an AUT inspection offers major advantages over RT. From a technical viewpoint, RT doesn’t size defects, is
subjective and is poor at detecting vertical planar defects. From a practical aspect, RT suffers from safety issues, licensing,
work disruption, environmental issues, and film storage, while AUT has none of these problems. With the arrival of phased
arrays and encoded scanners, AUT offers full data storage, rapid and repeatable scanning, tailored inspections, auditable
results and accurate sizing. The presentation will illustrate these aspects from pressure vessels, piping and small diameter
pipes.

INTRODUCTION
Radiography (RT) has been the standard for weld inspections for the last several decades; however, it has known
limitations. Specifically, RT has major safety issues from radiation, licensing issues from the same problem, work
disruptions, environmental and chemical wastes, large volumes of film, film deterioration. Defect analysis can be subjective
and quite slow. In addition, RT is unable to reliably size defects in the vertical plane for structural integrity.
Not surprisingly, automated ultrasonic testing (AUT) has developed as a serious competitor to RT. In contrast to RT, AUT
offers no safety issues, no environmental effects and no waste or deteriorating products. In addition, AUT can size defects
in the vertical plane, within known errors. Inspection speed is generally a lot higher; AUT systems are more flexible; POD or
Probability of Detection (multiple angles and imaging) is improved; results are fully auditable (if and when encoded).
One major issue facing AUT is code-acceptance, but that changed significantly in July 2010. ASME published three AUT
Mandatory Appendices on AUT. One is for inspection using workmanship acceptance criteria (1), the second for inspection
using Fracture Mechanics (i.e. Engineering Critical Assessment) acceptance criteria (2), and the third for developing
Procedure Qualifications (3). These three Mandatory Appendices should allow operators to legally inspect components
using AUT without problems.
In addition, ASME recently published a Code Case on calibration for pipes (4), which permits much greater flexibility in pipe
diameter (0.9 to 1.5 times the nominal) and in wall thickness (+ 25%), in keeping with other global codes. Overall, these
three Mandatory Appendices and the new Code Case replace the well-known ASME Code Case 2235, though the
acceptance criteria are not included, as normal for Section V.
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Once accepted, performing an AUT inspection is fairly straightforward. Equipment and training are available, so the major
emphasis comes from interpreting the results. The rest of this paper describes the equipment, procedures and techniques
used. Not surprisingly, generally the AUT equipment of choice is “phased arrays”, as these offer significant advantages in
speed, imaging and flexibility over traditional ultrasonic equipment. Conveniently, ASME has also published two
Mandatory Appendices for phased arrays (5, 6), which permit manual and encoded scanning for E-scans and S-scans.

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
Olympus NDT markets a variety of portable instruments, from the ubiquitous OmniScan MX, to the OmniScan M
(manual) to the EPOCH 1000i. These are shown in Figure 1. At the higher end of the spectrum, Olympus NDT also
markets the Focus LT and potentially more advanced models, shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Examples of Olympus NDT instruments.
Left, OmniScan MX2. Right, EPOCH 1000i.

Figure 2: Focus LT™
In practice, only the OmniScan MX and Focus LT support encoding and data storage, so are ideal candidates for fully
auditable AUT.
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In addition, Olympus NDT also markets delivery systems, specifically the WeldRover for pipes larger than 100 mm, and the
Cobra scanner for smaller pipes. These are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.

Figure 3: WeldROVER in action in the Middle East.

Figure 4: Cobra scanner. Left, overall image. Right, on pipe.
These scanners, with an OmniScan or Focus LT, allow the operator to perform scans on most components. Operating the
scanner is typically one of the easier functions in AUT, but also one of the more critical in terms of correct orientation of
the phased array probes to the welds.

INTERPRETING THE RESULTS
The first operation is to calibrate the phased array instrument. The OmniScan in particular has a simple calibration
operation which involves performing TCG (Time Corrected Gain) and ACG (Angle Corrected Gain) simultaneously. This is
called the Auto-TCG function. In effect, the OmniScan is set up to the relevant sweep angle, and slides over a block with
side-drilled holes to measure the various amplitudes over the specified angle range (see Figure 5). The built-in computer
then adjusts the calibration accordingly (see Figure 6).
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Figure 5: Schematic showing the Auto-TCG function being performed on cal block.

Figure 6: Screenshot of 45 degree beam using TCG-style corrections.
The next step is to follow the code and procedure to establish a suitable inspection process. This typically involves adhering
to ASME Section V Article 4 Mandatory Appendix IX if required, then scanning using the appropriate parameters.
Specifically, the data is displayed in TCG form, with an established threshold and palette, which permits quick identification
of all above-threshold defects (see Figure 7 for example).
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the role of educators and mentors in the challenging field of transportation and their role in the positive
exposure of transportation to middle and high school participants in the National Summer Transportation Institute (NSTI)
Program. The program, provided by the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), is hosted on college campuses throughout the country. Facilitated by the Virginia Department of Transportation
(VDOT), Hampton University (HU) has served as a host site for the program for more than 11 years. With the anticipated
changes in the transportation workforce and the aging infrastructure capacity and performance capabilities, the primary
goal of the program is to provide participants exposure to exciting professional opportunities within the field of
transportation and the challenges faced. In addition to academic enhancement, the program offers participants exposure to
professionals in the field of transportation who conduct various workshops and provide first-hand knowledge of career
opportunities and challenges. As a result, participants are able to engage in discussions about and activities related to
transportation and gain insight into some of the most complex transportation issues. Statistical data and analysis are
provided to support the positive influence of educators and mentors on participants, as well as the program’s positive
influence on participants’ interest and acceptance into co-ops within the field of transportation. Program participants from
2009 through 2012 will be surveyed. Results will provide evidence in support of the program objectives as well as an
overall illustration of the significant impact of participant exposure to educators and mentors. Recommendations for future
demographic and comparative analyses will be discussed.
Keywords: National Summer Transportation Institute (NSTI), mentor, transportation careers

INTRODUCTION
There are a number of exciting opportunities available in the field of transportation. While positions such as train operators,
road construction employees and aviation pilots often come to mind, other transportation-related careers include, but are not
limited to, business, public relations, photography, engineering, and even sea divers to assist with bridge construction.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, it is projected that employment in transportation will increase by
approximately 15% by the year of 2020 (www.bls.gov). Additionally, the industry’s current workforce is aging, many roads
and bridges across the United States are in need of repair and the Federal Aviation Administration’s 2012 forecast calls for
one billion passengers in 2024 (www.faa.gov). This increase in employment, along with tomorrow’s complex transportation
demands are great incentives for students to consider careers in transportation.
Hampton University’s National Summer Transportation Institute (NSTI) Program is a four-week, non-residential program
that is hosted on the campus of HU. NSTI is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway
Administration, and introduces promising secondary school students to the vast number of career options available within
the transportation industry. Hampton University’s NSTI Program is managed by administrators and staff of VDOT.
Participants of the program are offered the opportunity to develop necessary academic skills by engaging in a wide range of
activities that are both educational and enjoyable. In addition, students in the program are exposed to modes of
transportation that include air, land, and water; and are provided opportunities to explore the numerous career possibilities in
the field of transportation. “To help develop tomorrow's transportation workforce, the Department of Transportation
mentoring program combines the expertise of Department of Transportation employees with the curiosity and enthusiasm of
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young minds” (www.dot.gov). Within weeks of joining the program, students are able to successfully engage in
conversation concerning activities and future career options.
The core of the NSTI program is comprised of two components, an academic module and mentorship. Academically,
students participate in field trips to facilities that expose them to the actual work environment and day-to-day operations
within various transportation centers. They attend workshops and classes facilitated by practitioners and educators that
enhance team-building, oral and written communication skills, computer proficiency and SAT preparatory coursework with
respect to the high school Math and English. The mentoring process is constructed throughout every facet of the program.
NSTI staff members, practitioners and VDOT representatives mentor the students in regard to the importance of academic
success, effective teamwork, conflict resolution, and also provide participants with information regarding the various
professions within the field of transportation.

LITERATURE REVIEW
It has been suggested that mentoring is beneficial in the development of youth in various aspects. According to Moodie and
Fisher (2009), “Mentoring involves the commitment of time and specific efforts by a more experienced person to the
development of a mutually beneficial, supportive and nurturing relationship with a less experienced person.” Studies
reveal the positive extensive exploration of effective mentoring in the development of relationships and trust. Researchers

have proposed that mentoring affects youth through three interrelated processes: (1) by enhancing youth’s social
relationships and emotional well-being, (2) by improving their cognitive skills through instruction and conversation,
and (3) by promoting positive identity development through serving as role models and advocates (Rhodes, Spencer,
Keller, Liang & Noam, 2006).

Youth mentoring has expanded greatly over the years. Mentorship in academic settings along with social organizations,
such as Big Brother/ Big Sister and Goodwill GoodGuides, has become the norm in many communities. Mentor/National
Mentoring partnership defines youth mentorship as a “structured and trusting relationship that brings young people together
with caring individuals who offer guidance, support and encouragement aimed at developing the competence and character
of the mentee ,”as cited in Lee, 2008. Further, Steel (1991) suggests that such relationships model professional direction for
the development of student’s academic performance and behavior. In a study conducted by Martin and Sifers (2012), two
models of mentorship were discussed.
The first paradigm by Thomas E. Keller states that the role of mentors is to model good behavior and be a source of
information and guidance to their youth mentees (Martin & Sifers, 2012). The second model by Jean E. Rhodes identifies
mentors as caring non-parental adults who foster positive development in youth through the formation of meaningful
relationships (Martin & Sifers, 2012). While the models of mentorship discussed by Martin & Sifers are highly
acknowledged in the field, other researchers propose that developmental (relationship-focused) and instrumental (goalfocused) relationship styles appear to be among the most successful mentoring approaches of today’s youth (Karcher,
Herrera, & Hansen, 2010).
Researchers identify that a goal-directed focus, explicitly goal-oriented outcomes are priority (Karcher & Nakkula, 2010).
Examples of outcomes, as provided by the authors, include enhancing school performance, improving behavior, and
increasing one’s knowledge base. Karcher and Nakkula (2010) recognize that mentoring for the sake of relational
development and support is not the goal here; rather, mentoring is a means to the achievement of a specific goal, outcome,
skill, or other tangible end, which may be its own end or may be viewed as a way of promoting character and competencies
that indirectly strengthen the youth’s emotional well-being (self-esteem, connectedness, and resilience, for example).
During the study period (2009-2012), it was determined that no singular mentorship approach is finite for participants in the
HU NSTI Program. Accordingly, a hybrid approach -- primarily including non-parental adult mentors cultivating positive
growth and goal-focused relationships -- is utilized.

STUDY MOTIVATION

With the anticipated changes in the transportation workforce and the aging infrastructure capacity and performance
capabilities, this study is designed to assess whether the students that complete the Hampton University NSTI Program are
encouraged to seek additional transportation-related opportunities that will prepare them for academic tracks and other extracurricular activities within the field of transportation. Consistent with prior research, the primary motivation of this study is
to determine that mentorship provided during the 4-week summer program is valuable and effective. This study indicates
that the exposure to key personnel in the FHWA and VDOT coupled with mentoring and academic enhancement provided
by the program’s staff is advantageous for the youth that participate in the HU NSTI Program.
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DATA COLLECTION AND RESULTS
For this study, information was collected from the applications of previous NSTI students that participated in the summer
program from 2009-2012. In addition to the information obtained from the participant’s applications, a phone survey was
conducted. The data retrieved from the applications and responses from the phone survey were segmented by year. In the
four years researched, 100 students participated in the NSTI program (25 students per year). Of the 100 participants, 30
responses were successfully obtained using the phone questionnaire (n = 30).
30
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Figure 1: Illustrates NSTI students indicating ongoing interest in transportation programs and the field of
transportation.
As shown in Figure 1, 21 (70%) of the NSTI participants have participated in additional extra-curricular activities or other
transportation-related programs. Since completing the 4 week HU NSTI Program, respondents indicate that they have
participated in programs such as those offered by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Virginia Air
and Space Center, Hampton University, and their respective secondary schools. Although a majority of the respondents
have continued with a high interest in the field of transportation, it must be noted that 5 (16.6%) were no longer attracted to
the field of transportation and had no interest in other related programs, and 4 (13.3%) of the respondents were unsure if they
would continue with transportation-related programs or activities.
Figure 2 below provides a breakdown of the classification of the participants in the HU NSTI program from 2009 - 2012. A
large portion of the participants entered the program as rising 8th grade middle school students or as first-time high school
students that were entering the 9th grade. The young age of these participants could be a determinant as to those
uninterested in pursuing other programs or activities related to the field of transportation. Additionally, the young age of
many of the HU NSTI participants during the four years researched is reason for a more comprehensive future study.

28%

18%

9%

Classification of
NSTI Participants
45%

R

Figure 2: Illustrates the grade classifications of the respondents participating in the 2009-2012 HU NSTI Program.
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CONCLUSION
The results support the idea that the efforts of mentors effectively prepare participants of the HU NSTI Program to enter into
post secondary training in various fields of transportation. At best, this preliminary study provides a first glance at the
effectiveness of the HU NSTI Program in terms of the efforts of those administering the program and the partners involved
in the overall implementation of field trip activities and workshops. The NSTI Program was first implemented at HU in the
year 2000; therefore, a more extensive study of participants should examine students since the program’s inception.
Participants should be examined based upon their post secondary selection of college or university, major field of study,
professional development activities, and career/industry selection. Results should provide a more effective illustration of a
long term mentoring effect, preparedness for academic programs related to transportation, and potential benefits to the
transportation industry in terms of career choices.
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IMPACT OF EDUCATION AND AWARENESS PROGRAMS ON THE USAGE AND ATTITUDE TOWARDS TEXTING
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Texting-while-driving has become a new menace on the roads. The problem has become a major cause of
highways accidents and injuries especially among young drivers. It well documented in research literature that
this problem is more prevalent among younger drivers largely because they are the heaviest users of the
information technology including texting. Furthermore, the usage of texting is growing rapidly among
millennium generation drivers. As this population grows old, texting might become even more prevalent on the
roads. This has potential of further increasing accident hazards due to texting-while-driving in the future.
In a very short span of time, texting-while-driving problem became such a large issue that 32 US states and
territories have made some laws against it. However, law is only one part of the equation. Driver education is
the equally important to solve the issues. It is very important to educate driving public about danger of textingwhile-driving. One can draw parallel with seat-belt laws. Each state has seatbelt law on their books for a
longtime. At the same time, both state and federal governments made strong efforts in the area of public
education about advantages of using seatbelts. Despite aggressive enforcement and creative awareness
programs, it took decades to improve seatbelt usage among drivers. Therefore, it is imperative to start strongly
education programs about danger of texting-while-driving now.
The available literature suggests younger driver have different perceptions of risk that impacts their behavior
related to cell phone use while driving. As mentioned, there are laws being written to combat the problem. It
has also been reported that the decrease in cell phone use after enactment of law does not hold over the time
and that use of cellular phones actually increases following the initial decrease. Moreover, the enforcement of
the laws related to texting-while-driving is very difficult and challenging. This challenge is evident from
reported increases in the use of cell phone and related electronic device activities while driving. Furthermore,
law based solutions alone can’t change driving behavior. These solutions have to be complimented with
education and awareness programs. Several studies have been completed about reasons on why young drivers
are attracted to texting-while-driving. However, there is a lack of studies in the area of impact of education and
awareness programs about danger of texting-while-driving. This research proposes to study the effectiveness
of a few education and awareness programs on a small targeted population of college students. A three step
methodology is utilized in this work. In the first step, student behavior attributes related to texting-whiledriving is determined. The next step involved selection and design of specific awareness programs based on the
data from the first step. Finally, a random pretest-posttest experiment on a sample from the target population
is conducted.
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Best Practices for Recruiting, Training, and Promoting Employees to Work on the
Inland Waterways
Lenahan O’Connell, Kentucky Transportation Center
Fifteen percent of all freight in America is transported by barges moving through the inland waterways
system—primarily on the Mississippi, the Ohio, and their respective tributaries. The waterways are a dangerous
and demanding environment in which to work; therefore, they require a well-trained and dedicated workforce
willing to endure adverse weather conditions and month-long deployments away from their families. Many
members of today’s workforce on the rivers are reaching retirement age and during the next decade the
waterways industry will need to recruit, train, and promote a large number of newly skilled employees.
This paper will identify a number of potential best practices for recruiting, training, and promoting employees
to work on the inland waterways. These practices are derived from interviews with human resource personnel
at several barge companies including a case study of an industry leader, the company with the best safety
record. Over the last decade it has developed an approach to recruiting, training, and promoting from within
that greatly improved its safety record and decreased employee turnover and related costs.For example,
despite an increase in the number of boats and barges in its fleet,the annual number of incidents in which an
employee fell into the water dropped from 25 overboard in 2001to 0 in 2011. Equally impressive, its recordable
injuries (injuries that require a trip to a hospital or doctor for any type of procedure) declined from 9.56 to 1.18
per 200,000 employee hours of work. Using industry wide data as well asdirect observation of training and
recruiting, along withlengthy interviews with human resources and operations personnel, this paper will
describe in detail, a number of best practices for recruiting, training, and promoting and discuss their
implications for addressing the personnel needs of the water borne freight industry in the near future, as the
large baby boom generation retires and must be replaced by well trained workers.
Key words: best human resource practices, employee recruiting, employee training, inland waterways, safety
training, barge companies
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INTRODUCTION
Within the transportation, economic development and logistics communities there has been great interest in the
connection between industrial/ logistics land use and transportation activity levels. Given the growing importance of
supply chains to today’s increasingly global economy, the organization of business activities and the location of distribution
and production centers must increasingly consider the availability, quality and cost of a range of transportation
infrastructure and services, particularly intermodal services. Accordingly, the development of major logistics parks in
conjunction with major intermodal hubs has become an important element of supply chains. The BNSF (Burlington
Northern Santa Fe) Logistics Park in Joliet, IL and the Alliance Texas Logistics Park in the Dallas-Ft. Worth area are
examples.
The geography of goods movement, and its associated locational dimensions, has received little systematic investigation
and scholarly research (Hessea et al., 2004). However, the economic implications of these processes, and of the industrial/
logistics development sector, are substantial and of primary importance to land use and regional economic development.
In addition, the direction and future of intermodal transport has important consequences for local communities seeking to
retain or gain greater economic competitiveness. Better understanding of the determinants of industrial space demand, its
interrelation with goods movement and industrial/ logistics development, and intermodal transport in particular, is of
substantial importance to both the public and private sector.
Motivated by these observations, this research explores the connection between industrial space demand and freight
transportation at the United States metropolitan area level. Specifically, it considers the intermodal freight transport
market and its potential influence on industrial location decisions. Also, this study assesses the extent to which freight,
demographic, and macroeconomic variables lead the demand for industrial space.
This research contributes to the existing literature by providing further empirical insights, primarily with regard to
transportation-related factors, into the demand for industrial space. It accomplishes this while considering the history and
direction of intermodal freight and its influence on industrial space demand. The results have important implications for
development professionals formulating investment strategies and for transportation researchers interested in the freight
perspective on the connection between land use and transportation.

BACKGROUND
The origin of intermodal transport can be traced to the movement of less-than-carload (LCL) freight by railroads in the
th
early 20 century (Muller, 1999). Since these shipments were brought to rail yards by truck, it was effectively a form of
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intermodal transport. This service, of course, did not thrive for long as motor carriers realized they could offer their own
less-than-truckload (LTL) service at a much lower cost compared to the rail carriers. Following the introduction of LCL
service, the first recorded trailer-on-flatcar (TOFC) movement, or “piggyback,” occurred in 1926 on the Chicago, North
Shore and Milwaukee Railroad (CNS&M). Early TOFC service was greatly hindered by restrictions placed on the operation
of intermodal routes, the offering of joint rail-truck rates, and labor agreements protecting truck drivers from being
displaced by intermodal service. Many of these restrictions were fought in the U.S. court system and were eventually
lifted. The beginnings of modern intermodal transport are thought to lie with the April 1956 sailing of a converted tanker
carrying trailer vans on its specially adapted decks. This effectively introduced containerization to the maritime industry. In
1966, Sea-Land Service, Inc. launched the first transatlantic operation with service between the United States and Europe.
Though by this time TOFC shipping was common, often the trailer cargoes were broken down and rearranged before
loading onto the ship; hardly any containers moved overseas intact.
Of course, all of that has changed, and today intermodal transport represents a small, but significant portion of the
logistics market. For the majority of 2010, intermodal gained market share in U.S. long-haul domestic truck traffic (FTR,
2011). According to an IANA (Intermodal Association of North America) quarterly report of intermodal market trends and
statistics, domestic intermodal volumes have steadily grown since 2001. In fact, 2012 Quarter 1 domestic container
volumes were 14.9% higher than in 2011 Quarter 1 (IANA, 2012). Intermodal transport is likely to continue to grow in
importance to the U.S. and international freight system.
There has been much praise of the impact of intermodal transport on the freight system in both the logistics and academic
communities. The logistics community has lauded its ability to provide “seamless” transfers of cargo between modes; the
academic and public sector communities have noted its potential to decrease intercity truck trips and improve highway
safety (Chatterjee et al., 1995). Despite all of this, there are still opportunities for improvement (Morlok and Vickerman,
1997). Among them are: (1) the continued use of information technology by carriers to yield greater in-transit visibility to
customers managing production processes and inventory levels, (2) the use of yield management and reservation systems
allowing better service to shippers and higher revenues to carriers, and, (3) improved land use planning by local
governments and the consideration of transportation access by shippers making decisions about the location and
expansion of production facilities and distribution centers. It is the last opportunity that this paper focuses on.
The lack of adequate land for expansion and modernization, and landside access to transportation facilities are two major
factors driving the relocation of intermodal facilities and distribution centers out of city centers (Morlok and Vickerman,
1997). Upon a firm's realization that it requires additional acreage to increase its ability to handle cargo, often it finds itself
with minimal or expensive expansion options. In addition, even if a firm has adequate land to expand it may still find itself
having to consider relocation because its ability to move cargo into and out of the area is hindered by over-congested
roads and poor rail access.
In other words, land use planning is important, and some metropolitan areas are better alternatives to others in part
because of their abilities to handle large volumes of freight. This research explores this assertion in greater depth not only
through the examination of prior studies of industrial space demand, but also through original analysis of real estate data.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In recent years, there has been greater scholarly interest in intermodal freight systems research. Most of this work has
related to drayage, supply chain management, mode choice and pricing, and policy and planning among others.
Bontekoning et al. (2004) argued that intermodal freight transport constitutes a new and independent research field and
should be treated as such. They conducted a review of 92 studies related to intermodal transport systems and suggested a
research agenda. As part of the recommended agenda, Bontekoning et al. suggested that more work must be done in
investigating the relationship between the location of intermodal terminals and the geographical coverage of transport.
Brander et al. (2007) evaluated intermodal movements in New Brunswick, Canada and projected their growth in the area.
In a survey of shippers conducted as part of the study, most indicated that expected little to no growth in regional
intermodal traffic. Southworth and Peterson (2001), Arnold et al. (2004), and Klodzinski and Al-Deek (2004) developed
methodologies for modeling intermodal freight networks and the road networks surrounding them. Tsamboulas and
Kapros (2000) considered the decision-making process in intermodal transportation through the use of factor and multiple
regression analysis. In deciding whether to use intermodal services, they found that decision makers could be split into
three groups based on their primary decision criterion: (1) those focused predominately on cost, (2) those focused on
service quality, and (3) others who consider intermodal transport only within specific contexts.
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The consumption of industrial space is the result of a location decision on behalf of a firm. Space is consumed with the
location of a new firm, or the relocation or expansion of an existing firm; space is relinquished with the exit of an existing
firm. The concepts of transportation and accessibility are central to many of the seminal location theories, such as those
developed by Thunen (1826), Christaller (1933) and Losch (1944).
Business location studies applied many of the concepts found in the location theory literature. These works largely
concluded that transportation accessibility and local economic conditions are among the most important factors in the
location decision process. Targa et al. (2005, 2006) found accessibility to be an important determinant of location decisions
for businesses in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. In a stated preference experiment, Leitham et al. (2000) found
that road infrastructure was considered most important by national firms locating branch plants.
Though not formally a part of the location theory literature, certain works in the industrial real estate literature have
touched on why firms choose certain locations over others. Mueller and Laposa (1994), with additional work by Mueller
and Mueller (2007), developed the Path of Goods Movement (POGM) theory for studying warehouse space demand. They
suggested that the demand for warehouse space is highly correlated with the location of distribution markets on the path
that goods flow from production markets to consumption markets. By examining occupied stock levels of markets along
the POGM versus those that are not, the researchers found that cities on the POGM had higher than average occupied
stock per person ratios while cities that were not on the POGM had lower ratios.
Using regression techniques, Lindsey et al. (2012) examined the relationship between freight transportation activity and
industrial space demand at the metropolitan area level. Their results confirmed that there is significant correlation
between higher levels of freight traffic and higher levels of industrial space demand. Also, they found that this relationship
was more pronounced in inland versus port markets. In addition, their analysis revealed that there was a shock to the
demand for industrial space in the year 2001, thereby altering the structural relationship between demand and the drivers
of demand.
This research contributes to those works by examining recent trends in the intermodal transport market and their
implications for the consumption of industrial space in local markets, an issue not considered in the other studies.
Regarding the POGM theory, this paper lends to it greater empirical and statistical credibility. In addition, this study builds
on the Lindsey et al. work by determining whether the strength of the relationships between freight traffic and industrial
space demand hold even when freight traffic measures lead demand.

INSIGHTS INTO INDUSTRIAL SPACE DEMAND AND FREIGHT ACTIVITY
This section combines original analysis along with the results of a prior study to yield additional insight into the connection
between industrial space demand and intermodal activity. It uses industrial real estate data acquired from CB Richard Ellis
for the following twenty metropolitan markets: Atlanta (GA), Boston (MA), Chicago (IL), Cincinnati (OH), Cleveland (OH),
Dallas (TX), Detroit (MI), Edison (NJ), Houston (TX), Indianapolis (IN), Los Angeles (CA), Minneapolis (MN), New York (NY),
Oakland (CA), Orange County (CA), Philadelphia (PA), Phoenix (AZ), Riverside (CA), St. Louis (MO) and Seattle (WA).
Macroeconomic and demographic data come from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (2011 (a), 2011 (b), and 2011 (c)).
Data for the freight flow variables comes from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics which regularly publishes the
Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) (1997, 2002, and 2007).

Top Intermodal Hubs and Industrial Space Markets
According to the CBRE data, in 2010, the twenty metropolitan areas included in this analysis were the largest U.S. industrial
real estate markets in terms of square footage. Each of these markets also, and we assert that this is not by coincidence,
boast some of the largest intermodal freight infrastructures among U.S. metropolitan areas. Chicago has long been
considered the rail hub of the U.S. with six of the seven Class I railroads converging on it; in addition to the ports of Long
Beach and Los Angeles, the Los Angeles metropolitan area also contains six intermodal terminals operated by the BNSF and
Union Pacific railroads; Atlanta, Dallas, and Houston (along with its seaport) are rail hubs each with three Class I railroads
operating in their areas. Similarly, other metropolitan markets identified in the CBRE ranking can be considered major
transportation hubs in their respective regions.
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The primary point to be made, is that economically robust metropolitan areas with well-developed freight infrastructures
exhibit stronger industrial real estate markets, and thus, better investment opportunities for developers; in addition, as the
global economy increasingly relies on supply chains, these types of areas have a competitive advantage in attracting
industrial/ logistics sector businesses as they have the transportation infrastructures and population bases with which to
support them. Insights from the literature and empirical analysis support these assertions.

TABLE 1: Ranking of the top metropolitan markets by total stock of industrial/ logistics land.
Metropolitan Market
Chicago

Stock (SF x 1,000)
1,057,883

Los Angeles

835,435

Atlanta

579,015

Detroit

497,856

Houston

467,141

Dallas

464,033

Riverside

431,020

Philadelphia

424,378

Boston

408,527

Minneapolis

325,864

Cleveland

306,097

New York

293,238

Cincinnati

283,249

Orange County

281,009

Seattle

273,204

Oakland

266,375

Phoenix

266,108

Indianapolis

262,313

St. Louis

259,397

Edison

255,579

Insights from the Literature
In gleaning additional insight into industrial space demand, we refer to the results of the Lindsey et al. (2012) study. In it,
they used a random effect, linear regression model for panel data to investigate the demand for industrial space (Greene,
2011) using net absorption as the measure of demand. Net absorption is the difference between the amount of space
consumed and vacated in consecutive years (NAOIP, 2005). Each specification used in the study was a variation on a base
model with the chosen freight traffic measure as the alternating variable:
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Absorptioni,t = Mavg_Popi,t + Outputt + Stateempi,t + Pc_Inci,t + Natl_Unempt +
Freight_Traffici,t.
The generic variable Freight_Traffic alternates between OriginTons, DestTons, OriginTonMiles, and DestTonMiles in each
model. Table 2 contains the definitions of the variables used and the average results.
TABLE 2: Average model results from the primary Lindsey et al. analysis.
Variable

Description (Units)

Avg. Coef.

Avg. z-value

Mavg_Pop

2-year moving average of population growth at the metropolitan level
(Unit-less)

1791

4.218

Output

Percent Change in U.S. GDP not attributable to consumer expenditures
for services (%)

1614

8.753

Stateemp

State level employment (Thousands of employees)

248.5

2.455

Pc_Inc

Metropolitan area per capita income (Dollars per person)

-1289

-1.738

Natl_Unemp

Percent National Unemployment (%)

-2321

-4.188

Origintons

Tons originating in a market (Millions)

2818

6.700

Desttons

Tons destined for a market (Millions)

2665

6.230

Origintonmiles

Ton-miles originating in a market (Millions)

997.6

2.430

Desttonmiles

Ton-miles destined for a market (Millions)

302.8

6.780

Intercept

--

9495

2.858

R-squared

--

0.4894

Lindsey et al.’s results indicate that there is a strong connection between industrial space demand and freight activity. In
fact, freight-related variables were among the most significant in their models. This indicates that regions capable of
handling large freight flows are at a competitive advantage over others in attracting and retaining industrial and logistics
businesses. In addition, any improvement in transportation infrastructure and landside access in those areas would likely
improve their ability to process large volumes of freight, subsequently increasing their attractiveness to potential
businesses. This is evidenced by the positive sign of the average of the freight traffic coefficients and supported by Morlok
et al.’s assertions (Morlok and Vickerman, 1997).
Also using results from the Lindsey et al. work, we consider the difference of the effect of freight traffic measures for port
markets versus inland markets. The researchers found that when the freight traffic measures were distinguished between
port and inland markets, the coefficient estimates were significantly different. From their results, freight traffic measures
generally have a larger effect in inland industrial space markets, such as Atlanta and Dallas, rather than port markets. The
reason for this may be that the mere presence of a port ensures a minimum level of space demand in an area. Also,
demand in these markets may be more closely linked with port activity than other measures of freight traffic. The average
results of this analysis are in Table 3.
TABLE 3: Average model results from the Lindsey et al. inland versus port market analysis.
Variable
Mavg_Pop

Avg. Coef.

Avg. z-value

1793

4.353
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Output

1624

8.990

Stateemp

278.7

2.440

Pc_Inc

-1068

-1.438

Natl_Unemp

-2319

-4.255

Inland_Origintons

3001

9.880

Port_Origintons

2236

2.710

Inland_Desttons

2819

8.440

Port_Desttons

2119

2.850

Inland_Origintonmiles

1275

4.880

Port_Origintonmiles

644.2

1.530

Inland_Desttonmiles

317.4

8.530

Port_Desttonmiles

247.6

3.370

Intercept

8306

2.708

R-squared

0.4953

Upon observation of the industrial space demand data, it was evident that demand in all markets dropped markedly in the
year 2001 (a year in which the U.S. suffered a terrorist attack followed by a recession). This observation caused the authors
to question whether this shock represented a structural change in demand and, if true, what was the nature of that
change. This phenomenon can be seen in Figure 1, which is a plot of absorption rates for all twenty market areas. Though
the Riverside, CA market fared better than others in 2001, it did not go unscathed; Oakland and Philadelphia, on the other
hand, were among the hardest hit. The large degree to which the markets exhibit a measure of collective behavior
suggests that they responded similarly to economic and logistics forces.

Figure 14: Annual absorption rate of all twenty market areas.
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Lindsey et al. empirically confirmed that the year 2001 does indeed mark a structural change in the industrial space
demand market. Furthermore, the researchers reported on the nature of the change between the two regimes. The
biggest difference in coefficient absolute values was for population growth. It was nearly 55% higher in the post-2001
regime. The smallest change occurred in the national unemployment coefficient estimate which also decreased in absolute
value; the opposite is true of per capita income. Lindsey et al. notes that these results may imply that during the recovery
from the 2001 U.S. recession, firms heavily relied on local-level conditions to determine if, and how much industrial space
to consume.

Leading Indicators of Demand
Building upon the work done by Lindsey et al., we examine here if freight traffic measures lead the demand for industrial
space. The idea is that these freight measures might be good indicators of the health of a local market to those in the best
position to observe such measures, namely the owners and operators of logistics parks anchored by intermodal terminals.
In conducting this analysis, we use the base model proposed by Lindsey et al. and lag all of the covariates by 1 year. This
yields the following model:
Absorptioni,t = Mavg_Popi,t-1 + Outputt-1 + Stateempi,t-1 + Pc_Inci,t-1 + Natl_Unempt-1 +

Freight_Traffici,t-1.

The results of this analysis are included in Table 3. Models were estimated using the linear panel form with robust standard
errors (Greene, 2011 and Wooldridge, 2002). The commercial software Stata was used for analysis (StataCorp, 2011).

Table 4: Results of the lagged variable analysis.
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Variable

Coef.

z

Coef.

z

Coef.

z

Coef.

z

Mavg_Pop

1880

5.020

1880

4.770

1954

4.460

1868

4.770

Output

1595

8.820

1592

8.950

1614

8.550

1589

8.930

Stateemp

254.2

2.440

270.4

2.600

233.5

1.860

261.1

2.590

Pc_Inc

-1262

1.400

-1331

1.450

-579.1

0.6100

-1499

1.660

Natl_Unemp

-2321

4.070

-2318

4.050

-2386

-3.950

-2314

4.100

Origintons (1-year lag)

2910

5.710

--

--

--

--

--

--

Desttons (1-year lag)

--

--

2727

4.990

--

--

--

--

Origintonmiles (1-year lag)

--

--

--

--

1196

2.440

--

--

Desttonmiles (1-year lag)

--

--

--

--

--

--

302.5

5.140

9021

2.440

9051

2.360

7275

1.960

9602

2.510

Intercept
R-squared

0.5098

0.5037

0.4800

0.5088
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The results of the analysis suggest that freight traffic measures can be used as leading indicators of industrial space
demand. Even when lagged, freight traffic measures still correlate highly with demand, particularly the amount of cargo
originating in a market. This would suggest that if a drop in freight traffic is observed for the current year, then it does not
bode well for the strength of that market in the coming year.

The downside, of course, of using freight flows as an indicator of industrial space demand is that they are difficult to
measure and observe in real time. In addition, a single entity cannot observe the entirety of these flows for a market area
even if that area is relatively small. However, the owner or operator of a special freight generator, such as a port authority
or the operator of a logistics park, may be in a position to observe a sufficiently significant portion of a market’s freight
flow such that the model is useful. They could then use freight flows as an indicator of demand, which would allow them
the ability to make more informed decisions in a range of matters, such as potential investment in a new market.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS
This study has explored the relationship between freight transportation activity, macroeconomic and demographic
variables, and industrial/ logistics space demand. It used both rigorous econometric and statistical modeling techniques, as
well as insights gleaned from the intermodal freight transport literature and prior studies. The following conclusions can be
drawn from this paper: intermodal freight transport will continue to be an important segment of the U.S. freight
transportation system; there is indeed a positive and statistically significant relationship between the demand for industrial
space and freight traffic; and, that freight flows can also be used as an indicator of demand.
The study could be improved with a more disaggregate measure of freight flows, though the Commodity Flow Survey is the
only publicly available source in the U.S. Also, it would be useful to explore the predictive capabilities of freight traffic in
estimating industrial space demand. To be practically useful, however, observers of intermodal hubs or state departments
of transportation would have to continuously monitor freight flows into and out of market areas, a task that would likely
prove to be difficult.
A broader implication of this work is the role of freight transportation in local economic development planning. The results
suggest that robust transportation infrastructures capable of handling large freight flows are crucial to filling vacant
industrial space. This should encourage decision makers to invest more in the development of their regional freight
transportation systems as it has real economic implications, such as the potential to create jobs and grow local tax bases,
among others.
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A new heuristic based approach for hub and spoke network design problem
Huseyin Tunca and Burak Eksioglub*
Globalization in current supply chains increased the need for better transportation and transshipment
decisions. In this context, the importance of hub based transportation networks has drastically
increased in the last decades. Hubs are transshipment points where shipments can be consolidated
and disseminated by exploiting economies of scale. Hence, hub points can be treated as special points
in which transportation modes can be changed in order to decrease cost or increase transportation
speed. In this paper, we discuss a new heuristic based frame in order to determine the hub locations
and associated transportation decisions. Our approach is to divide the problem into two independent
sub-problems so that the main problem may become tractable.
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Abstract

The design and planning of urban and transport infrastructure has undergone a tremendous transformation. Not only has the
available software technology changed considerably, so have the requirements and demands of the stakeholders.
As the democratic process becomes even more open, coupled with the advent of 24/7 information and news, so the demands
of the general public to have a greater say in the actions that have a direct effect on their lives, have increased. Local and
National Government officials are under increasing pressure to not only justify what they plan to do in words and pictures,
but also to show the proposed new developments in a medium that is far more easily understandable to the ordinary ‘man in
the street’. In the recent past the only way to do this was by calling ‘town hall meetings’ and displaying large photographs,
video clips or solid models.
This paper describes a new and novel way to achieve a much better stakeholder consensus for contentious new infrastructure
projects by using Interactive 3D Visual Simulation models, promoted by the client and delivered to the stakeholder on-line
via the Cloud.
According to the well known computer analysts Gartner Inc., “…cloud computing heralds an evolution of business that is no
less influential than e-business.” Gartner maintains that “…the very confusion and contradiction that surrounds the term
‘cloud computing’ signifies its potential to change the status quo in the IT market.”
The key point here being the use of the ubiquitous Internet to communicate and obtain on-line responses from and with
multiple external people – in this particular case, stakeholders i.e. Transport Planners in different office locations, Local &
National Government elected officials, The Local Business Community & Members of the General Public. The objective of
this project is to show how the use of the very latest interactive 3D software can be integrated into the very latest Cloud
Computing technology and in so doing expand the consensus building process to anyone with access to the Internet.
The aim of the project is the development of a new product called VR-Cloud which will be part of the family of Virtual
Reality products produced by the Japanese company FORUM8. The aim is to complement the company’s leading 3D Visual
Interactive Simulation software VR-Design Studio (formerly UC-win/Road) by enabling its 3D interactive environments to
be accessed and manipulated over the Cloud. Anyone with Internet access will be able to view new transport developments
and even walk or fly through the proposed new 3D Space at will. No longer will they have to rely upon fixed views of new
buildings, bridges, highways etc., they will be able to experience what the new environment will actually be like within the
virtual environment of their own PC. One of the key benefits of using the Cloud to deliver these 3D models is the fact that
the stakeholder (member of the general public or indeed any other interested party) does not require any special computer
hardware. All they need is good Internet access.
Key Words: 3D Visualisation, Cloud Computing, Urban Planning, 3D City Modelling, Consensus Building
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ABSTRACT

Speeding on the road is not only a concern for developed countries i.e. USA, Europe and Australia, butcontinuing to be of
alarming concern for many countries in Asia,Africa and the Middle East.This paper aim is to focus on highlighting speeders
characteristics on40 km/h on a busy urban road with high pedestrian movement. Thus, authorities decided to drop the limit
on that road to 40 km/h from 60km/h and introduced an electronic variable sign as an engineering measure. Speeding data
was utilised from the WA (Western Australian) Policeto examine the factors that may contribute to speeding. This data will
be applied to compute the logit from the independent variables such as age, gender, time of day. Detection types are either
‘on the spot’ type where infringement notices are delivered on site to offenders, or ‘roadside’ type where notices are posted
to offenders. Four speeding levels were recognised (low, medium, high and excessive) that was employed as a dependent
variables. The low level speeding was considered as a reference category. All the above variables were modelled using
multinomial logistic regression. A stepwise procedure included all the selected independent factors. Results showed that the
likelihood of detected speeding does decrease with age and it also showed that this is a slightly stronger indicator for more
dangerous speeding. Thus, younger drivers are slightly likely to drive with high speed. Age ranges between 17-83 years.
Female drivers are less likely to be detected speeding than male drivers. As for the time of detection, it seems that drivers are
prone to be detected during afternoon time more than morning time. This was consistent with road crashes between 20072011 road crash data on the same study road. Significantly, it was found that after the period of the installation of the
electronic 40km/h electronic flashing signs, drivers are less likely to speed compared to before the installation adding to the
model. The period of testing the signs benefits in reducing speeding may be short and may need more time to determine.
Further to the above, the model needs to be simulated for further testing.

INTRODUCTION

Speed control is now a major road safety priority throughout the world. Excessive speeding is a leading cause of fatalities on
WA (Western Australian) roads. According to the office of road safety in WA, 40 to 45% of drivers regularly drive above
the posted speed limit. A report by the World Health Organisation, found that speed of motor vehicles is at the core of the
road injury problem. It found that speed influences crash risk and their consequences, [1] Paden et al. (2004). A review of
international speed limits (compared to other OECD countries) found that Australia’s limits tended to be higher than those
found elsewhere, including in Europe and North America [2]. Australian speed limits have traditionally been set at the speed
that 85% of drivers would choose when driving along a particular road section, but many now believe that this criterion is
becoming a barrier to achieving the crash injury reduction targets posed by road safety strategies [2]. They recommended
that to reduce road injury rates further, more must be done to reduce driving speeds in Australia, and lowering speed limits
may be a critical component in achieving this outcome. The Austroads report revealed that EU countries have utilized harm
minimisation principles as the basis for setting speed limits.
Literature search found that, on December 2001, the speed of 50 km/h was adopted as a default speed limit in the built-up
area of Western Australia [3]. The primary motivation for introducing this speed reduction program in WA was the
expectation that a 20 to 30 per cent reduction in serious crashes could be achieved, benefiting mostly the more vulnerable
users of local area road networks such as pedestrians, children and bicyclists. This expectation was based on similar gains
achieved in both local and overseas jurisdictions.
A study on a 50km/h speed limit by [4], found that the percentage of Perth drivers travelling 10 or more km/h above the
speed limit was estimated to be 18.2 in 2008. In comparing it with Sweden, it was found that 11–46 % of all drivers exceed
the limit with 10 km/h or more of different speed limits, [5]. Most recent data shows that there is a far bigger problem in
Perth, involving thousands of “good” drivers who took frequent smaller risks such as low level-speeding, Holman [6]. A
recent pedestrian study in Israel concluded that vehicle–pedestrian conflicts need to be minimized by significantly reducing
vehicle speeds in areas of pedestrian presence and activity [7].Main Roads authority of WAfound one stretch of road that
had higher pedestrian accidents than any other road in the metropolitan area. This road had a posted speed of 60 km/h limit
and they decided a trial to install 40 km/hr electronic speed signs along that road, see Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1- Electronic 40 km/h signs in the morning and in the afternoon traffic
The purpose was to introducing a variable speed zone by lowering travel speeds from 60 km/h to 40 km/h during peak
periods of pedestrian activity. The initiative is a trial to improve safety for pedestrians and other road users The signs stayed
displaying 40 km/hr from 7.30 am till 10.00 pm (except Friday and Saturday they are extended till 1:00 am instead of 10:00
pm). The same signs will display 60 km/h outside the above mentioned time. Concerns were raised due to the high number
of speeding fines [8]. The most severe increase came in the number of speeding motorists in 40 km/h (non-school zone such
as this road understudy). There were 96 drivers were caught daily in the 40 km/h zone compared to the 83 the previous year.
If drivers’ speeding behaviours continued to a similar level in that zone, it will have an increase by 4745 speeding fines
annually in that stretch of roads if used the same enforcement intensity. According to [9] from South Australia, it was
concluded that one - third of licensed drivers were caught speeding in 2007.Thus, for the importance of this issue, this paper
will focus on testing the TIN’s (Traffic Infringement Notices) data, applying MLR (Multi Logistic Regression) to these
speeding levels and four other explanatory variables, age, gender, time being detected speeding and installation phase before
/ after installation of variable signs.

MLR BACKGROUND

Logistic regression is valued as an important analysis tool to roads safety studies. It is a source of attraction for
researchers in targeting the effect to dependent variables on a binary dichotomous outcome or multi-level outcome
such as the case of MLR understudy. For example,in terms of speed and speeding concerns, [10] found that higher speed
limits were contributing to higher risk levels in China.Whereas [11] in Saudi Arabia and using odds ratio concept as an
estimate of the logit, found that speed as a cause of accident factors were significantly associated with accident severity.
According to [12]In Australia,with using logistic regressions found there was no interaction between the effect of
TINs and speed related publicity awareness on the frequency of casualty crashes. It further found that concluded that
the increased level of speed camera ticketing was associated monotonicallywith road crash reduction.Demographics
such as age and genderwere also used in research studies. For instance, according to[13] and using a log-linear
regression analysis, found that driver age was a contributing factor to crash severity. It was stated further by [14] that the
striking drivers with relatively larger accident propensity tend to be male drivers, younger <26 years, or older drivers >75
years. For striking drivers, accident propensity appeared a decreasing trend with increasing age until the age of 56–65, and
then increase to a higher accident involvement for the age group older than 75.
Gender, on the other hand was also used as a prominent explanatory variable in studies suchas those found in [15; 16 &17]in
older female drivers attributing the contributing causes to due to poor attention, cognition and other old age related reasons.
In terms of time of day effect, [18] found that there was an impairments in driving performance in the early afternoon that
are similar magnitude to those occurring in the late evening and early. On the contrary [19] in studying the industrial
accidents in Queensland Australia, found that more injuries occur in the morning in Australia than in the afternoon on every
working day of the week. In Spain, [20] concluded that most accidents in construction industry were more towards the
afternoon periods attributing it to the “lunch effect” the study added that these accidents occurred in the hours around the
lunch break (from 13:00 to 17:00 h) and are of greater severity and involve more fatalities than those that occur at other
times of day. Other dimension was added by [21] in Australia in a survey of the construction workers reported that
construction industry involves the consumption of alcohol which explain the afternoon accidents involvements.
Thiscurrent study has included morning and afternoon time to be included as explanatory variable in the model.
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MODELLINGAPPROACH

It is known that driving speed is a continuous variable, which can be modelled with standard regression. This study is
modifying the speeding variable and categories those speed data into fourspeeding levels (low, medium, high and extreme).
This speeding data is considered as ordinal and according to[22] using unordered model such as multinomial logit
Regression model to model ordered data. It added that more cautionis neededif decided to use ordered model as it can lead to
a serious biases in the estimation of the probabilities, unlike the use of unordered model such MLR where the model
parameters estimates remain consistent, but there is a loss of efficiency.In addition to that [23] believe that if using the
ordered probability models such as ordinal models, it will place restriction on how variables in X affect outcome
probabilities therefore and due to the above reasons, unordered logistic model MRL will be adopted for this study despite the
speeding levels of ordinal and ordered dependent variable.The study for the Multinomial Logistic regression will deal with
three discrete outcomes as the low speeding levels will be used as a baseline (reference) level. The speeding outcome will be
shown as described in Table 1.
Table 1: speeding levels & outcome
km above speed limit

Speeding level

Risky speeding outcome

<9km

Low

Lowdanger*

10km-19km

Intermediate

Moderatelydangerous

20km-29 km

High

Highlydangerous

>30 km

Extreme

Excessively dangerous

* Reference category
The study is aiming to test the odds probability of the dependent variable is speeding level occurring as the values of the IVs
change. In other word, the objective is to find out the magnitude of risk levels due to high speeding levels. This comes from
the well-known concerns in the transportation literature about speeding above the limitwhich could result in serious and
more severe crashes. Thus, the Y event is very unlikely to occur if f (Y) is close to 0 and that it will be unlikely that the
driver will engage in risky behaviour. On the contrary, it is very likely to occur if f(Y) is close to 1. Low level speeding 0-9
km above posted speed limits is considered reference category compared to other three higher risky levels.
In order to build the model, the first step is to construct the model to get a logit score Y, then to the study will check further
the predicted probabilities and scatter them against the Pearson residuals that the model produces.
The logit function is given byequation 1, that is derived from different predictors multiplied by their corresponding
regression coefficients, where Y is calculated as follows:

Where β0 is the intercept of the value of Y when all the predicting variables X1, X2, X3 … Xn are equal to zero.
The variable Y (logit) is a measure of the sum of the input of all the independent predictor variables used in the model. The
variable Y is defined as:

Where,
Speeding =

Four levels, and low levels is a reference category. Compared to other
three speeding levels.
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Age
=
Gender =
Time =
Phase

Recorder age of detected speeding driver. Continuous variable.
Gender of detected speeding driver. Categorical variable, 0= female, 1 = male.
Time of day speed detected. Categorical variable, 0 = morning (6.00-11.59) am,
1= afternoon pm (12.00-19.00) pm.
Period of before and after electronic signs installed. Categorical variable, 0= before installation, 1= after
installation.

=

Further to equation 2, it was found by [24] that SPSS would compare the reference category with other categories
consecutively in pairs by This would results in three pairs, each comparison is using to the low level speeding category.
Since this would calculate the log-odds, it is appropriate to calculate the probabilities of that logit, by using equation 3.

Where f(Y) is the probabilities of speeding occurring represented by Y and e is the base of natural logarithm. For several
predictors, the equation would become

Substituting Y of equation (2) in (4), with all predictors, the final probability calculated will become:
(5)
Speeding data will therefore be calculated through MLR using speeding risk and their corresponding probabilities. Thus,
SPSS output are evaluated and discussed below.

MODEL EVALUATION

Three evaluation steps are discussed below that involves different aspects of evaluations. Firstly the crucial fitting
information that determines the model good fit, then the parameter estimates testing the coefficients and the odds ratios of
the model and finally plotting of Pearson residuals against the predicted probabilities.

Model Fitting Information

Details in Table 2 below discuss the Log likelihood, AIC, Goodness of fit and other Pseudo R2. It can be noted that all
details are encroaching showing a good fitting model if these explanatory variables are used.
Table 2: Model fitting information including remarks
value

p

236.48

0.001

AIC

1877-1677=200

-

Goodness of fit

Pearson =1268
Deviance=917

0.14

Model fitting details
2

-2 LL (x )

Pseudo R2

1.00

Remarks
The change is significant and it explains the decrease in
unexplained variance and it is considered as a good
improvement to the model.
Value of AIC has lowered when model introduced
indicating a good fit.
The predicted values are not significantand not different
from the observed, thus the fit of the model is good.
Fairly similar values and fairly reasonable representing a
good size effect according to [24].
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Cox and Snell

0.11

-

Nagelkerke

0.13

-

McFadden

0.06

-

Parameter estimates

In this section, three comparisons are executed revealing the parameters values of the mode. Most importantly, Table 3
below shows details of significant parameters, particular attention needs to be paid to the Odds ratios Exp (B)for
interpretation of the model values and the decrease and increase of the predictor’s effect on the risky speed outcome.
Table 3: Model parameter estimates
Predictors
including
interactions

Wald x2

B (SE)

95 CI limits

Odds Ratio

P -value

Exp (B)
Lower

Upper

Moderately dangerous vs. Low danger
Intercept

2.41(0.27)

80.97

0.001

Gender = 0

0.68 (0.30)

5.05

1.09

3.54

1.96

0.025

Gender = 1

00
27.46

0.22

0.50

0.21

0.001

Time = 0

-1.11(0.21)

Time= 1

0.00

Phase = 0

0.23(0.28)

0.73

0.39

1.26

1.26

N/S*

Age

-0.01 (0.01)

3.50

0.98

1.00

0.01

N/S*

Time*Period

2.29(0.58)

15.55

3.17

31.11

9.93

0.001

14.49

0.001

Phase = 1

Highly dangerous vs. Low danger
Intercept

1.23

0.32

Gender = 0

0.84 (0.33)

6.66

1.22

4.37

2.31

0.010

Gender = 1

0.00
23.00

0.17

0.48

0.29

0.001

Time = 0

-1.26 (0.26)

Time = 1

0.00

Phase = 0

0.74 (0.30)

6.11

1.17

3.92

2.10

0.013

-.02 (0.01)

8.81

0.97

0.99

0.98

0.003

Phase = 1
Age
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Time*Gender
Tim*Period

0.00
2.58 (0.62)

17.16

3.96

44.26

13.24

0.001

Extremely dangerous vs. Low danger
Intercept

-0.18 (0.68)

0.07

Gender = 0

0.31 (0.55)

0.32

0.47

4.01

1.37

N/S*

Gender = 1

0.00
6.53

0.05

0.68

0.19

0.011

6.50

1.37

11.15

3.91

0.011

Time = 0

-1.67 (0.65)

Time = 1

0.00

Phase = 0

1.36 (0.54)

Phase = 1

0.00

0.79

Age

-0.05 (0.02)

8.84

0.93

0.98

0.96

0.003

Time*Gender

-0.59 (0.85)

0.48

0.11

2.93

0.55

0.49

Time*Period

2.56 (0.93)

7.24

2.01

84.08

12.99

0.007

* Not Significant

The value of Y calculated from equation 2, is equal to the value of β when all other independent variables are equal zero.
The coefficient is either a positive or a negative one, indicating an increase or a decrease of the probabilityrespectively.
Similarly, if the coefficient is high or low means the risk due to speeding is strongly or weakly affecting the outcome
respectively [25]. Therefor the parameter estimates are as follows:
Gender: the coefficient of a person gender (0=female, 1=male) is significantly predicted whether they drove with moderately
or highly dangerous speeding relative to low danger speeding. The coefficient of extreme speeders relative to low danger
speedingisfound to be not significant. For these two significant coefficients and asfemale relative to males arefound to be
0.68 and 0.84 with odds ratio > 1. Thus female drivers are less likely to be detected speeding than male drivers. The odds of
a female driver moderately dangerous speeding compared to low danger speeding (1/odds ratio) = (1/ 1.96) = 0.51 times less
than for a male driver. Similarly the odds of a female detected with highly dangerous speeding compared to detected with
low level danger speeding is (1/2.31)= 0.43 times less likely than male driver detected.
Time:the coefficients for time of detection, where 0 = morning and 1 = afternoon shows to be significant predictors in all
three binary comparisons. The negative coefficients are -1.11, -1.26 & -1.67are decreasing the probability of the outcome
which is moderately dangerous, highly dangerous and extremely dangerous speeding respectively. Since odd ratios for the
three comparison are <1, this indicates that afternoon time is more prone for driver to be detected than morning by (1/0.21),
(1/ 0.29) & (1/0.19) respectively. This means that driver could be prone to be detected during afternoon time by 4.76, 3.45 &
5.26 times than morning time respectively.
Phase:this coefficient is of high importance to this study since it determines the usefulness of using the electronic flashing
40km/h sign in reducing speeding. Period variable is used to determine the speeding levels difference between the two
periods before installation and after theinstallation of the electronic 40km/h electronic flashing 40km/sign. It was found that
period speeding is significantly predicted whether they drove with moderately or highly dangerous speeding relative to low
danger speeding. Whereas the coefficient of extreme speeders relative to low danger speeding is found to be not
significant.Use comparing highly dangerous driving and extremely dangerous driving with low level speeding with from the
two coefficients.The coefficients for periods are before =0 and 1= after. They are 0.74 and 1.36 are with both odds ratios > 1.
Thus before are before are less likely to speed compared to The odds for a driver to highly dangerous speeding compared to
low speed before the installation of the signs is driver danger speeding (1/odds ratio) = (1/ 2.10) = 0.48 times less than for
after driver. Similarly the odds of a driver detected with highly dangerous speeding compared to detected with low level
danger speeding before the installation is (1/3.91)= 0.26 times more than for after installation.
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Age: the coefficient for high speeders compared to low danger is found to be -0.02 and the odds ratio (Exp B) is 0.98. Thus,
if the speeders age is increased by one unit (year), the likelihood of detected with high speeding versus low speeding is
expected to decrease by 0.02 units. Younger drivers are slightlylikely to drive with high speed. In the case of extreme
speeding, the coefficient is found to be -.05 with an odds ratio of 0.96. This means that, if the speeder age is increased by
one year, the likelihood of detected extremely dangerous speeding versus low speeding is decreased by 0.05 units. Hence as
age increases the likelihood of dangerous speeding is reduces slightly. In summary, it can be noticed that both age
coefficients are negative indicating a decrease of the probability. Both of the coefficients are of low values suggesting little
effect on the probability of the outcomes.

Predicted probabilities

Graphically, it can be seen in Figure 2 below that the random scattered of the Pearson residual data against the predicted
probabilities showing no trend or pattern formed [26; 27].

Predicted Probabilities
Pearson Residuals
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Figure 2: Pearson residuals scattered randomly against predicted probabilities

CONCLUSIONS

Four predictors were modelled, three of themnamely age, gender of the driver and time of detected speeding are explanatory
predictors whereas the forth one is testing the use of electronic sings and it is complimenting the other three predictors. Data
showed that the likelihood of detected speeding does decrease with age and it also showed that this is slightly stronger
indicator for more dangerous speeding. Thus, the younger drivers are slightlylikely to drive with higher speedthat the limit as
age increases. Female drivers are less likely to be detected speeding over the limit than male drivers. The odds of a female
driver moderately dangerous speeding compared to low danger speeding is 0.51 times less than for a male driver and is 0.43
times less likely than male driver to be detected of more highly dangerous speed. As for the time of detection, it seems that
drivers could be prone to be detected during afternoon time than morning time. If coupled with risk factors, road crashes
may occur in the afternoon noon more than the morning. It would be of benefit to read further into the time period and its
risk factors to control speed management to protect road users particularly the safety of vulnerable ones such as the
pedestrians as mentioned in [28] also along such busy shopping strips such thestrip under study emphases in [29] under the
safe system aspirations in such areas such high pedestrian activity.
It is paramount to mention that road crashes between the years 2007-2011 were consistent with findingsthe analysis
showed that between mornings period of (6:00 - 11:59) am pedestrian crashes consist of nearly 33% if compared
with the afternoon from (12:01 - 5:59) pm. whereas all other crash types consist of around 25% in the morning
compared with the afternoon period.
It was found that after the period of theinstallation of the electronic 40km/h electronic flashing signs, drivers are less likely
to speed over the limit compared to before the installation. The odds for a driver to highly dangerous speeding compared to
low speed before the installation of the signs is driver danger speeding is 0.48 times less than for after driver. Similarly the
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odds of a driver detected with highly dangerous speeding compared to detected with low level danger speeding after the
installation is 0.26 times more than for after installation. The period of testing the signs benefits in reducing speeding may be
short and may need more time to determine. In addition to the above conclusions it was stated by [6] that drivers are
generally slowing down which may indicates a safer speed culture may be spreading.
To conclude, the results of the study may be beneficial to determine drivers’age that can contribute to risky behaviours and
factors of vulnerable road users including their gender such male drivers and particularly young age drivers. Time of the day
may shade more light on how drivers speed and how it can be monitored to detect more speeders in endeavour to deter them
including the way to provide engineering remedy to those crucial hours such the introduction with the lower speed limit such
as 30km/h limits to ensure risk elimination to pedestrians. Further, the model needs to be simulated to further testsits
workability and which need to be discussed in the next stage of this research study. In any events, the study was constrained
with certain limitations that are discussed below.

MODEL LIMITATIONS

Certain limitations are worth mentioning such as:
The period of the study need to be expanded to get a reliable dataparticularly the before / after data need to be
unified on same number of hours bases.
The experience of the driver licence need to be included along with other explanatory variables , this will
contribute to target licencing and procedures involves novice drivers licencing, training, etc.
The study looked purely into speed as a risk factor and ignored other safety issues e.g. seatbelt or unsafe
vehicle etc.
Extra information on driver history and repeat offending need to be included that could have added to the
variables.
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Summary

In the Intermodal industry, locomotive engines are used to move railcar mounted containers from dockside to truck distributio n
centers. The United State Government EPA regulations for diesel engine emissions have had a significant impact on the
emission standards for locomotive engines, including those utilized in intermodal operations.
In this paper, we will review the EPA emission standards for locomotives used in intermodal transfer operations. These
locomotives fall into the yard switching category. In addition, we will present the emissions data on conventional locomotives
historically used for yard switching operations in the intermodal industry. The intermodal industry can meet the EPA emission
standards by replacing conventional locomotive engines with modern, low emissions diesel engines.
Utilizing Genset technology in locomotive power at intermodal railyard operations provides the industry with a Sustainable,
lower Environmental impact option than conventional locomotive power. NOx emissions can be reduced by as much as 84%.
Fuel consumption is a major operating cost component for yard switching at intermodal sites. We will present comparative data
on yard switching locomotive fuel consumption to use as a basis for evaluating the cost of using Genset locomotive power. Fuel
savings of up to 65% have been realized in some switching operations.
Operational staff in the intermodal industry will be concerned with the tractive effort of the switching locomotives. In this
paper, we will summarize how to calculate tractive effort, and present comparative data on the tractive effort provided by
conventional yard switching locomotives vs Genset locomotives. The LEAF Genset locomotive delivers greater tractive effort
utilizing a 600 HP engine than conventional switch engines of up to 1750 HP.

Emission Standards for Locomotives
The EPA has established emission standards for diesel powered locomotives in a variety of applications. The
classification depends upon the type of operation the locomotive is deployed to perform. Line haul service includes
Class 1 Railroads such as BNSF, Union Pacific, CSX, Norfolk Southern, KCS, CN and CP. Yar d switching
locomotives, are all those operations serviced by locomotives under 2300 HP. In between are hybrid locomotive
operations often called a Short Line operations. These usually involve both yard switching and line haul activity.
However, the line haul distances are shorter than Class 1 railroads. For the scope of this paper, the EPA emission
standards for yard switching locomotives are shown below in Figure 1.
Figure 1 EPA Switch engine Emission limits.
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The EPA has defined emission standards 2 for locomotive categories. See Figure 2 for the standard emissions
defined for a conventional diesel locomotive. In this paper we will focus on the yard switching locomotive
standards since these would apply to most intermodal yard operations. The EMD eng ine data is the average
emissions data defined by the EPA for conventional switching locomotives.
EPA Emissions Baseline for Average Switch Engines 2

Weighted Average Switch Emissions
Model

HC

CO

NO x

PM

g/bhp-hr

g/bhp-hr

g/bhp-hr

g/bhp-hr

EMD 16-567C

1.25

2.13

17.27

0.40

EMD 12-645E

0.76

1.71

17.39

0.38

EMD 16-645E

0.74

1.72

17.55

0.38

Weighted Average

0.88

1.83

17.44

0.38

Figure 2: EPA Baseline emissions data for Switching Locomotives

GenSet locomotives use modern, ultra-low emissions diesel engines to provide power to the wheels of the locomotive.
These engines are supplied by a wide range of manufacturers. Caterpillar, Detroit Diesel, Deutz and Cummins all
supply engines suitable for use as a yard switching GenSet locomotive. In this evaluation, we will use Cummins engine
data, but many engine manufacturers provide similar results for emissions from their comparable line of engines.
The Cummins diesel engine emissions are reported on a certificate issued by the California Air Resources Board,
(CARB). This certificate shows the following emissions for a GenSet engine, see Figure 3. Note, the CERT level is the
measured amount of emissions. The STD line on the chart below is the EPA standard for Tier 3 classificati on.
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CARB certificate data for Cummins QSX15L engine

Figure 3: CARB emissions data for GenSet engine
Using the data from Figures 2 and 3, the % NOx emissions reduction can be calculated. Divide the EPA standard
emissions for Switch Engines by the CARB certificate emissions measured.
Keen observers will note the units of measure are slightly different:
CARB certificate = 3.6 g/kw-hr
EPA standard for Switch engines = 17.4 g/BHP-hr.
Since the units are different, a correction factor must be applied. According to Appendix P of the EPA Locomotive
Emissions Regulatory Support Document, 3
The emission standards and rates presented in this document, which are
expressed in g/bhp-hr, can be converted to g/kW-hr by multiplying them by 1.341.
Thus, the % emissions reduction is calculated by the following equation:
Reduction % = 1- ( 3.6 g/kw-hr/( (17.4 g/BHP-hr)*1.341))= 84.6%

Fuel consumption Comparison between Conventional and GenSet Locomotives
The GenSet locomotives operate much more efficiently than conventional engines with respect to diesel fuel
consumption per hour of operation. The retail cost of diesel fuel is currently hovering just below $4.00/gallon. Over
the past few years, diesel fuel has ranged from a low of $2.50/gallon in 20 09 to a high of $4.00/gallon. See Figure 4
for a chart of the Energy Information Administration graph of recent diesel fuel pricing.

.
Figure 4: EIA Average U.S. Retail Diesel Fuel price history
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Locomotives use “off-road” diesel fuel. The US Energy Information Administration does not provide data on “offroad” fuel prices, but the difference is the amount of taxation for highway approved fuel. The EIA estimates this tax at
13% for the U.S. The rate varies somewhat by state. Currently, the “off -road” diesel price would be around
$3.48/gallon. ( 13% off the $4.00 price above)
Locomotive fuel consumption in any specific application is a function of the workload being performed by the
locomotive. The workload is typically described in terms of the “Notch position” of the locomotive. This refers to
the control stand lever that the operator uses to regulate the speed of the locomotive. As Notch number increases,
the engine runs harder, similar to pressing down on the accelerator of a car. Thus, at higher not ch numbers, more
fuel is consumed. There are 8 notches in most locomotive controls. As the table in Figure 5 demonstrates, fuel
consumption for conventional locomotives can vary from a low of around 3 gallon per hour (gph) while idling, up
to a high range of 188 gph while at maximum notch. The most common switch engines for use in Intermodal yards
would be similar to the GP 9 or GP 38 locomotives. These engines have a maximum consumption of 108 gph and
122.4 gph, respectively, at the highest notch level.
In most yard switching applications, the conventional locomotive switch engine may idle up to 50% of the time.
Fuel consumption for switching is therefore on the lower half of the total notch position chart since the engine
consumes less fuel while idling. Based on data generated from Railserve, Inc’s fleet of 175 switching locomotives,
the average fuel consumption is typically around 14.5 gph for a conventional yard switching locomotive.
Genset switching operations consume considerably less fuel. The fuel savings are derived from both a more
efficient transfer of the electric power to the traction motors that drive the wheels, and also from fewer idling hours.
Most GenSet locomotives are programmed to shutdown after the locomotive has not moved for 5 minu tes, thus
greatly reducing idle time. Start times for the Genset are also much faster than that required for a conventional
locomotive. A Genset can be re-started at the push of a button, while the conventional locomotive engine has a
lengthy 30 minute startup process.

Figure 5: Conventional locomotive fuel consumption by Notch position 4

Locomotive Fuel Use in gallons per hour
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Railserve,Inc tracks the fuel consumption of both GenSet and conventional locomotives that we operate. We find
the following typical fuel consumption for relatively comparable operating demand:
RailServe LEAF Genset
RailServe Conventional locomotive

~ average fuel consumption of 4 gph
~ average fuel consumption of 14.5 gph.

Thus fuel savings can be estimated by the following equation:
Fuel savings = (hours of operation) * (14.5 gph- 4.0 gph) * cost of fuel ($3.50/gallon)
A switch engine that operates 16 hours per day can be estimated to save $588/day, or $214,620/yr at $3.50/g cost of
fuel.
Note: each switching operation will have unique locomotive operating demands. The savings for each operation
must be evaluated based on the specific situation.

Tractive Effort Comparison between Conventional and GenSet Locomotives
Tractive effort refers to how hard a locomotive can pull. It is defined by this equation 5
Tractive Effort = Locomotive weight * adhesion coefficient
Where the adhesion coefficient is measured at the point where the locomotive’s wheel meets the rail. The generally accepted
Adhesion coefficient maximum for metal to metal is 0.38.
For any diesel electric locomotive, tractive effort is at its maximum at very low speed. The maximum is limited only by
either the adhesion of the wheels to the rail or by the amp rating of the traction motors. A GP7 at 1500 HP and GP 40 at
3000 HP have very similar tractive effort at starting speed, about 68,000 lbs. Genset locomotives have some extra
electronics in them that can boost this number by about 15% by watching wheel RPM and ground speed.
Railroads are limited by how much weight a wheel can put on a rail based upon the type of track. Most track limits the
wheel weight to 40,000. Adhesion between the wheel and rail is a direct function of the weight on the wheel. The main
determiner of tractive effort is the adhesion between the wheel and rail. More weight = more adhesion. Thus a GP 9 at
1750 HP and an SW 1500 at 1500 HP have about 68,000 lbs maximum sustained tractive effort while at a stand still.
Again, Genset locomotives are equipped with advanced control logic that allows tractive effort to be increased by about
15%.
The graph shown in Figure 6 below compares the Tractive effort of a LEAF Genset locomotive to that of a
conventional yard switching locomotive. Even though the yard switchers are 1500 HP and 1750 HP respectively, the
600 HP LEAF locomotive has more tractive effort at the low speeds typically used in switch yard operations.
Not until higher speeds are reached does the higher HP have an impact of delivering higher tractive effort. Since most
switching operations run at an average speed below 5 mph, the Genset locomotive tractive effort is greater than
conventional locomotives in switching operations.
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Figure 6: Tractive effort comparison of Genset locomotive vs an SW 1500 conventional locomotive.6
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The science of low frequency acoustic waves also known as infrasound has evolved into an
interdisciplinary field encompassing disciplines of acoustics, atmospheric science, physics, marine science,
and geology. Some of the known infrasound sources are clear air turbulence, meteorites, microbaroms,
volcanic eruptions, auroras, earthquakes, tornadoes, and mountain associated waves. During last couple
of years, NASA Langley has designed and developed a portable infrasonic detection system which can be
used to make useful infrasound measurements at a location where it was not possible previously. The
system comprises an electret condenser microphone, a small compact windscreen, and a data
acquisition/signal processing system. The design differs from that of a conventional audio system in that
the peculiar features of infrasound are taken into account. First, infrasound propagates over vast distances
through the Earth’s atmosphere as a result of very low atmospheric absorption and refractive ducting that
enables propagation by ways of multiple bounces between the Earth’s surface and the stratosphere.
Electret-based technology offers the lowest possible background noise, because Johnson noise generated
in the supporting electronics (preamplifier) is minimized. The windscreen, based on the high transmission
coefficient of infrasound through matter, is made of a material having a low acoustic impedance and
sufficiently thick wall to insure structural stability. Close-cell polyurethane foam has been found to serve
the purpose well. A second property that has received little attention is the great penetration capability of
infrasound through solid matter – a property utilized in the design and fabrication of the system
windscreens. The presentation will review the complete portable infrasonic detection system, signal
processing, source monitoring and latest research along with several applications with emphasis to
identify new procedures and technologies that safely increase transportation capacity.
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Advanced Technologies for Condition Assessment of Timber Bridges
By
James P. Wacker, PE
Research Engineer
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI
and
Vijaya (VJ) Gopu, PhD., PE
Professor and Edward G. Schleider Endowed Chair
University of New Orleans
Associate Director – External Programs
Louisiana Transportation Research Center

United States has about fifty thousand bridges that either have a timber superstructure or a
timber deck. A wide spectrum of timber materials – sawn lumber, glulam, composite lumber,
poles, FRP-reinforced glulam -- have been used in these timber bridges. One of the challenges
faced by the state DOTs bridge inspectors lies in making a proper assessment of the condition
of the wood components in these bridges. Interior decay and degradation cannot be easily
detected through examination/probing of the exterior surface of these components. The lack
of well tested non-destructive tools to date for condition assessment of timber bridge
components has created uncertainty about the overall rating of the bridge determined by the
inspectors. This paper discusses the advanced technologies that are now available to perform
reliable condition assessment of timber bridges. These technologies will have a significant
impact on making timber bridges an attractive alternate to bridges made of other materials,
since the maintenance engineers and bridge inspectors can better evaluate their condition and
perform only targeted maintenance to maintain their load rating. Utilization of these advanced
technologies will lead to a more accurate life-cycle cost analysis for timber bridges that can
potentially demonstrate their cost competitive position in the market place.
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The Multi-modal Impacts of Compromises to Ohio River Shipping Capacity:
A Case Study
Mr. John Ripy, Dr. Ted Grossardt
Kentucky Transportation Center
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Lexington, KY 40506
tgrossardt@uky.edu 859-257-7522
jripy@uky.edu 859-257-7536

Abstract:
The Ohio River represents a major bulk commodity ‘highway’ through the upper Midwest, and
compromises of its capacity have potentially measurable impacts on the adjoining highway and rail
network. While there have been studies estimating the economic impact of lock and dam closures along
the inland waterways, these analyses typically assume any modal shift that occurs will be in the context
of unlimited capacity of the alternate modes, and resulting additional shipping costs are the result of
known differentials in rates. Less common are network-based analyses of the likely pattern of diversion
of freight to other modes, and strategic responses by shippers, with the implications of that for
additional or changing volumes across highway and railroad modes. This research will begin to address
these questions by the construction and use of a GIS-based multi-modal freight network within the Ohio
River Valley, that can better accommodate questions about modal shifts. Specifically, this paper will
explore the potential freight volume implications for waterways freight diverted to the Kentucky
highway freight system, the capacity of that system to absorb that freight, and the maintenance and
congestion implications of shifts like this for the regions in question.
As a first step in this overall analysis, this paper will focus on assessing the comparative magnitude of
the existing marine freight flows along the inland waterways that border Kentucky. This portion of the
inland marine system constitutes the entire northern border of the state, and, along that entire length, a
major commodity movement tool. At the same time, freight movements through Kentucky by rail and
highway move parallel to this so-called “Marine Highway.” Our first goal is to understand the relative
magnitudes of the flows on the highways and the Ohio River System, and what sorts of shifts might
constitute important impacts in terms of highway congestion, safety, and highway maintenance and
operation costs.
To do this we began with customized Origin-Destination commodity movementsummary supplied, at
our request, by the USACE Navigation Data Center. This Kentucky Origin-Destination Waterway
Summary (KODW) was constructed as a set of origins and destinations defined as specific reaches of the
river systems in or bordering Kentucky, including portions of the Ohio River, Big Sandy, Green,
Tennessee, and Cumberland Rivers. These stretches were often, but not always, defined by existing
lock and dam pools, and also by the state boundaries of Kentucky.
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Figure 15: Kentucky Origin-Destination Waterway Segments

We should emphasize that these reaches were defined for purposes of understanding freight flows in
Kentucky, particularly, and not a comprehensive understanding of all movements relative to the inland
waterways system. Also, USACE compiled our requests so as not to violate the confidentiality of any
carrier, which resulted in certain O-D volumes being redacted. Nonetheless, we estimate, by comparing
summary data with the specific values contained in theKODW summary, that the data values actually
provided represent between 40-50% of the total volume moving on the Ohio River System, and thus can
be used to begin to assess the transportation value, or impact, of inland river movements in the Ohio
River Basin. We also note that this preliminary assessment does not attempt to impute shipping cost
savings as are typically done to assess lock outages. Our interest here is in the state and/or regional
public sector transportation impacts of the loss or diminution of inland river transportation.

Related Analyses
As implied earlier, the USACE has funded, over the years, considerable research on the shipper savings
impacts of the loss or diminution of inland river transportation across their lock and dam system. Such
studies are aimed at understanding the economic benefits to industry from the shipping costs savings
produced through the availability of river transportation options. They typically rely on expressed
preference from industry interviews to assess the extent to which industry’s response involves diversion
to other modes, and which modes, and from that is derived a pricing differential and thus savings to
industry, or commodity/production pricing implications for industry.(eg. Bray, Dager, and Burton 2004;
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USACE 2011).Such studies typically do not explore the potential capacities of, or impacts on, the
alternative modes, as such questions are beyond the remit of USACE’sformally permitted impact
analyses process U.S. (Water Resources Council. 1982).
At the scale of the interface between waterways and other modes, various port studies aspire to assess
the localized impact of modal diversions from truck to rail, such as in the San Pedro Bay Ports (L.A. +
Long Beach) (You etal. 2010), or the potential for short-sea shipping to absorb container traffic on the
West Coast (Bagnell etal. 2009).At the other spatial extreme, nation-wide analyses of the overall
relationship between the various freight modes have been conducted, which yields useful global
statistics but little spatializeddata that can be attached to a regional system (USDOT and NWF, 2009).
A few studies have specifically focused on the ‘secondary’ impacts of potential diversion on highway or
rail networks at a regional scale, particularly the impact of introducing additional truck freight
traffic(Chatterjee, etal. 2001). The principal impacts that are translated to costs include time delays due
to congestion and other induced traffic incidents, and crashes. Such costs are, of course, highly
dependent upon the particular time-value choices used for trucks and passenger car occupants, and in
the case of crashes, the value of a human life.
Our task is to take a first look at the potential volume changes that would be induced on Kentucky’s
highway freight network if the existing inland waterway traffic moved on these highways. Because 2/3
of the freight that originates on the Ohio River System also terminates on it, this river system provides
transportationservice more akin to a portion of an integrated transportation system, as compared to the
Mississippi System, which is primarily a commodity export route.

Preliminary Analysis
This analysis is exploratory. It represents an initial effort to characterize the comparative volumes of
waterway-related freight if they were translated onto a defined highway network within a region.KODW
movement data between the pre-defined reaches of the Ohio River was translated into equivalent truck
loads and introduced onto the Kentucky Freight Focus Network (KFFN). (Fig. 2).In freight network terms,
each O-D reach was treated as a freight generator, with the actual loads introduced distributed across
the relevant portions of the truck network in proportion to their existing traffic. These simplifying
assumptions will be modified as a parallel port survey process clarifies the exact nature of the
intermodal commodity connections available on the combined network, and thus where which kinds of
commodities could in fact move.
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Figure 16: Commodity Flows on the KODW

This KODW data is not exactly a subset of FAF data, however. Whereas FAF data reports ultimate O-D
freight movements at a regional scale, the KODW Summaryreports only the movements along the
waterways. Thus a portion of these moves are only a segment of a larger move. This difference yields
some interesting outcomes. For example, the 2002 FAF data indicates a total of ~ 3 million tons (about
2% of all freight by weight in Kentucky) of waterborne freight moving annually in all of Kentucky, while
KODW Summary indicates that the ‘Kentucky shore-to-Kentucky shore’ waterborne freight is nearly
matched (2.9 Million Tons) merely by the volumes incoming to reaches “4” and “5”, a 150-mile stretch
between the Markland and Newburgh Locks and Dams. This reach is below Cincinnati and above
Owensboro, centering on Louisville. If movements within the same reach are included (eg. Reach 4 to
Reach 4 etc) then the reported quantities portion of the KODW Summary totals over 5 million tons for
‘Kentucky shore-to-Kentucky shore’ (Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, 2007, p. 8). Even this is not the
total, because as mentioned before, a certain portion of the total flows is redacted to protect single
carriers. Apparently, the role of the Ohio River system as a part of an integrated freight network results
in undercounting movements that transit across the region using these waterways.
On the other hand, the KODW Summarydirectly quantifies about 2/3 of the FAF-reported volumes for
freight in- and out-of Kentucky. The KODW Summary quantifies 19.2 million tons of outbound freight,
vs. a total of 29.9 million reported in FAF, and 16.5 million inbound tons of freight, vs. a total of 27.7
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million reported in FAF. Again, due to the redacted volumes of movements within the KODW Summary,
these numbers are not unexpected.
The more spatially granular data provided by the KODW Summaryshould be helpful in more clearly
understanding what the relationship is between waterborne and non-waterborne freight in specific
portions of Kentucky and along specific stretches of the highway network. Each of the quantified O-D
movements in the KODW, if transferred to the KFFN, will impact a specific set of links. Combining all the
quantified movements on the network should help reveal which network segments would shoulder the
largest proportions of the movements, and which of them have the least capacity to do so. It should
help us better understand which portions of the highway network are most reliant on complementary
waterways freight movement to maintain their serviceability as freight carriers.
Already, significant portions of the KFFN carry high proportions of truck traffic. Many of these segments
run parallel to the Ohio River System.For example, Kentucky State Highway 9 is a two-lane road which
links the Eastern Kentucky coalfields with the Cincinnati Metro area, and already has a truck freight
portion of total traffic in excess of 30% and a Volume to Capacity Ratio over 1. Similarly, much of the
Kentucky 4-lane Parkway network within the Western Kentucky coalfieldsalso shows truck proportions
above 40%, although the V/C ratios are typically below .5.This region is bounded on the north by the
Ohio River, the west and southwest by the Cumberland and Tennessee Rivers, and is interpenetrated by
the Green River (Fig. 3). In situations like this, it is very possible that a great deal of diverted waterways
freight would be concentrated in a comparatively limited area.

Figure 17: Percent Trucks on the Statewide Traffic Model
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Figure 18: Volume to Capacity Ratio on the Statewide Traffic Model

Waterway Network

Methodology – Data Sources and Analysis

The waterway network (Fig. 1) was created by segmenting the National Waterway Network developed
by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Vanderbilt University. The segmentation was based on a mixture
of metropolitan areas, state boundaries, locks, riverports, major highways, freight generators and power
plants.
Commodity flow data was derived from the data request made to the USACE and the Waterway
Network Link Commodity Data available from the USACE Navigation Data Center. End points on the
highway network were distributed across each river segment proportionally according to the number of
ports, amount of coal burned at each power plant and the amount of trucks current on the system. The
data source for the riverports was the National Transportation Atlas Database which in some cases is 10
to 12 years old. The coal burned at each power plant was gathered from the United States Energy
Information Administration (EIA). The current truck traffic was derived from the KFFN.

HighwayNetwork
The highway network was created using the Kentucky Statewide Traffic Model (KySTM) which
incorporates the KFFN as indicated by the attribute TRUCKNET = 1. The KySTM includes useful attributes
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such as Annual Daily Truck Traffic (ADTT) as TRK_CNT, Volume to Capacity Ration (VC Ratio) as
S_VOC_DAY, and Percent Trucks as TRUCKPCT.
Much of the existing truck traffic information was gathered by the Area Development Districts (ADD) in
Kentucky for use in the Major Freight Users Inventory (MFUI). The ADDs conduct a survey in each region
and review the statewide model to ensure proper coverage on the modeled networks within the KFFN.
Part of the process of the MFUI involves the review of the National Highway System (NHS) Intermodal
Connector Listing, therefore routes, traffic, locations, and modes are reviewed by each area.
The preliminary analysis revealed a large percentage of commodity movements involving coal,
therefore, the truck traffic relating directly to coal trucks was added to the analysis. The state of
Kentucky maintains a record of public highways on which coal was hauled as reported by coal
transporters. The paper report was digitized, converted to a spreadsheet and applied to the state Linear
Referencing System (LRS) using the AllRds_Mshapefile available from the state (Fig. 5).

Figure 19: Coal Haul Report – ADTT

Diversion Routes
Using the spreadsheet of the origin/destination (O/D) matrix from the USACE data request for the
KODW, diversion routes were generated for each O/D pair using ArcGIS Desktop’s Find Route tool. The
routes were constrained to the KFFN (TRUCKNET = 1) and the impedance factors were time, distance
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and VC Ratio. The routes and the corresponding commodity flows were merged into one layer
(Diversion Routes) to represent all diverted traffic (Fig 6). As you can see, no coal traffic routes are
generated directly from the coal regions of eastern Kentucky.
An initial analysis of US 23 near the Big Sandy River on the eastern and northern border of Kentucky’s
coal region shows a very high percentage of truck traffic, a VC Ratio over 1 and a moderately high
number of coal trucks. It can be surmised that US 23 is a connector between the coalmines of eastern
Kentucky and the inland waterway system and, if the waterway system links were compromised the
routes for coal would be diverted directly into the state where needed. For the purposes of this study,
any coal volumes reported in the KODW from the Big Sandy segment would originate and be diverted
from the same Big Sandy area. Further study can attempt to analyze the consequences of diverting
traffic directly from the coalmines.

Figure 20: Diversion Routes

General Imputed Pattern of Diverted Waterways Freight in Kentucky
Percent Trucks
Two major areas stand out as being most affected by diverted truck traffic:1) Kentucky State Highway 9
along the Ohio River on the northern border of Kentucky that services the Big Sandy area to the
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Cincinnati, OH metropolitan area, and 2) the routes around the western Kentucky coal fields. The
percentage of coal as part of the overall truck traffic diversion has the greatest effect on the diverted
routes (Fig 7). Looking at the pre-existing traffic from the coal haul report, the traffic diverted from the
western Kentucky coal fields is likely to have the greatest impact on any area directly as the origin of the
coal is directly surrounded by the highway transportation system. These routes are already used so it
can be assumed that the volumes would only increase along the routes.

Figure 21: ADTT and Coal ADTT with Diverted Traffic

The percent trucks increase is dramatic along the northern Ohio River border and the western Kentucky
coal fields (Figs 8 & 9). The majority of the traffic around the Cincinnati, OH metropolitan area is coming
from both east and west directions which compound the problem. However, Highway 9 in northeast
Kentucky is primarily one-way traffic to Mayfield, KY and Cincinnati, OH.
A large portion of the traffic around the coal fields of western Kentucky is heading north and northeast
along the Kentucky Parkway system to the power plants along the Ohio River. Again, the number of daily
cars along the western Kentucky Parkway system is low compared to the rest of the state, but one can
only imagine an increase from 10% truck to 50% trucks will be noticeable.
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The high percentage blip in the central part of the state on Highway 421 (Fig 9) is due to a segment
along the system that does not contain data on the number of automobiles. This area demonstrates a
100% truck traffic segment that is erroneous.

Figure 22: Percent Trucks before Diversion
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Figure 23: Percent Trucks after Diversion

Volume to Capacity Ratio
Generally speaking, there is no major impact on the Volume to Capacity Ratio (Figs 10 & 11). However,
when the change in VC Ratio is calculated as a percent of the total change (Fig 12) the familiar areas of
northeastern Kentucky and the western Kentucky coal fields are identified as trouble spots. It is easy to
understand the impacts when the direction of commodity flow is displayed. River segments have the
greatest percentage of flow toward the largest metropolitan areas in the study region: Louisville, KY and
Cincinnati, OH (Fig 13). This is particularly noticeable with regard to coal.
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Figure 24: VC Ratio before Diversion

Figure 25: VC Ratio after Diversion
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Figure 26: Change in VC Ratio as percent of Total Change

Figure 27: Percent of commodities flowing up or down stream
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Congestion

Categories of Potential Impacts (Future Analysis)

Given that the overall proportion of Kentucky freight carried by waterways in Kentucky is at or below
10%, it is unlikely there will be broad-based severe impacts on the highway network from imputed
waterways freight volumes.However, given specific locations and linkages, localized impacts could be
significant. Also, the nature of assumptions regarding backhaul loading would increase the total
expected volumes beyond mere 1-to-1 conversion of waterway traffic to truck traffic. Backhaul rates of
75%, for example, would add25% to the total truck volumes.
Further, increased congestion delays can be divided into recurring delay related to ongoing traffic
congestion, and incident-related delays related to crashes. These can be costed using rates established
by TRB-funded research (Weisbrod and Weisbrod, 1997).

Safety
The comparative safety impacts of truck vs. waterway freighthave been globally estimated using
national statistics relating to fatalities and injuries per billion ton-miles. The nationally computed rate
for truck freight in 2006 was 4.4 Fatalities and 99 injuries per billion ton miles. This compares to .028
fatalities and .045 injuries per billion ton miles for inland waterways freight, nationally (USDOT 2009, p.
43-44).
Within Kentucky, the crash rate for commercial vehicles on 4-lane rural Interstates is 50 per 100 Million
Vehicle Miles (MVM), and of those, about ¼ involvean injury or fatality. However, the commercial
vehicle crash rate is not static across all capacity categories. As Volume to Capacity ratios rise from <.4
to >.8, the truck crash rates for all (rural + urban) 4-lane Interstates rise from 54 per MVM to 67 per
MVM (Kirketal, 2005, pp. 33 and 38). However, the same study failed to find a significant relationship
between truck traffic proportions and crash rates on Interstate Highways in Kentucky (Kirk etal, 2005, p
41). Kentucky data also indicates that a truck crash is nearly twice as likely to involve fatalities than nontruck crashes (Green, Pigman, and Agent 2011, p. 17).
Extrapolations of additional crashes can be costed using the NHSTA’s “Economic Impact of Motor
Vehicle Crashes”, which is based on national data and includes specific values assigned to different types
of crashes (Blincoe et al. 2002).

Air Quality
An appropriate method for estimating potential air quality impacts has not been developed by the
authors. Certain urban areas along the Ohio River Valley have historically been classified as nonattainment areas, so there is potential that additional truck traffic could have an impact in those areas.

Summary
While this study is a broad exploratory analysis of an entire system, there are areas of localized affect
that warrant greater study. The VC Ratio in any area is likely not an issue even with a total system
failure. However, there overall truck traffic and percentage of trucks on the highway system will be
noticeable with as little as one linkage breakdown on the waterway system.
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Establishment of a Red-Light Running Violation Index for
Signalized Intersections
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Abstract
The installation of Red-Light Cameras (RLCs) is often based on frequencies of Red Light Violations
at signalized intersections. Since frequencies could be influenced by geometrical features of
intersecting roadways and overall vehicular volumes (or exposure) there is doubt about their
appropriateness in making decisions regarding the installation of RLCs. Inappropriate installation
could result in unintended consequences such as increasing the frequency of some types of crashes.
In order to eliminate the potential for bias with the use of frequencies as a means of deciding which
intersections may need RLCs, a Red-Light Violation Index (RLVI) is introduced for dense urban
environments. There is no red-light violation or red light crash threshold in the District of Columbia
above which red light cameras should be considered for installation. In this research, a model for
background or base RLVI was established which could assist engineers in determining the expected
potential for red light running at intersections based on engineering properties, without the use of
red-light running frequencies or crash records. A RLVI probabilistic regression model was
developed based on five intersection independent variables: vehicles per hour green, lane
configuration, clearance distance, duration of green and posted speed limit. The results showed
statistically significant regression model with an R2 of 81%, at 5% level of significance.

Contact author: Andrew R. Goetz, Department of Geography and Intermodal Transportation
Institute, University of Denver, Colorado 80208. Telephone: 303-871-2866, email:
agoetz@du.edu
Co-authors: Andrew E.G. Jonas, Department of Geography,University of Hull, Hull, United
Kingdom; Sutapa Bhattacharjee, Department of Geography, University of Denver, Colorado,
USA
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City-regionalism as a politics of collective provision: intermodal
transportation infrastructure in Denver, USA
Andrew Goetz, University of Denver; and Andrew Jones, University of Hull,
U.K. & Sutapa Bhattacharjee, University of Denver.
Abstract

This paper examines the relationship between city-regionalism and the collective provision of
strategic investments in intermodal transportation infrastructure. The empirical focus is on
metropolitan Denver, USA, and the role of city-regional politics and governance processes in
promoting and financing FasTracks, a long-term intermodal project to expand the Denver
Regional Transportation District’s light and commuter rail system. FasTracks represents a
concerted effort to retrofit the region for integrated mass transit but financing the project has
internalised ongoing tensions around city-regional governance. The paper examines the bottom
up processes underpinning the assembling of city-regionalism in a context of infrastructural
under-provision. It further identifies some unique features of city-regionalism in the USA and
draws attention to local territorial contingencies.
Key words: intermodal infrastructure, planning, funding, policy, city-regionalism
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*Presenting Author

ABSTRACT
Intermodal transportation of both the freight and the passengers involves use of more than one of
the air, surface, maritime and surface modes. More often, these modes interact. For example, rail
tracks cross under the highway bridges or run in proximity of highway bridges. Similarly,
highway bridges cross over the shipping channels and waterways. More often, these modes
interact. One mode of transportation affects the integrity of the other. The non-destructive testing
(NDT) technology of acoustic emission (AE) has been used to characterize the most common
influences of intermodal interactions such as freight track-highway bridge interactions on the
structural integrity of bridges with the aim to prevent spread of damaging effects in a timely
manner. This economizes maintenance efforts and repair costs. Integration of AE and remote
sensing technologies for efficient data acquisition and analysis of the interactions in accessible as
well as in not easily accessible structural components will be reported. In order to improve the
procedures for their maintenance and thus to increase the service life of the highway bridges, this
research focuses on the AE monitoring tools, technology, and analytical methods needed to
improve intermodal connectivity, capacity and to reduce congestion in our nation's transportation
systems. Results of AE investigations conducted on concrete components of the test bridges to
determine the contribution of freight traffic on the rail road that the bridge crosses will be
discussed.
Key words: Intermodal interactions, highway bridges, Non-destructive testing, Acoustic
emission, structural integrity
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The effect of transit oriented development (TOD) on travel behaviors in Denver, Colorado
Greg Kwoka
Eric Boschmann, PhD
Department of Geography
University of Denver
2050 E. Iliff Ave.
Denver, Colorado 80208
303.871.4387
eric.boschmann@du.edu
Abstract:
As urban areas become increasingly populated, planners are faced with the problem of how to best
facilitate accessibility and mobility within the city structure. Modern urban transportation systems are
widely regarded to be unsustainable because of reliance on petroleum, polluting emissions, traffic
congestion and suburban sprawl. To combat these issues, many planners’ neighborhood design
strategies encourage mixed use, densely populated areas that provide residents with opportunities to
live, work, eat and shop without necessarily having to drive private automobiles long distances to
accommodate such needs. Despite these attempts to implement a more sustainable means of living, the
frequency and duration of automobile trips has consistently increased in the United States throughout
past decades. While many studies have focused on how residential proximity to transit influences travel
behavior, the effect of workplace location has largely been ignored. Does working in a TOD influence
travel behaviors?

Therefore, this paper asks, does working near a TOD influence travel behaviors of workers differently
than workers living near at TOD? We examine the non-work travel behaviors of workers based upon
their commuting mode and proximity to TODs. The data comes from a2009 travel behavior survey by
the Denver Regional Council of Governments, which contains 8,000 households, 16,000 individuals, and
nearly 80,000 individual trips. We measure sustainable travel behaviors as reduced mileage, reduced
number of trips, and increased use of non-automobile transportation. The findings will shed new
knowledge about workplace TOD travel behaviors, and can inform urban and transportation planners.

Keywords: TOD, travel behavior, commuting, non-work travel, urban transport
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ABSTRACT
Demand for transportation derives from tourism, employment, shopping, education, and other societal goals. While
aggregate transport demand from these forms of exchange is driven by socioeconomic activity (e.g., population,
employment, and income growth), demand for specific forms of transportation is partly affected by deviations from
historical trends. Examples include a decrease in the proportion of Virginians age 15-24 with a driver’s license
(from 72% to 58% for 1990-2010), in increase in the proportion of Virginia females age 65+ with a driver’s license
(58% to 76% for the same period), an expected increase in fuel prices (48% for passenger autos and 50% for trucks
from 2010 to 2035), and an expected 94% increase in persons age 65+ by 2035. These trends suggest a variety of
transportation services will be needed: for instance, since the proportion of persons with a disability is 7% (under
age 65) compared with more than a third (age 65+), the changing age distribution suggests that number of persons
with a disability will grow by 2035.
One way to quantify the impact of increased transportation demand is to measure the societal cost of travel delay
across multiple modes. This delay can result from congestion, detours, and waiting for passenger service. Data
from the Texas Transportation Institute Urban Mobility Report show that excluding fuel costs, highway delays in
three urban areas (Hampton Roads, Richmond, and Washington D.C.)—based on commuters’ value of time— had
an estimated cost of $4.5 billion in 2010—approximately 14 times the cost of lost fuel. Using various relationships
such as the elasticity of auto travel to fuel price, such delay costs are expected to approach $5.1 billion for year
2035. Monetization of these delays are sensitive several factors specific to the transport customer: trip purpose,
income level (if passenger), commodity value (if freight), and trip criticality. Yet the presumed hourly costs of
delay are also affected by one factor the transportation provider partly controls: the comfort level of the trip. An
implication is that making the trip more comfortable could reduce these delay costs to some degree. This comfort
may reflect the physical enjoyment of the mode (e.g., a more appealing pathway for pedestrians, the provision of
shelters for rail and bus riders, or better vehicle condition for all users), the manner in which congestion is handled
(e.g., more seats for transit users or operational strategies that reduce stress for drivers), or reduced uncertainty.
This paper shows how changes in comfort level, as monetized in the literature, influence the hourly values of time.
Consequently, the paper explores how improving comfort level may affect the cost of congestion in Virginia urban
areas. Estimates are that the inclusion of the increased costs attributable to discomfort would have raised 2010 costs
for auto users by a midpoint value of $1.93 billion and transit users by a midpoint value of $0.10 billion—roughly
40% of the cost of delay when comfort is not considered. Determination of these values requires assumptions based
on interpretation of available data and application of the literature’s findings to Virginia, such that the range of costs
for discomfort estimated in this paper is a range of $1 billion to $2.84 billion, with $2.03 billion being a midpoint
value. Nonetheless, these order-of-magnitude results may interest multimodal planners who wish to quantify the
value of providing extra comfort-related services to customers under conditions where those services do not translate
into explicit delay reductions.
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INTRODUCTION
Transportation is a derived demand, driven by social and economic activity such as tourism, employment, shopping,
recreation, education, and other forms of exchange. Because these trips are a response to socioeconomic activity,
changes in total travel demand may be forecasted by examining how the activities themselves—population,
employment, and subcategories therein—will change. By year 2035, Virginia’s population is expected to grow from
8.0 to 10.3 million people. This growth will incur two fundamental challenges for Virginia’s transportation system.
First, congestion-related costs are expected to rise. In urban areas, while a projected increase in fuel prices between
2010 and 2035 of 48% for autos and 50% for trucks [1] is expected to reduce highway travel than would be the case
without a price increase, the increase in population that is expected based on 2010-2035 levels may offset this
decrease; with a variety of assumptions including elasticity of demand, an expected congested cost in urban areas
approaches $5.7 billion based on three types of costs: passenger delay (monetized by using an hourly value of time
for each hour of delay), excess fuel consumption, and greenhouse gas emissions , compared to an estimated $4.9
billion cost at present.
Second, mobility needs exist for diverse Virginia subpopulations based on data extracted socioeconomic sources
such as the American Community Survey [2] and the annual Highway Statistics series published by the Federal
Highway Administration [3]. One subpopulation is the carless: presently, 186,322 households (representing 6.3%
of the statewide total) and approximately 333,000 workers (about 8.8% of the state’s workforce) do not have access
to a vehicle. The composition of this group is changing: the proportion of Virginians age 15-24 with a driver’s
license decreased over two decades (72% to 58%) whereas the proportion of females age 65+ increased (58% to
76%) over the same period. Age defines another subpopulation: whereas in 2010 the number of persons age 65+
outnumbered persons age 19 or younger in just one region, by 2035 this will be the case in 8 of Virginia’s 21 regions
(similar to a planning district commission). Because more than a third of the population age 65+ has a disability
compared with about 7% of the population under age 65, this increase in persons age 65+ suggests that the
proportion of persons with a disability may also increase.
It is thus appropriate to consider the need for transportation from the perspective of multiple modes, particularly the
costs of a delayed trip. Such delays may result from congestion (e.g., a highway incident, a passenger train awaiting
that must yield to freight service, or a crowded pedestrian crossing), a required detour, or equipment failures (e.g., a
signal that loses power, a personal auto that has a flat tire, or a bus that requires repair.) While one way to reduce
these societal costs of delay is to reduce the delays themselves through better operational practices or infrastructure
investments (e.g., for transit, special treatments such as buses operating on shoulders, queue jumps, and curb
extensions [4,5]), this paper explores the potential to reduce the societal cost of delay by improving the trip’s
comfort level. That is, the hourly cost of delay is a function of trip purpose, income or commodity value, trip
criticality, and comfort. Whereas three of these factors are exclusively controlled by the transportation customer
(the passenger or shipper), one of these—comfort level—is to some degree influenced by transportation operators,
such as local or state departments of transportation or transit agencies. Because comfort has some intrinsic value, a
salient line of inquiry becomes “what is that value of comfort if expressed in monetary terms?”

PURPOSE
The purpose of this paper is to quantify the potential benefits of improving the comfort level for auto and transit
passengers using three Virginia urban areas as a case study. Objectives are:
Document, based on the literature, how changing the comfort level affects the hourly value of time for auto
and transit travel generally,
Estimate, using available Virginia data, the range of annual costs of discomfort for auto and transit users for
year 2010.
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LITERATURE REVIEW: THE VALUE OF COMFORT
The pleasantness of the trip affects the value of travel time savings. For auto travel, this has classically been
conducted by assigning out-of-vehicle time (e.g., waiting for a bus, walking to a parking lot) a higher value than invehicle time; for example, Martin and McGuckin [6] suggest out of vehicle time should count twice as much as in
vehicle travel time. For transit travel, Litman [7], points out that comfort is often not fully considered, citing studies
indicating that whereas personal travel by auto might be 50% of hourly wages (consistent with Trottenberg [8]), the
figure should be reduced to 25% if the transit trip is comfortable.

Auto Comfort
Wardman and Ibanez [9] noted that a “congestion multiplier” should be considered when quantifying the impacts of
delay, based on the perceptions of greater unreliability, stress, and risk faced by drivers at congested conditions.
Based on a stated choice exercise, modest multipliers of 1.0, 1.02, and 1.05 are reported for three levels of lighter
levels of congestion: (1) free-flow, (2) occasional lane changes required, and (3) infrequent slowdows. For the
remaining three congestion levels, which were (4) noticeable restrictions in speed, (5) stop-and-go, and (6) gridlock,
the multipliers are 1.21, 1.43, and 1.60. The paper concludes that such derived multipliers are appropriate for
heavily congested conditions given that typically waiting time is weighted by a factor of two relative to time spent
inside the vehicle while it is in motion.
Olsson [10] argues that a component of driver comfort is pavement condition, both in terms of structural soundness
(e.g., appearance of cracks) and snow removal. Based on the exchange rates between the Swedish Krona and the
U.S. dollar for the time period when the study was conducted (e.g., Trading Economics [11]) with results converted
to 2011 dollars [12], motorists were willing to pay the following amounts per mile: $0.37 to avoid roads “damaged
in their full length”, $0.11 to avoid roads with cracks only (considered the least amount of damage), and $0.09 to
drive on a cleared road as opposed to a road with snow. At speeds of 60 mph, these values would be $18.44, $5.42,
and $4.34, respectively.
Citing this work along with 1991 and 1994 studies affiliated with the Swedish National Road Administration,
Brundell-Freij [13] questioned why such relatively high hourly values of time were not an explicit component of
project evaluation and consequently suggested that one should consider not just the travel time savings but rather the
change in comfort. (Explicit values for comfort savings are not given, but an example has been developed, shown as
Figure 1, based on that paper.) Brundell-Freij [13] notes that the willingness to pay for improvements which yield
both changes in comfort and changes in travel time should be based on areas A, B, and C in Figure 1 as reflected in
Equation 1.

W

Vbefore
S before

Vafter
S after

(Eq. 1)

Where
Vbefore
Vbefore
Sbefore
Safter

= value of avoiding an hour of time before the improvement
= value of avoiding an hour of time after the improvement
= before the improvement
= speed after the improvement

For instance, suppose that users are willing to pay $15 per hour to avoid a congested facility, but $10 per hour to
avoid an uncongested facility, and that a widening could increase speeds from 30 mph (under congested conditions)
to 60 mph (under congested conditions). Equation 1 suggests that the willingness to pay would thus be $0.33 per
mile. Had comfort not been included, then in this example the benefits of the improvement would have been
underestimated, based on travel time alone, at $0.25 per mile—the areas of B and C. (The risk of overestimating
benefits remains as one must examine how respondents provide information about their valuation of time in order to
avoid benefit overestimation [13].)
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Value of Avoiding an Hour

$16
$14

A

$12

C

$10

$8
$6

B

$4
$2

$0

0

1/60
Inverse of Speed (Hours Per Mile)

1/30

Figure 1. Modified Benefit from Improvements to Travel Time and Comfort Level,. Adapted from BrundellFreij [13]. For instance, suppose users were willing to pay $15 per hour to avoid heavy congestion. A
transportation improvement that increased speeds from 30 to 60 mph, with no change in comfort, would yield an
improvement of ($15)(1/30-1/60) = $0.25 per mile, which is the area of rectangles B and C. However, since the
improved condition reduces both the discomfort and travel time, the willingness to pay for an improvement should
be the sum of areas A, B, and C which is $0.33 per mile in this example.

Transit Comfort
Based on focus groups conducted by Kenyon and Lyons [14], a further benefit of providing information for multiple
modes was observed: when this information includes comfort-related data, such information “may challenge
travellers’ concerns about alternative modes and could persuade a modal change.” While not explicitly quantifying
the value of providing this information, Kenyon and Lyons [14] suggest that providing information about comfort
(presumably details about crowding levels as well as information about connections) could ameliorate passengers’
anxiety for non-auto modes.
Douglas and Karpouzis [15] quantified the relative preferences of train passengers with respect to four variables:
the amount of time spent waiting for rail service, the travel time for the train (not including waiting time), the
crowding level of the vehicle, and whether standing was required. Based on responses from almost 600 passengers
(representing over 4,500 observations) who were surveyed, a binary logit model was developed that incorporated
these variables as well as two extensions: whether the standing time exceeded ten minutes and whether a “crush”
threshold was reached (defined as when the number of passengers divided by the number of seats exceeds 160%).
By computing the ratios of the model parameters, it was found that, relative to an uncrowded ride, a crowded seat
increased the cost of time by 17%, standing (under crowded by not crush conditions) increased the cost by 34% (for
10 minutes or less) or 81% (standing for 20 minutes or longer), and, under crush conditions, standing increased the
cost by 104% (up to 10 minutes) or 152% (20 minutes or longer). (Values for rides of 10 to 20 minutes were
determined by interpolating the values for shorter and longer rides.) Others have noted that crowding raises the
standing cost: ranges reported by Wardman and Whelan [16], synthesized from previous studies, indicate that the
cost of standing grows 43% when the passenger density in the rail vehicle quadruples.
Kumar et al. [17] reported that for rail passengers (based also on the results of a multinomial logit model), a unit
increase in the discomfort level (defined as one of three choices: seated, standing comfortably, or standing in a
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crowd) increased waiting time by 21.6%. For example, assuming 1,000 passengers, a value of $10 per hour, a 5
minute trip, and a capacity increase that changed the comfort level from worse (standing in a crowd) to best
(comfortable seating), the additional comfort could be monetized as ($10/hour)(1 hour/60 min)(5 min)(1,000
passengers)(0.216)(2 comfort levels of improvement) or about $361. Thus, an increase in capacity may be
translated into monetized benefits even if travel times are not reduced.
Espino et al. [18] analyzed the impact on comfort level (low, medium, or high) for bus trips, and included an
interaction term of comfort with the trip length. Espino et al. [18] reported that the willingness to pay for travel time
savings decreased by 52.2%—from €18.9 per hour (for a low-comfort rider) to €9.03 per hour (for a high comfort
ride). The data also suggests that users were more willing to pay for an increase in comfort from a low to medium
standard than from a medium to a high standard; for instance, based on a portion of the data set in which the authors
expressed greater confidence, users were willing to pay €3.55 (to shift from a low to medium standard) compared to
€1.71 (shift from medium to a high standard of comfort).
Fosgerau et al. [19] articulate a challenge to monetizing improved comfort: modal differences in passenger comfort
are confounded by differences in income (e.g., lower-income travelers may use a slower mode). The interpretation
of the mixed logit model presented therein was that for some of the almost 4,000 respondents in the study—notably
those who currently use the bus or have it as a possibility—comfort was not an explanatory factor, such that “saving
travel time is worth the same in any mode.” However, for other users who do not have access to the bus and have
only the choice of a car and/or train, the value of travel time savings was affected by mode, which Fosgerau et al.
[19] reported was a surrogate for comfort. After controlling for differences in income and trip purpose, data in the
paper suggests that for persons who currently use the car but have the train as an alternative (or vice-versa), the
value of travel time savings by mode, where mode is a surrogate for comfort, might shift by 28% to 48%.
Table 1. Summary of Comfort-Related Studies
Study
Martin and McGuckin
[6]
Litman [7]
Wardman and Ibanez [9]

Method of Improving
Comfort
Reduce out of vehicle time
Provide seating and shelters and
reduce passenger insecurity
Reduce auto congestion

Key Finding
Out of vehicle time is about twice as costly as invehicle travel time.
Comfort may cut the perceived travel time in half.

The successively worse traffic conditions of speed
restricted, stop-and-go, or gridlock increase costs by
21%, 43% and 60% , respectively.
Olsson [10]
Reduce pavement damage
Motorists are willing to pay $18.44 or $5.42 / hour
to avoid a fully damaged or lightly damaged road.
Brundell-Freij [13]
Include as a component in an
The willingness to pay to eliminate an hour of travel
evaluation
should be lower under comfortable conditions.
Kenyon and Lyons [14]
Provide information about
Provision of information may encourage travelers to
connections and crowding
change modes.
Douglas and Karpouzis
Provide seating for standing
Standing for less than 10 minutes or more than 20
[15]
passengers
minutes increases cost by 34% or 81%, respectively;
a crowded seat raises costs by 17%.
Wardman and Whelan
Reduce crowding even if
Standing increases the cost by 60% to 100% at 0.09
[16]
standing is required
pass/ft2 but by 90% to 140% at 0.37 pass/ft2.
Kumar et al. [17]
Provide seating for standing
Standing (relative to sitting) increases cost by 21.6%;
passengers
crowded standing raises costs by another 21.6%.
Espino et al. [18]
Improve transit comfort from
Changing comfort from low to high reduces
low to high
willingness to pay (for an hour saved) by 52.2%
Fosgerau et al. [19]
Provide a more comfortable
The value of time savings might shift by 28% to 48%
mode
depending on the comfort of the mode.
Table 1 identifies select results of these studies. Clearly choosing a single value for comfort is impeded by the nonuniformity of how comfort is measured: the impact of improved comfort may be presented as a reduced hourly cost
of travel, a reduced willingness to pay for an extra hour of travel, or a decrease in the equivalent amount of waiting
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time. The studies also considered different definitions (e.g., comfort may mean no auto congestion, a smooth
facility, no standing, better information, or may not have been explicitly defined). Specificity in comfort also varies
by study: Kumar et al. [17] provided three gradations of comfort (for transit) whereas Wardman and Ibanez [9]
considered six (for auto). Finally, the value of comfort—or costs of discomfort—are a range rather than a point
value. Ranges that are supported by Table 1 are that relatively heavy congestion raises auto costs by between 21%
and 60% ([9]), standing raises costs by 21.6% to 81% [15,17], and a crowded seat raises costs by 17% [15].

COSTS OF DISCOMFORT FOR VIRGINIA AUTO AND TRANSIT USERS
The literature review shows that discomfort is a function of several attributes: for autos, it is partly attributed to the
difficult task of driving under congested conditions or those of poor pavement quality; for transit it is partly
attributed to the level of crowding in the vehicle; for all modes it is affected by uncertainty regarding the trip.
Further, comfort is influenced by factors beyond those noted Table 1, such as customer service [20]. While it is
infeasible to quantify all characteristics affecting comfort, it is possible to consider highway conditions (which
affects the auto driving task and bus delays) and rail conditions to assess the value of prospective improvements in
comfort. Estimation of discomfort for all modes require some initial estimate of delay.

Auto Conditions in Virginia
The Texas Transportation Institute’s Urban Mobility Report, now in its 20th year of publication, suggests that
congestion, defined as monetized values of delay plus excess fuel consumption, cost the U.S. $101 billion annually
in 2010 dollars [21]. Based on those data, Table 2 shows highway congestion-related costs in 2010 for three of
Virginia’s major metropolitan areas, where delay accounted for 90% to 96% of total costs. Note that Table 2 also
shows includes a societal cost of greenhouse gas emissions based on a value of $100 per metric ton for this excess
fuel consumption. The methodology for performing this estimate was based on a review of the literature (e.g., U.S.
Department of Energy [22]) and was applied by converting gallons of fuel consumed to greenhouse gas emissions.
Table 2. Costs of Highway Congestion for Three Virginia Metropolitan Areasa
Washington, D.C.
Metropolitan Area
4.536 M
188.65
95.37
$3.56
$0.28
$0.092
$3.94

Hampton Roads
Metropolitan Area
1.551 M
36.54
9.30
$0.67
$0.03
$0.003
$0.70

Richmond
Metropolitan Area
0.967 M
13.80
3.11
$0.25
$0.01
$0.009
$0.27

Total

Area population in 2010
7.054M
Vehicle delay (millions of hours)
238.99
Gallons of fuel consumed (millions)
107.77
Cost attributable to delay (billions)
$4.49b
Cost attributable to fuel (billions)c
$0.32
Greenhouse gas costs (billions)d
$0.104
Total highway congestion cost
$4.908
(billions)
a
Table created from data in Schrank et al. [21] except greenhouse gas emissions costs were computed in this paper.
b
Costs of discomfort later calculated by applying multipliers from Wardman and Ibanez [9] to this value.
c
Costs attributable to fuel consumption vary because the excess gallons attributable to heavy trucks versus
automobiles is not given; thus, a range of values was calculated as follows for fuel consumption costs assuming all
vehicles are trucks and then assuming all vehicles are autos. These ranges were, in billions: $0.273 to $0.297 (D.C.
area), $0.008 to $0.009 (Richmond), and $0.024 to $0.027 (Hampton Roads). Table 2 shows the midpoint values.
d
The Transportation Research Board (TRB) [23] suggests the social costs of greenhouse gas emissions may be $11
to $110 per metric tons of CO2e. Table 2 uses a value of $100 per metric ton. For example, in the DC area, 71.117
million extra gallons of auto fuel were consumed, which, at 9.27 kg of CO 2e per gallon [24], yields 0.659 million
metric tons of CO2e; at $100 per ton this is $66 million (autos only). The same approach yields, for trucks, (10.68 kg
of CO2e)(24.248 million gallons)($100/ton)/1,000 kg/metric ton = $26 million. This yields a total of $92 million or
$0.092 billion in Table 2.
The total cost of highway congestion of $4.908 billion given in Table 2 does not include information regarding
comfort level. Recalling that Wardman and Ibanez [9] suggested that discomfort could increase delay costs, not
including fuel and greenhouse gas emissions, by a range of 21% to 60%, inclusion of comfort would mean increase
of between $0.94 billion and $2.69 billion (based on applying these percentages to the delay costs of $4.49 billion
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shown in Table 2.) This range is broad because the lower estimate reflects the moderate condition of noticeable
restrictions in speed and the higher estimate reflects gridlock; if one could discern a single condition (e.g., “stopand-go”) then the corresponding costs attributable to discomfort would be toward the middle of this range at $1.93
billion (based on applying the 43% multiplier [9] to Table 2.)

Transit Conditions in Virginia
Transit conditions are affected by delay but the causes of delay differ by mode. The highway congestion noted in
Table 2 affects buses operating in mixed traffic, whereas the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority [25]
reports that in 2010 the following causes of delay on its heavy rail system: 24% of total delay was caused by brakes,
19% by railcar doors, 18% by track and signal maintenance and repair, 18% by police, customers, or other (e.g., a
sick customer), 11% by railcar other (e.g., air conditioning), and 10% by operations. Schrank et al. [21] explicitly
cited congestion-reduction benefits of transit, noting that in the Washington, D.C. area, public transportation
accounted for 460.3 million passenger trips and that such trips yielded $725.7 million in congestion cost savings
(about 18.4% of the total congestion cost for the region shown in Table 2.) However, from these data it is not
immediately clear how much delay is encountered by transit users themselves.
Consequently, delays for bus and transit users were estimated from several sources. For the Washington region as a
whole, the 287,304,340 unlinked passenger trips on the rail system National Transit Database [26] reflect 62.4% of
the 460.3 million transit trips in the entire Washington region (presumably including trips from other systems such
as Arlington Transit); for the 2010 year in question, the transit trips in Richmond and Hampton Roads were by bus
(the Norfolk Tide light rail system began operation in 2011). The following calculations are sensitive to
assumptions but are intended to provide a traceable approach for estimating delay. For instance, Equation 1
estimates total rail passenger delay based on roughly 10% of station stops being delayed at least two minutes (the
threshold used by WMATA [27,28] for reporting rail on-time performance) and applying this delay to the average
trip length (calculated from the ratio of passenger-miles traveled to trips for heavy rail [26]) and average station
spacing (calculated from WMATA [29]). However, if the average delay at rail stops not considered on-time greatly
exceeds the (two minute) threshold, then Equation 2 will underestimate rail delay.

2 min
late trip

1 hr
60 min

287 M trips 10% late trips
yr
total trips

5.7 miles
trip

0.81 stations = 4.41 M hr (Eq. 2)
mile

Equations 3 and 4 estimate two components of bus delay. Equation 3 estimates delay that is believed to be
attributable to congestion, based on the using an estimate of the number of transfers to convert unlinked trips to
linked trips [30] and then multiplying the number of such trips by the average annual delay per auto commuter [21],
assuming each such commuter has 500 trips per year.

173 M unlinked trips
yr

20 M transfers
year

commuter
74 hr
500 annual trips commuter

22.6 M hr (Eq. 3)

Because bus schedules would presumably have already accounted for the recurring portion of delay in Equation 3,
Equation 4 estimates bus delay due to buses not being on time; this estimate is based on a figure of 78% on-time bus
performance [28], where performance is defined as a bus arriving at a “time point” [27] more than 7 minutes after
the scheduled time or more than 2 minutes prior to the scheduled time. As is the case with Equation 2, should
average delays (when a bus is not considered on time) substantially exceed the (seven minute) threshold, then
Equation 4 will underestimate delay. Two additional complications to Equation 4 are that it is applied in this paper
to the additional bus systems in Northern Virginia and the assumption that time points are proportionate to routes.

7 min
late trip

1 hr
60 min

173 M trips
yr

22% late trips
= 4.44 M hr
total trips

(Eq. 4)

The delays for transit users are reported in Table 3.
Table 3. Costs of Transit Congestion for Three Virginia Metropolitan Areas
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Washington,
Hampton Roads
Richmond
Total
D.C.
Metropolitan Area Metropolitan Area
Rail delay (millions of hours)
4.41a
--4.41
Metropolitan
a
b
b
Area
Bus-related delay (millions of hours)
27.09
2.63
1.16
30.88
Total transit delay (millions of hours)
31.50
2.63
1.16
35.29
c
Transit delay cost (billions)
$0.51
$0.04
$0.02
$0.58d
a
Rail delay is calculated from Equation 2 and bus delay is calculated from Equations 3 and 4.
b
Hampton Roads values were estimated by dividing the hours of delay encountered by Washington bus travelers
(27.09 M) by hours of congestion eliminated by Washington buses (13.37 M) and multiplying by the hours of
congestion eliminated by Hampton Roads buses (1.3 M). Values for Richmond were estimated in a similar manner.
c
Uses an hourly cost of $16.30 per hour per transit user
d
Costs of discomfort later calculated by applying multipliers from Douglas and Karpouzis [15] and Kumar et al. [17]
to the rail component ($0.072 billion) and the bus component ($0.503 billion) of this value.
Explicit system-level data describing overall passenger comfort were not obtained, although evidence exists that
passenger comfort levels are an important factor for agency operators. For example, WMATA [28] specifies
objectives of relief of overcrowding (2.2) and the provision of comfortable services (2.3) in its performance report.
(The operator also notes that comfort is not explicitly captured by some metrics, citing the example of hot railcars
which, while a car failure, does not necessarily affect the tracked performance measure of mean distance between
delays). There is also evidence that passengers value comfort: “Less crowding” was cited as an improvement
sought by 22% of on-board bus riders who were surveyed by TranSystems [20].
Based solely on crowding level, examination of data for individual routes shows variation for both rail and bus
travel. Cambridge Systematics et al. [32] displays a diagram with multiple routes having sections where the bus
load factor (the ratio of bus passengers to seats) exceeds 1.0 for the morning peak direction. These routes are for
east-west and north-south corridors between Washington D.C. and Maryland. Data from the D.C.-Dulles line
(where crowding was a concern [33]) showed that, for the period studied, the load factor exceeded 1.0 about a fifth
of the time; for those time periods, the average load factor was 1.22. On another line, WMATA [31] indicated that
the load factor exceeded 1.0 either 29% or 32% of the time depending on the direction of travel. In terms of rail,
Cambridge Systematics et al. [32] reports a passenger load of 106 passengers per car on the Orange line (prior to
Metro’s reconfiguration of the orange and yellow routes). For rail generally, the operator measures three levels of
rail car congestion: congested (less than 100 passengers per car), highly congested (100 to 120 passengers per car),
and exceeding capacity (more than 100 passengers per car); a planning-level study suggested that the congested
level could be attained on most segments in 2015 [34].
Based on capacities of 64-66 seats per rail car [35,36] and a car occupancy of 100, a rough upper level point
estimate for peak period travel is that 36% of rail passengers require some standing and that the remaining rail
passengers are seated under crowded conditions. For bus travel, a rough upper level estimate is that 20% of bus
passengers require some standing (based on extrapolating data from one source [33] data to other routes) and that
the remaining passengers require crowded seating. A rough lower level estimate is to use the value of 20% standing
for all transit passengers (rail and bus), with the remaining passengers seated comfortably. For both upper and lower
level estimates, the costs of sitting under crowded conditions are presumed to increase by 17% [15] and the costs of
standing presumed to raise costs by the average of 21.6% and 81% [15,17]). For example, the upper level
discomfort cost for rail passengers only is computed from Equation 5 where 36% of passengers stand and 64% have
a crowded seat.

Delay

$16.30
hour

36 % standing Stand

64 % crowded seating Seat

= $0.021 B

(Eq. 5)

Where
Delay
Stand

=
=

number of hours rail passengers are delayed (0.00441 billion from Table 3)
increase in cost due to standing (51.3%, which is the average of 21.6% and 81%)
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Seat
=
$0.021 =

increase in cost due to crowded seating (17%)
upper level estimate of the discomfort-related costs for rail passengers, in billions

2010 Costs in Billions

Calculation of the upper and lower level estimates for rail and bus passengers (see Equation 5) yields a midpoint
value of $0.10 billion for the cost of transit discomfort shown in Figure 2.

$5.0
$4.5
$4.0
$3.5
$3.0
$2.5
$2.0
$1.5
$1.0
$0.5
$0.0

$4.49

Delay costs
Discomfort costs (midpoint)

$1.93

$0.58
$0.10

Auto and Truck

Bus and heavy rail
Mode

Figure 2. Costs of Delay and Discomfort. Example: Tables 2 and 3 showed auto/truck and transit delay costs to
be $4.49 and $0.58 billion, respectively. The midpoint value of the costs of discomfort for these modes are $1.93
and $0.10 billion, respectively. For auto and truck, the lower and upper bounds of discomfort costs are $0.94 and
$2.69 billion; for transit, the lower and upper bounds of discomfort costs are $0.06 and $0.14 billion (Equation 5).

CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
This paper began with the premise that as is the case with travel time savings, comfort has some intrinsic societal
value. Because increased comfort, as is the case with increased travel time savings, exerts an out-of-pocket cost for
transportation providers, it is reasonable to ask what is the benefit to transportation customers of improved comfort.
One way to quantify this benefit is through a dollar value. Such monetization has limitations: not everyone will
value a given comfort level to the same degree, there is a partial disconnect between the entities that receive the
benefits of improved comfort (e.g., transit passengers) and those that pay for the benefit (e.g., transit operators), and
as noted in conclusion 3, the consequent initial estimates presented here may be refined with better data or better
understanding of existing data sets. Despite these limitations, establishment of discomfort costs is one way to
convey the benefits of improved comfort. Conclusions in this paper are:
1.

An order of magnitude estimate for the three urban areas studied is that whereas highway congestion exerted
a delay cost of $4.49 billion in 2010, the inclusion of the costs attributable to discomfort raise this estimate by
a midpoint value of $1.93 billion.

2.

An order of magnitude estimate for the three urban areas studied is that costs of transit-related delay (rail and
bus), without accounting for discomfort, is $0.58 billion. Inclusion of the costs attributable to discomfort raise
this estimate by a midpoint value of $0.10 billion.

3.

The discomfort cost estimates span a relatively broad range (e.g., $0.94 to $2.69 billion for auto and $0.06 to
$0.14 billion for transit) largely because of assumptions that were made in this paper when interpreting
available data; thus additional research may further refine or correct these assumptions. That said, the costs
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of discomfort are smaller than the hourly costs of delay but substantive: the midpoint value of $2.03 billion
for auto and transit discomfort increases the delay-only costs of $5.07 billion by 40%.
These conclusions show comfort does not surpass travel time as a dominant factor. Indeed this point was articulated
in a survey of transit riders conducted by TranSystems [20], where the most important desired improvements
included on-time arrival (sought by 49% of riders) and more frequent service (sought by 31% of riders); and the
comfort-related items were less critical, such as better shelters (10%), schedule information/signage (9%), better
vehicle condition (8%), and better customer service (7%). Yet the conclusions also show that comfort has some
tangible value when one applies findings from the literature to Virginia data, and thus improvements to comfort,
even if they do not materially reduce travel time, may be of interest to transportation providers.
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Abstract:
The number of senior citizens in the United States is growing due to longer life expectancies and the
aging “Baby Boomer” generation. The growth of aging populations has many ramifications for cities,
especially regarding the mobility of seniors and existing transportation infrastructure. The mobility
trends of today’s seniors are changing as they live more active lives and tend to age in place.Existing
research literature suggests that the elderly’s travel behavior and mobility varies by age, gender, health,
and location. Furthermore, since this is an emerging field of research, more studies are needed to
provide basic understandings of travel behaviors of the elderly in a variety of contexts.
This paper presents findings of an analysis of mobility and travel behaviors of the aging population in
Denver, Colorado.Currently 12% of the Denver metropolitan areas population is aged 60 and over; by
2035 it is expected to exceed 25%.The data comes from a2009 travel behavior survey by the Denver
Regional Council of Governments, which contains 8,000 households, 16,000 individuals, and nearly
80,000 individual trips. Specifically we examine the number of trips, miles traveled, mode of
transportation, and purpose of trips, and disaggregate these behaviors by gender, age cohorts, socioeconomic status, and residential location within the urban structure. We also present preliminary
findings from a small set of qualitative interviews with aging individuals that focus upon specific
experiences and perceptions of public transit and automobility. The findings will help construct a better
understanding of seniors’ travel behaviors in the context of an aging city.
Keywords: aging, travel behavior, mobility, urban transportation
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This NCIT funded research project examines the impact of transit-oriented development (TOD) on the
Denver, Colorado transportation system. Of specific interest is the ability of TOD to change travel
habits, relieve congestion, and reduce energy consumption.An earlier phase of this research examined
the regional and typological patterns of TOD in Denver utilizing a TOD tyopology developed by the City
and County of Denver. Use of this typology continues in this phase of the project.
The Denver region is chosen for this analysis becauseof the large amount of rail transit and TOD
presently ongoing. Light rail service began in Denver in 1996, and today there are34.9 miles of
operating light rail lines. An additional12.1 miles is set to open in 2013 andanother 140 miles of fixedguideway service is in planning and design.Along with the rail development in Denver, has also been a
significant amount of TOD. According to Denver Regional Transportation District (RTD), nearly 20,000
TOD-oriented residential dwelling units have been built, over 5 million square feet each of commercial,
office and medical TOD has been built, and over 2 million square feet of government TOD has been
opened since 1996.
Using numerous different TOD and rail transit data sources, this project evaluates the following
hypotheses on the impact of TOD on travel behavior in Denver:
1. TOD is helping to relieve congestion, but more at the local scale than at the regional scale.
2. TOD is helping to reduce energy consumption by reducing auto trips whether for work or nonwork travel
3. TOD is helping to reduce energy consumption by providing an environment that reduces the
total number of motorized trips needed to be taken
4. TOD is helping to reduce energy consumption by providing a more intermodal environment
5. TOD is helping to change regional travel habits and patterns, but the amount and types of
change varies considerably depending upon station type.
6. TOD has improved mobility for those who don’t drive, whether by choice or not.
This project’s results help to better understand the actual impact of different types of TOD on different
facets of the Denver transportation system. Theyalso help TOD developers and policy makers better
understand the transportation impacts of their development decisions.

Keywords: TOD, mobility, sustainability, connectivity
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Abstract

The shipment of freight by rail is an exceptionally fuel-efficient transportation mode. The average freight train
consumes one gallon of diesel fuel to move one ton 423 miles. The outstanding efficiency of rail freight comes with
a high price in inspection and maintenance of the railway. Rail car loading forces, weather, and time act on the
railway and substructure to distort the track geometry. Distortions to the track geometry must be identified and
maintenance resources brought to bear to insure safe operation at the design track speed.
Track superintendents rely on routine visual inspections to identify track defects for directing maintenance
resources. RTK GNSS instrumentation holds the promise of recording track alignment during routine visual
inspections by Hi-Rail. Track alignment history could provide insight into the identification of track shift or
compliance irregularities attributable to car loading, weather, or geologic processes.
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) mandated visual track inspections rely on a rail company inspector’s
training, skill, and diligence. Conversely, track geometry car inspections provide an objective, detailed record of
relative track position but are performed infrequently due to the limited availability of these specialized
measurement systems. The thesis of the RTK GNSS method is that given a sufficiently accurate and reliable
augmentation system, railway infrastructure measurement can be performed quickly, with greater safety, and at less
cost by determining absolute track position using global satellite positioning systems.
Commercial off-the-shelf RTK GNSS surveying instruments and a real time geodetic network were used during a
track inspector’s normal visual inspection by Hi-Rail to measure track position. RTK instruments mounted to a HiRail processed correctors from a VRS server recorded track position across an inspector’s 29-mile area of
responsibility. Software models the FRA string lining method to determine the degree of curvature (Dc) and
reference milepost location. The accuracy of the RTK Hi-Rail method for determining Dc for evaluating track
defects was compared with measurements from a track geometry car.

Figure 1: Mile post 494 and 495 of CSX Kanawha Sub, with degree of curvature and elevations determined by RTK GNSS.
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ABSTRACT

It is a matter of fact that the gravel road network dominates as the mode of transport infrastructure in most sub
Sahara Africa. These roads comprises a huge national asset that requires adherence to appropriate locally formulated
Pavements and Materials Design Manual (PMDM) and Standard Specification for Road Works in order for them to
give satisfactory performance during they design life. As the length of the engineered gravel road network is steadily
growing in Tanzania and elsewhere in sub-Sahara Africa, appropriate Pavements and Materials Design Manual and
Standard Specification for Road Works to be employed during design, construction and upkeep of this investment
becomes increasingly important for optimal use of locally available gravel materials.
In response to the above call, a number of sub-Sahara Africa countries, Tanzania included, has in place Pavements
and Materials Design Manuals (PMDM) and Standard Specifications for Road Works (SSRWs) [1-3], which are
being used during the design and construction of new gravel roads and also during maintenance and rehabilitation of
existing gravel roads. These PMDM and SSRWs are used in order not only to standardize design practices and
quality control during design, construction and maintenance period, but also to be able to predict the performance of
gravel roads.
For these PMDM and SSRWs to be effective and dynamic they have to address local condition and after a certain
period of time are to be revised so as to capture changes which are constantly occurring in the gravel road
construction industry. The intention is this that eventually it should be obligatory to observe the PMDM and
SSRWs during design, construction, and maintenance of gravel roads, as they will carry with them the practical
experience of over extensive period of time to be questionable.
Although it’s always mentioned that engineering practice and judgment has to be observed during the use of any
PMDM and SSRWs and under no circumstances shall the PMDM and SSRWs waive professional judgment in
applied engineering. But it has to be acknowledged that PMDM and SSRWs carry with them some authority in
arriving at a final decision during the initial stage of design, preparation of tender documents and whenever an
inexperienced engineer is supervising part of the project or a new challenge emerges during the execution of road
works.
This paper focuses on what is specified in Tanzania PMDM and SSRWs, particular on gravel roads materials,
design, construction and maintenance in one part and what is practiced in the country in another part as it influence
the performance of gravel wearing course. It also compares these PMDM and SSRWs with those of Developed
countries and South Africa. It is expected that by addressing those area the PMDM and SSRWs has fell short will
make them an effective tools in gravel roads design, construction and maintenance works.
Key words: Appropriate material specification, Manual, Effective, Gravel Roads, Practical experience.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of standardized and consistent test procedures in road construction in order to establish quality
cannot be over emphasized [1-3]. It is obvious that the public accepts and trusts those actions of the engineer built
on competence, ethics, integrity and maintenance of standards and by self-regulating through code of conduct , and
demonstrating true professional behaviours [4]. All this has to be reflected on their works output.
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The paper looks on the extent of practical engineering application of the Tanzania PMDM and SSRWs on Gravel
Roads Design, Construction and Maintenance. It has to be noted that Gravel roads in Tanzania constitute about 93%
of total road network [5] and although the country have more than 30 years of experience in design, construction and
maintenance of gravel roads, the existing PMDM and SSRWs has only few sections set aside for gravel roads.
The paper attempts to look at those sections so as to learn whether they have succeeded in guiding the gravel roads
design, construction and maintenance standard. This is done by reflecting on the actual performance of the gravel
roads network, particularly in terms of materials characteristics and gravel loss. It has to be understood that gravel
loss is one of the parameter which dictate the re-gravelling exercise. In addition to that re-gravelling exercise is the
major costing item in management of gravel roads which has environmental impacts as well.

Scope of Paper

The paper will:- 1) study the indicator tests and strength parameters of the gravel materials used as wearing course
for engineered gravel roads in the study areas and check the conformity of the results with the SSRWs, 2) look at
the design, construction, and maintenance guidelines specified by the PMDM for the engineered gravel roads and
compare them with what is actually happening at sites, 3) give highlights on the PMDM treatment of gravel loss and
defects associated with gravel loss, and 4) compare the PMDM and SSRWs on gravel roads with those of South
Africa and developed countries.

Objectives
The main objectives of this paper are to: - 1) improve the design, construction and maintenance procedure of gravel
roads. This improvement will have to be mirrored in the PMDM and SSRWs, 2) tailor PMDM and SSRWs to suit
Tanzania current economic and technological status, and 3) improve the performance of gravel roads in terms of
reduction in grading and re-gravelling frequency

Problem Statement
The specification governing the gravel materials and gravel roads design, construction and maintenance as depicted
in the current Tanzania PMDM and SSRWs are quite loose and do not allow close enough control on gradation.
Apart from that these manuals do not address the local and diverse nature of gravel materials. The paper attempt to
focuses on those areas which the Tanzania PMDM and SSRWs have fell short.

THE BACKGROUND OF TANZANIA PAVEMENT AND MATERIALS DESIGN
MANUAL AND STANDARD SPECIFICATION FOR ROAD WORKS

The Tanzania PMDM, Laboratory Testing Manual (LTM)–1999, and later the SSRWs-2000 [1-3] were prepared as
a component under the Institutional Cooperation between the then Ministry of Works (MoW), Central Materials
Laboratory (CML) and the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA). The project was a part of a
programme to establish technical standards and guidelines for highway engineering.
The Tanzania PMDM and SSRWs looked on the relevant road design manual and specifications from the east and
southern African region. Also it searched other relevant guidelines from countries with similar environments notably
Australia. The PMDM and SSRWs were a reflection of the Ministry of Works experience gained in the road sector
over the past 30 years that is from 1970 to 2000.
The main purposes of the PMDM and SSRWs were to ensure a standardized policy in the procedures for structural
pavement design of new roads and rehabilitation of old pavements.
The PMDM is divided into two main sections, namely design elements and structural design. The design elements
considered by the PMDM are environment, cross section, shoulders and drainage, traffic, subgrade, problem soils
and pavement materials, while structural design are further divided into pavement design for new roads, pavement
rehabilitation, bituminous surfacing and gravel roads being treated last. The SSRWs is divided into seven series,
which are: i. general, ii. drainage, iii. earthworks and pavement layers of gravel or crushed stones, iv. bituminous
layers and seals, v. ancillary road works, vi. structures, and vii. tolerances, testing and quality control.
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The PMDM and SSRWs has been in existence for 13 years now and it is high time they are revisited, and where
necessary changes be made. This paper does not attempt to revise the whole PMDM and SSRW, but it looks on
how these documents have treated gravel roads wearing course, which constitute a big chunk of road networks in
Tanzania and sub-Sahara Africa at large. The paper suggest changes paramount to suit the local condition and are
expected to be effective in ensuring good performance of the gravel roads.

GRAVEL ROADS DESIGN

The aim of structural design of gravel roads is to protect the subgrade by provision of appropriate granular layers to
achieve a determined level of service - with maintenance - over a chosen design period. A successful gravel road
design will meet these requirements at the lowest possible total cost over a design life.
According to the PMDM, the design of gravel roads in Tanzania is limited to roads with a traffic volume up to
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) of 300 at the time of construction. The PMDM sets out design standards for
fully engineered major gravel roads as well as minor gravel roads and a catalogue format is used in structural design.
The manual asserts that flexible approach is required in the design of gravel roads as construction economy is
usually of vital importance for successful execution of these projects.
Knowledge about past performance of locally occurring materials for gravel roads is essential. The PMDM point out
that one may divert from the given materials standards if necessary to take advantage of available gravel sources
provided that past experience has proved they give satisfactory performance. One can also add that an experienced
materials engineer might also use new locally available gravel materials, which has the potential of performing well
under the prevailing condition. Normal maintenance is assumed to take place throughout the design life of the gravel
road. Although in reality the economic situation and the funds availability dictate which road shall be given priority.
The PMDM assumes drained condition for the gravel road throughout its design life, ensured through adequate
maintenance of the drainage system. Climatic zone affects the selection of gravel materials types, material
requirements for gravel wearing course and earth work, moisture for testing CBR and design of improved subgrade.
Climatic zones also affect the formation of natural materials, and its composition. The effect of climatic zones in
selection of gravel materials is significant where it affects the performance of the materials in question, and then
those materials which perform well under the certain climatic zones will be selected. Other factors, like construction
methods and timing of maintenance and its quality also affects the performance of the gravel materials.

Climatic Zones

For the purpose of gravel roads design, Tanzania has been divided into three climatic zones, namely a dry zone in
the interior, a large moderate zone and several wet zones, mainly at high altitudes. The climatic zones are
demarcated on the basis of the number of months in a year with surplus of rainfall over potential evaporation as
presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Climatic Zones
Climatic zone
Dry
Moderate
Wet

Number of months per year with higher rainfall than evaporation
Less than one month
1-3 month
More than three moths
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Figure 1: Map showing climatic zones

GRAVEL MATERIALS

The gravel material used for the construction of wearing course for unsealed roads need to fulfill a number of
functions and comply with a number of basic engineering properties [6]. The most important of these are 1)
sufficient cohesion to resist raveling and erosion; 2) a particle size distribution that facilitates a tight interlock of the
individual material particles, and 3) Sufficient strength to support the applied traffic load without significant plastic
deformation. Deficiencies in any of these properties result in poor riding quality and high maintenance requirements
as well as increased gravel loss. It is thus essential that the best available material is used for construction of gravel
roads [6].
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The PMDM emphasize the need of having gravel materials that do not generate excessive dust in dry weather for
gravel roads passing through populated areas and materials that do not become slippery in wet weather or erode
easily for gravel roads on steep gradients.
According to SSRWs clause 3702, gravel materials shall be obtained from approved sources. The same clause 3702
list the gravel materials type according to its minimum CBR value. Gravel materials are depicted with letter G
followed by a minimum value of CBR 1) GW – for gravel wearing course and gravel shoulders, 2) G45 – for
subbase (Natural gravel with nominal CBR value of minimum 45), and 3) G25 – for subbase, Low traffic roads
(Natural gravel with nominal CBR value of minimum 25).
SSRWs stress that, irrespective of the minimum required quality specified, the highest quality of approved gravel
materials for pavement layers available at economic haul distances, complying with the requirements of the
specifications and drawings, shall be selected for the individual pavement layers.

Materials Characteristics of Gravel Wearing Course (GW) and Unsealed Shoulder

Materials for unsealed shoulders and gravel wearing course layers of GW materials shall meet the requirements
given in Table 2 (SSRWs, Table 3702/1 & PMDM, Table 11.1). The only difference between Table 3702/1 of
SSRWs and Table 11.1 of PMDM is in the climatic criteria combination; where PMDM combines moderate and dry
climatic zones, and SSRW combines wet and moderated climatic zones.
Table 2: Requirements for Layers of Gravel Wearing Course (GW) materials (SSRWs Table 3702/1)
Materials Properties
Materials Class (GW)
CBR [%] Wet of Moderate Climatic Zones
Minimum 25 after 4 days soaking
CBR [%] Dry Climatic Zones
Minimum 25 at OMC
% Passing the 37.5 mm sieve
Minimum 95%
Shrinkage Product (SP)
Minimum 120, and Maximum 400
Grading Coefficient (GC)
Min 16, Maximum 34
Note: In built up areas the maximum SP value shall be 270 in order to minimize dust problems.
Table 3: Requirements for subbase layers of G25 materials (SSRWs Table 3702/5)
Material properties
CBR [%] Wet or Moderate
Climate zones
CBR [%] Dry climatic zones
CBR swell [%]
Atterberg limits
Climatic zones
Maximum LL
Maximum PI
Maximum LS
Grading requirement

Material Class G 25
Coral rock, Calcrete
Materials
Minimum 25 after 4 days soaking
General Requirements

or

other

Pedogenic

Minimum 25 at OMC and also Minimum 15 after 4 days soaking
Maximum 1.0 measured at BS-Heavy Compaction
Wet of
Dry
Wet
Dry or Moderate
Moderate
45
50
45
55
16
20
18
24
8
10
9
12
GM shall be maximum 1.2

Uses of CBR in Gravel Roads Design

It can be readily noted that the PMDM and SSRWs employ the California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test results as one of
its key parameter in assessing the required strength of gravel materials for gravel wearing layer to cover and protect
the subgrade against the traffic load. The CBR was the result of extended Proctor compaction test by the California
Department of Transportation to determine the load required to penetrate the soil compacted to AASHTO T 99
effort at a standard rate and comparing this with the load required to penetrate a standard material [7]. The test does
not represent the strength characteristic of in situ soil with all its variability. The concluding remarks is that CBR
tests results should be used with caution, and those test equipments which can directly measure the in-situ
characteristics of natural materials like Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) be employed instead.
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Laboratory Testing of Gravel Materials

Prior to preparing the specification for a project, representative samples of soil should be collected and tested in the
credited laboratories to determine their properties, including the dry unit weight and the percent of moisture required
for maximum compacted density [8].

Significance of Gravel Materials Testing

One of the major controllable aspects that can be used to control the deterioration rate of a gravel roads is in the
correct selection of the gravel quality used for the surfacing or regravelling gravel roads [9]. Materials quality
affects two things;
The deterioration of the road after grading,
The amount of gravel loss over time.
Common defects on gravel roads have a direct relationship to the material quality. It is therefore suggested that [9]
the organization maintaining gravel roads complete soil testing of their gravel materials before it is used on their
gravel roads network. If it is worth building it is worth testing according to specification [10]. By testing the gravel
materials, one can be able to specify and manage the quality. By managing the quality one will be able to save
money in the long term. Quality of gravel materials directly affects the rate of deterioration of a road through the
rate of gravel loss and time grading or regravelling is required.
It is only after completing linear shrinkage and grading tests on gravel materials then one will be able to use Figure
2, which measure and predict the performance of gravel materials to be used for wearing course.

Figure 2: Performance Specification for gravel wearing course (Source: PMDM, Figure 11.1)

The Indicator Tests and Strength Parameters of the Gravel Materials

According to Tanzania PMDM and SSRWs all gravel materials indicator tests and strength parameters shall be
measured according to the Central Materials Laboratory (CML) test methods 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4. These methods
follow British Standard (BS) procedures and utilize BS equipment. Both documents stress that other laboratory test
procedures and equipment do not give comparable results and shall not be used unless proper correlation to
CML/BS has been carried out to the satisfaction of the Engineer. The same documents further points out that all
grading parameters must be normalize for 100% passing 37.5 mm sieve. One might ask the similarity of British
natural materials, which normally govern the sieve sizes to be used during grading exercise, to Tanzania’s natural
materials.
South Dakota Specification for gravel wearing course specify a minimum of 8% passing the 0.075 mm sieve and a
maximum liquid limit of 35 and plasticity index range of 4 to 9 [11]. Example of gradation requirements and
plasticity for two types of materials is given in Table 4.
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Table 4: Gradation and Plasticity Requirements for Base Course and Gravel Surfacing Materials
Requirement
Sieve
25 mm
19 mm
12.5 mm
4.75 mm
2.35 mm
0.425 mm
0.075 mm
Plasticity Index

Aggregate for Base Course
Percent Passing
100
80-100
68-91
46-70
34-54
13-35
3-12
0-6

Gravel Surfacing
Percent Passing
100
50-78
37-67
13-35
4-15
4-12

Table 5: Typical specification limits for the liquid limit and plasticity index for gravel materials [13]
Use

Liquid Limit (maximum)

Plasticity Index
Min
6
10

Max
Base course sealed roads
25
8-10*
Combined base and surface course
35
12*
unsealed roads
Sub base top 150 mm
40
10
12*
Sub base below 150 mm
40
20
20
* May be used in drier areas
Source: Road Construction Authority [RCA](1983) Note 811-04 (Notes on Standard Specification for Road Works)
Table 6: Suggested grading of gravel wearing course
Sieve
Size
(mm)
37.5
26.5
19.0
13.2
9.5
4.75
2.36
2.00
0.425
0.075

TRL (PIARC et, al, 2002)
37.5
19.0
9.5
100
100
100
80-100
100
100
55-80
80-100
100
40-60
60-85
80-100
30-50
45-70
50-80
15-30
25-45
25-45
5-15
10-25
10-25

Percentage passing by mass
Maximum size of particle (mm)
CSRA (South Africa)
37.5
26.5
19.0
100
100
100
85-100
100
100
70-100
80-100
100
60-85
60-85
75-100
40-60
45-65
50-75
25-45
30-50
35-55
15-40
15-40
18-45
7-30
7-30
7-30

13.2
100
100
100
100
60-100
45-70
25-50
7-30

The principal requirements for quality of gravel relate to grading of particle size and plasticity of the fine material
binding the gravel together. The larger material must also be strong enough not to break down under the effects of
traffic and weather. Material may be used ‘as-dug’ or may be blended from different sources to achieve the desirable
specification. In dry climates a fairly high proportion of clay particles is desirable to bind the surface. In wet
climates a lower clay proportion is desirable to avoid slippery surfaces and excessive rutting.
Table 7: TRL preferred plasticity characteristics for gravel surfacing
Climate

Liquid Limit not to

Plasticity Index range

Linear Shrinkage (%)
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exceed (%)*
(%)*
Moist tropical & wet tropical
35
4-9
2-5
Seasonal wet tropical
45
6-20
3-10
Arid/semi-arid
55
15-30
8-15
*Higher limits may be acceptable for some laterites and concretionary gravels that have a structure that is not easily
broken down by traffic. Lower limits may be appropriate for some other gravels that are easily broken down by
traffic. Any variation form these limits should be based on carefully collated local experience.
The Tables 5, 6&7 show some of the established specification in use. In general the appropriate materials
specification has to be able to quantify the required amount of fine materials which will be sufficient enough to hold
down coarse particles for the duration of the gravel road life cycle before onslaught of periodic maintenance.

Materials Testing Frequency

According to PMDM the minimum materials testing frequency for gravel roads are 2 per kilometre. These tests are
indicator testing, namely Atterberg limits and grading, and the minimum CBR strength testing frequency is 1 per 2
kilometre. The PMDM gives no justification for giving this low frequency and long coverage distance for CBR
strength testing, although it stipulates that the frequency are minimum averages and the frequency shall vary
according to site conditions. Although the PMDM could have got more credit if it had specified these site
conditions, particularly for Tanzania condition. It should be mentioned that to find a homogeneous natural materials
covering the distance of 2 km is impractical. To be practical the distance should be determined locally after soil
exploration exercise.

Oversize Gravel Materials

Adherence to the limits on oversize particles in the gravel material is of particular importance during the
maintenance of the gravel wearing course by grading. According to Tables 2, 6 & 8 the maximum size of individual
particles in the gravel wearing course should be 37.5 mm, although Table 4 gives 19 mm as the maximum size.
The PMDM outline the methods of preventing excessive oversize particles in the gravel wearing course which
include:- 1) removal at source by screening, 2) use of special compaction equipment such as grid rollers, and 3)
removal of large stones during processing on the road. The manual recommend combination of 2 & 3 as cost
effective method than method 1.
While SSRWs (Clause 3503: Breaking down oversize material) specify that materials from cutting and borrow pits
shall be broken down in the cutting or borrow pits, alternatively in the road, to the maximum size specified for the
respective layer where it will be used. The SSRWs leave out the methodology of reducing the large size particles to
the required size to the contractors. It is only when the methodology employed by contractors is not effective
according to the opinion of Engineer; then the Engineer will request the use of appropriate equipments or plants
available.
According to studies conducted in Australia [12], the maximum particle size for gravel wearing course should not
exceed about 20 mm because larger particles will cause problems when the surface is graded during construction or
maintenance operations. The maximum size of particles for lower layers may exceed 20 mm, and coarser gravels
may be used, since the lower layers are not subject to maintenance by grading and some unevenness in their surface
is not of any practical significance [12].
Excessive oversize material in gravel wearing course affects the riding quality of in service and makes effective
shaping of the surface difficult at the time of maintenance. Currently in Tanzania it seems there is no enforcement in
place to ensure that this requirement is being met. It is common to find boulders on the gravel surface or materials of
uniforms sizes less than 37.5, depending on the borrow pit used.
These types of gravel road surfaces, where oversize materials have been employed, need a unique performance
predicting models, which will be improved gradually as the economic and quality of construction and maintenance
technique improves, making these models local and dynamic.

Specification for Gravel Wearing Course Materials

Specification for gravel wearing course materials given in PMDM Table 11.1 and SSRW Table 3702/1 in terms of
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CBR, grading and Atterberg limits are similar and to some extent inferior to those for sub base materials ( SSRWs
Table 3702/4). These kinds of specification do not advance the performance gravel roads wearing course and often
require high maintenance inputs. The appropriate specification can only be obtained through performance study of
the locally available gravel materials. This has been demonstrated in a number of developed countries including
South Africa.
For example the South African specifications for gravel wearing course materials have been derived from a large
performance-related study of 110 sections of unsealed road in southern Africa [14]. These specifications use
standard South African test methods, and are summarized in Table 8 and illustrated in Figure 2.
Table 8: South African Unsealed road materials specification
Maximum size (mm)
37.5
Oversize Index (Io)*
< 5%
Shrinkage product (Sp)**
100 – 365
Grading coefficient (Gc)***
16 – 34
CBR (at 95% AASHTO T180)
> 15%
Tetron Impact Value
20 - 65
(Io)* - Per cent retained on 37.5 mm sieve but less than 75 mm
(Sp)** - Linear Shrinkage x Per cent passing 0.425 mm sieve
(Gc)*** - (Percent passing 26.5 mm sieve – Percent passing 2.0 mm sieve) x (Percent passing 4.75 mm sieve )/ 100
The major advantage of the South African specification is the ability to identify potential problems associated with
materials not meeting specifications [6]. This allows the road agencies staff to make judgment regarding the
consequences of using material outside the specifications and to assess whether these can be accommodated in terms
of local traffic climate or maintenance capacity.
Although the South African specification is being applied in a number of countries however, local calibration may
be necessary, not only to cater for regional differences in materials and climate, but also to take the differing test
methods into account, e.g. South African versus British and United States Standards [6]. It should be noted that any
specification which do not originate from the local areas do not take into account local influences on the
performance of gravel materials, influences which are difficult to calibrate. Even for those parameters which can be
calibrated, the effort can be translated into formulating local specification.

GRAVEL ROADS CONSTRUCTION

The following items have to be noted during the construction of gravel roads surface prior to placing any layer,
namely [13] :- 1) the formation should be properly shaped and compacted beforehand, 2) drainage system must be
adequate and functioning properly, 3) quality control mechanisms of gravel materials under experienced supervisors
have to be in place, 4) methods to control layer thickness have to be established beforehand, 5) Oversize particles
should be removed by hand or broken down with sledgehammers, 6) gravel material should be laid at moisture
content suitable for compaction, 7) compaction should be done by appropriate roller to improve durability of the
gravel surface, and 8) finished compacted cross fall (3-7%) should be checked with a camber board between the
setting out pegs. Briefly put, the gravel road construction has to be formalized.
The above detailed gravel road construction method cannot be noted in Tanzania’s SSRWs. The SSRWs (Clause
3703) have just outlined three general construction methods, which are applicable to any pavements construction,
which are 1) Underlying layer has to be compacted and finished in accordance with specification, 2) underlying
layer shall be inspected and proof rolled to establish whether there is any damage, wet spots or other defects, and 3)
any such defects in 2 shall be rectified before the next layer is placed.
According to PMDM, surfacing layer and improved subgrade for major gravel roads shall be constructed in line
with Figure 3 design catalogue.
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Key: 1) Classification of subgrade classes S3, S7, and S15, and requirement for G7 and G15 materials as provided
by PMDM pp 5.6-5.7;
2) Maximum 50% heavy vehicles are assumed.
Figure 3: Wearing course and improved subgrade – major gravel road (Source: PMDM Figure 11.2)
From the gravel roads design catalogue provided it can be noted that the GW compacted thickness is uniform (150
mm) regardless of climatic zones and traffic volume. The changes of compacted thickness of underlying layers
varies only on the improved subgrade layer where it compacted thickness is controlled by the CBR of the subgrade,
traffic, and climatic zones. This thickness of gravel wearing course is provided regardless of type of gravel
materials used, and the annual rate of gravel loss, which is not yet scientifically established for Tanzania condition.

MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING GRAVEL ROADS

The maintenance of existing gravel roads, which is briefly described in clause 3705 of SSRWs, covers only one
page. The method as described below cannot by any case be detailed enough to address the distress mostly found on
gravel roads.
a) General :
Maintenance of existing gravel roads surfaces shall be classified as one or more of the following
operations, namely i) shaping , ii) ripping and processing , and iii) regravelling.
b) Shaping
Shaping existing gravel roads comprises the following operation carried out to the satisfaction of the
Engineer. i) Bringing loose material back to the road from the slopes and ditches if instructed by the
engineer. ii) Shaping by motor grade, or equivalent equipment approved by the Engineer.
The exercise is not followed by compaction; this operation is the most used one in maintaining the gravel
roads. Without adding the requirement of compaction, it left the brought back material at the mercy of
traffic compaction, which at most is not uniform and contribute to loosening the material again and sent
them back where their come from.
c)

Ripping and processing
Ripping and processing existing gravel roads comprises the following operations: i) Ripping of the existing
road to a depth of minimum 100 mm or as required by the engineer. ii) Bringing loose material back to the
road from the slopes and ditches if instructed by the Engineer, iii) Mixing, breaking of lumps removal of
oversize particles and watering as required to make a homogeneous material having suitable moisture
content at or around the OMC of BS-Heavy density, and iv) Shaping and finishing to the correct grade and
cross-fall and compaction to the requirements in clause 3704.

d) Regravelling
Regravelling comprises the following operation i) addition of gravel wearing course material to an existing
gravel road, ii) processing as per specification clause 3703 and 3704, iii) Shaping and finishing to the
correct grade and cross fall and compaction to the requirements in clause 3704
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There is the need to establish a comprehensive manual that addresses most issues that deals with gravel roads
design, construction and maintenance, as it is been practiced in developed countries.

Gravel Road Surface Compaction Specification and Control

There are two types of compaction specification employed by SSRWs, namely 1) method specification, and 2)
compaction density control. The method of specification and control depends on the nature of the site. In a small
areas one can specify the method of operation that is the maximum thickness of soil to be compacted in each layer,
the weight and type of roller, and the number of passes to be made over each layer. In important works, the method
of operation is usually decided only after full-scale trials have been made with the actual soil and the actual plant to
be used in the final construction. Where the site is more dispersed and the soils more varied it may be better to
specify the results to be achieved, rather than to lay down the method to be used to achieve them.
As per SSRWs clause 3704, the minimum required compacted density for pavement layers made of natural gravel
shall be as given in Table 8 (SSRWs Table 3704/1). In the Table 9, gravel wearing course is equated with subbase
layer.
Table 9: Compaction requirements for pavement layers made of natural gravel
Layer and typical material specified
Base course layers G80 or G60 or better materials
Subbase course layers G45 or G25 or better materials
Gravel wearing course or unsealed shoulders (G 25)

Minimum dry density: Nominal value
98% of BS Heavy
95% of BS Heavy

It is very contradicting to equate the level of gravel wearing course compaction with that of subbase class G25,
which have different function. In such kind of specification you cannot expect the gravel surfaced roads to perform
any better.

GRAVEL LOSS AND DEFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH GRAVEL LOSS

The PMDM has noted the importance of gravel loss in designing gravel roads. The manual suggests that – the gravel
wearing course needs to be regularly shaped and the gravel wearing course materials needs to be replaced
periodically throughout the service life of the road at a rate depending on the gravel loss. The manual suggest that an
annual loss of 10 to 30 mm of gravel wearing course material at an AADT of 100 is common, without specifying the
climatic condition, road alignment, the gravel materials types and its characteristics.
Material is lost from the gravel road surface due to the action of rain, traffic wear, and dry season dust (fine
material) loss [13]. Typically loss rates are 1 – 5 cm of thickness per year. The rate of loss partly depends on the
rainfall and traffic characteristics. Alignment gradient, surface crossfall, road width, material quality, compaction
and maintenance practices can be expected to influence rates of gravel loss significantly. Gravel loss is very specific
to material and location, and there is some variation between the results of trials and relationships derived in
different regions and conditions. There is no substitute for local experience and research, which should enable more
accurate predictions and specification of gravel loss to be developed [13].

Dust

Dust causes the natural soil fines (binder) in the wearing course material to be lost and the material properties slowly
deteriorate. The effect of this is that the wearing course properties slowly to move down both the vertical and
horizontal scale in Figure 2, resulting in a good material becoming increasingly prone to corrugation and erosion [6].
To control dust researcher in Western Bay, New Zealand conducted trials with a variety of clay bound gravel
materials, and compared dust generation, wearing rates and application and construction practicability issues. These
were ranked and prioritized according to their effectiveness in resisting dust emissions, which then led to a material
specification that was appropriate to local condition [15].

RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION

The unsealed road network performance can be significantly improved by providing engineered gravel
roads and optimizing the material selection.
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The cost of providing and operating all-weather gravel roads should be scaled down by using appropriate
specifications in design, construction, and maintenance procedure, based on performance study tailored to
suit the local condition.
Professional civil engineering bodies should be the custodian of gravel roads materials specification,
design, construction, and maintenance manuals through the guardian of the Ministry responsible in the
Government.
It should be noted in advance that the design of gravel wearing course thickness should vary with the
anticipated rate of gravel loss peculiar to the type of gravel materials used.
The adequate compaction, in terms on number of passes and type of roller, on all layers incorporated in the
gravel roads structure have to be ascertained through trial sections.
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Abstract:The Highway Beautification Act of 1965 controls outdoor advertising along 306,000 miles of
Federal-Aid Primary, Interstate and National Highway System roads. The 1996 FHWA Nationwide
Statistical Report reported the existence of nearly 875,000 fewer signs along controlled highways since
enactment of the Highway Beautification Act. The USDOT, through its FHWA, provides guidance at the
federal level. At the state level, each state DOT administers and enforces outdoor advertising permit
programs, monitors the erection and maintenance of billboards, and provides statistics on
nonconforming and illegal sign removals. The WVDOH is responsible for archiving all inventory sheets
and for performing the routine inventory inspection for its Outdoor Advertising Program. Over the
years, the West Virginia Department of Highways (WVDOH) has accumulated a very large number of
inventory sheets and the archiving and management of the information became very challenging.
As a part of its Asset Management implementation plan, the WVDOT started in 2010 developing
a digital inventory and GIS web-based applications for the WVDOH Outdoor Advertising Program. The
work includeddata collection, scanning services, and system development. The team set high
expectations for the anticipated benefits and implementation potential including: (a) Surveying Outdoor
Advertising Programs of other state DOTs; (b) Planning and laying out the groundwork for the study
tasks and reviewing the existing WVDOH inventory for outdoor advertising; (c) Scanning thousands of
hard copy documents and compiling a comprehensive electronic inventory; (d) Performing field study of
approximately 350 sign locations; (e) Compiling a database that relates the comprehensive inventory to
the field attributes and images documented; (f) Developing GIS web-based applications for the WVDOH
Outdoor Advertising Program; (g) Preparing a Final Report and disseminating the project findings; and
(h) Providing training workshops for the WVDOH employees and other interested parties.
A database was designed to facilitate successful management of the Outdoor Advertising
Program in West Virginia. The Team has been working on preparing, scanning, and linking the existing
documents to the appropriate database records. Field data collection included image/geo-link data
collection and geo-spatial data correction. Digital cameras, GPS equipment and inertial navigation
systems, Advantage Laser Atlanta Range Finders,and handheld Trimble® GeoXH™ handheld equipment
have been used. The data collection included location, size, and other field attributes of the outdoor
advertising signs. The data were used to populate the inventory management system database.
One advantage of this comprehensive project is that the WVDOH will have a collection of highresolution digital images that could be used for precise management of the Outdoor Advertising
Program inventory. The project deliverables shall assist the WVDOH engineers and employees view the
signs’ attributes without the need to leave their offices.
Keywords:Transportation infrastructure;asset management;GIS web applications;digital inventory
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ABSTRACT
The paper argues that the proposed Musina transshipment hub in Limpopo Province,
South Africa, is a viable solution in supporting efficiency, agglomeration economies and
unprecedented investment and growth with equity in southern Africa. The ‘Gateway to
Africa’ concept will act as a fillip to and a key driver for sustained economic activities,
provide impetus for and unlock economic value in the region particularly for land-locked
economies. The north-south corridor (from the Copperbelt of southern DR Congo and
northern Zambia to the port of Dar es Salaam in the north east through Zimbabwe to
Gauteng in South Africa) is the busiest corridor in southern Africa endowed with
significant volumes of freight. Currently, upwards of 600 trucks per day transit the
border post with tremendous difficulty. Owing to the effects of increased value of
commodities, especially metals and minerals, the north-south corridor is expected to get
a lot busier, the impact of which would be, for example, the further reduction of
throughput, exponential increment in turnaround time, thereby inflating costs and thus
negatively impacting on trade, growth and development. The paper draws from an
innovative desktop literature analysis exercise. The analytical framework provides a
platform for intra and inters understanding of the transshipment issues relevant to the
border including implications for the transport gateway concept in region. The paper
concludes by noting that if African countries are to reach levels of economic growth
needed to reduce poverty in a sustainable manner, increased levels of public and
private investment must take place in strategic productive sectors. Nowhere is this more
apparent than in the transportation infrastructure sector that undergirds a transshipment
hub.
Key words: Musina, transshipment hub, ‘Gateway to Africa’ concept, trade, costs,
corridor, investment, Beitbridge Border Post, Africa
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1.
2.

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Transportation infrastructure contributes to economic growth, while simultaneously
being a catalytic input to human development (Fay et al 2005; World Bank, 2007;
Chakwizira and Mashiri, 2009; Chakwizira and Mashiri, 2011). Studies exist that confirm
that road networks provide links to global and local markets (UNECA, 2008). At the
same time information communication technologies (ICTs) have been identified as
important in democratizing access to information and enhancing the reduction of
transport costs by allowing people/business to conduct transactions flexibly and even
from remote stations/areas (World Bank, 2007). Economic growth, upon which
poverty reduction and job creation rely on, is dependent on producers being
more competitive and this, in turn depends on reducing the costs of trade and
transport, which can be achieved by allowing existing infrastructure to be used
more efficiently by repairing and maintaining this infrastructure; by ensuring that
trade facilitation measures are working effectively; by investing in new traderelated infrastructure; and by removing policy and administrative constraints to
the efficient use of cross-border trade and transport systems. Not only are Africa’s
infrastructure networks deficient in coverage, but the price of the services provided is
also exceptionally high by global standards (Portugal-Perez and Wilson, 2008).

Literature confirms that numerous cross-border movements of passengers and freight
involve more than one mode of transport (World Bank, 2010). Inland transport costs
often seriously inhibit foreign trade, which passes through a seaport or airport and then
one or more land modes (World Bank, 2010; JICA, 2009). For example, studies have
discovered that inland transport constitutes an estimated 40 percent of the total cost
from the point of origin to the port of destination for West African cocoa and coffee
exports (Teravaininthorn, Supee, and Raballand, 2008). These movements meet with a
hierarchy of impediments particularly at the point of interchange. This may be attributed
to border post infrastructure capacity constraints, corrupt customs administration, or
restrictions on entry to the transport market or a combination of these factors (SADC,
2009). Because Africa and especially Southern Africa has so many landlocked
countries, this problem is multinational and perhaps should be tackled as a regional or a
corridor problem. Such an alternative approach will allow and provide space to
implement concepts such as the gateway transshipment approach for the
Musina/Beitbridge post project in SADC for example.

1.1

The Transhipment Hub Concept
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Transhipment is the shipment of goods or containers to an intermediate destination, and
then from there to yet another destination. One possible reason is to change the means
of transport during the journey (for example from ship transport to road transport),
known as trans loading. Another reason is to combine small shipments into a large
shipment, dividing the large shipment at the other end. Transshipment usually takes
place in transport hubs. Much international transshipment also takes place in
designated customs areas, thus avoiding the need for customs checks or duties,
otherwise a major hindrance for efficient transport.

Using the term “dry port”, one can define a transhipment intermodal terminal hub as an
inland terminal directly connected to seaport(s) with high capacity transport mean(s),
where customers can leave/pick up their standardized units as if directly to a seaport.
One concept of the inland port is to view it as a location intended to relieve one or more
seaports from congestion or other problems of access. In this case the ‘inland port’
concept refers to the idea that some seaport facilities could be duplicated or
complemented at inland locations, thus reducing the need for scarce space at the
seaport.

1.1.1 Classification of inland or dry ports
There have been few attempts to classify inland ports into different categories. One
classification (using the term “dry port”) is that of Roso and others (2006) quoted in
Research and Consulting Co. Ltd (2009) based on distance from a seaport, namely:
Distant dry ports;
Mid-range dry ports; and
Close dry ports.
A distant dry port is perceived as the most common type with the longest history. Its
advantages are that there are cost savings by making use of rail, rather than road, over
longer distances, and that the seaport’s hinterland is extended. A mid-range dry port is
likely to make use of road transport from the seaport and act as a consolidation point for
rail services, although high capacity flows may make dedicated container rail services
viable. A close dry port is situated in the immediate vicinity of a seaport and provides a
buffer to the seaport by enabling greater terminal capacity and permitting larger
container ships to call at the seaport, possibly through the operation of a rail shuttle
service.
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1.2

Brief description of study area

Beitbridge town lies just north of the Limpopo River about 1 km from the Alfred Beit Bridge
which spans the Limpopo River between South Africa and Zimbabwe. The main roads lead from
the border 321 km north-west to Bulawayo and 585 km north-east to Harare via Masvingo.
According to the 2002 Population Census, the town had a population of 22,387
(http:en.wikipedia.org.org/wiki/Beitbridge). The Beitbridge border post is the busiest road border
post in southern Africa. On the South African side of the border the N1 Highway connects this
border post to the main economic centres of Pretoria (463 km) and Johannesburg (521 km). The
closest town from Beitbridge is Musina (16 km). On the Zimbabwean side of the border post the
road splits in two, with the A6 running to Bulawayo and the R1 to Masvingo. A railway also
passes through this border post, side by side with the road, and splits into a line to Bulawayo and
a line to Gweru via Rutenga. Three railway lines meet at Beitbridge: the South African Spoornet
line to Polokwane, the National Railways of Zimbabwe line to Gweru via Rutenga and the
Beitbridge Bulawayo Railway.
1.3
Why Musina? – Justification of study area
Industry is moving rapidly to respond to the emerging trends in supply chains through
investment in intermodal freight hubs and rail-connected warehousing and distribution centres.
Freight is central to the economic and social prosperity of South Africa. All activities undertaken
in daily life by individuals and businesses rely on materials carried on the freight network.
Efficient delivery of freight supports employment, health, education, social and other outcomes,
which have been identified as a problem. The ‘Gateway to Africa’ concept has therefore
identified Musina as the most appropriate area for the development of a transhipment hub based
on the geographic location and other related factors. A key element of Musina is creating or
leveraging an integrated distribution and logistics hub that can act as a centre for distribution to
dispersed geographical regions in Africa.
1.4

Aim of paper

The paper argues that the proposed Musina transshipment hub is a viable solution in supporting
efficiency, agglomeration economies and unprecedented investment and growth with equity in
southern Africa. There is no intermodal hub policy at present which enables industry to
comprehend consistent scenario of government support and investment within which the private
sector can develop these hubs.

2.0 METHODOLOGY
The paper draws from an extensive desktop literature analysis exercise, whose interpretation is
complemented with key informant interviews inputs. The availability of these internet resource
materials substantially reduced necessity for conventional interviews and extensive consultations
of stakeholders. The analytical framework is situated in a platform for intra and inters
understanding of the transshipment issues relevant to the border including implications for the
transport gateway concept in the region. Overall, the methods used were based on a desk
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study of available data from the road agencies that manage the different sections within
the North-South Corridor with particular focus on Messina Musina border post. The
initial procedures of the study involved establishing a baseline case of the present
situation within the corridor as well as Beitbridge border post (BBP).

3.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1

The connection between SADC Protocol on Transport, Communications and
Meteorology and Logistics

The SADC Protocol on Transport, Communications and Meteorology sets out the framework for
the integration of the regional transport system through a common approach to the development
of the legal and regulatory system (SADC, 2009). Intra-regional transport is concentrated in 17
major corridors, which link the major cities and economic zones to one another and to the 14
regional ports. Freight transport generally follow well defined trade routes with road and rail
infrastructure (e.g. in the eastern and southern parts of the region where long-established, good to
fair road and rail infrastructure conditions exist). However the connections to the west, into
Angola and DRC are less well established and will require major investments in new, upgraded
or rehabilitated roads and railways (SADC, 2009; Chakwizira and Mashiri, 2011). The NorthSouth, Maputo and Dar es Salaam corridors are clearly the most important, on the basis of traffic
volumes and their role in supporting intra-regional trade and economic development, and they
will require ongoing investment to improve service levels and increase capacity (DBSA, 2010).
Border posts are the single most critical blockages to intra-regional trade and travel. The delays
are often procedural and efforts to simplify paperwork are ongoing (SADC, 2009).

3.2

Logistics costs for landlocked countries

The weakness of logistics systems impinges most on the landlocked countries. In southern
Africa, operating costs are not excessively higher than in Europe ($0.08 per ton kilometer in
2008), but queues at borders and restrictions on access to the market mean that rates on
international routes are higher by 10–30 percent (Teravaninthorn and Raballand, 2008). Being
landlocked adds four days to exports and nine days to imports for land distribution of equivalent
distances within a seaport country (FESARTA, 2009). In addition, bribes and unnecessary
charges can add 50 percent to the transport costs between a port and a landlocked country
(Teravaninthorn and Raballand, 2008). Because of these impediments, landlocked countries have
a much smaller involvement in world trade than the coastal countries, and they have remained
predominantly dependent on exports of raw materials. Although increasing prices for raw
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materials over the past five years have helped landlocked countries in Africa, they remain
vulnerable to a change in that trend.

3.3

Major transport logistics and development constraints in SADC

The major constraints on SADC region’s industrial development are: (1) high overhead costs
(e.g., cost for transportation, energy, security); (2) low agricultural productivity; and (3) high
labor costs. The main factor inhibiting industrial development and economic growth in the region
has been high transport costs. For example, the agricultural sector, which employs 60–70% of
the region’s working population, suffers from very low productivity due to high prices for
imported fertilizer as a result of high transport costs. For example, average cereal production per
hectare in Africa is 1.3 tons whereas in Asia it is 3.7 tons (World Bank, 2010; DBSA, 2010).

3.4

Benchmarking African Infrastructure: some insights

All the mainland SADC Member States have interconnecting rail systems, almost
entirely Cape Gauge, totalling 49,000 km, of which 28,300 km is in South Africa. Most of
the railway systems outside South Africa are financially weak; low axle loads and poor
track conditions limit speeds and productivity. Freight traffic volumes total over 200
million tonnes, of which South Africa accounts for nearly 90%, and on most systems is
static or falling, mainly as a result of competition from road. Similarly, passenger traffic
everywhere except South Africa has declined dramatically, unable to compete with the
better travel times and frequencies offered by buses (SADC, 2011).

The AICD also carried out a benchmarking exercise that concluded that SSA as a whole
had a significantly smaller infrastructure stock than other developing regions with similar
levels of income (refer to table 1). The SADC region was better endowed than most of
the rest of the continent, but still faced a substantial infrastructure gap, being well below
the level for middle income developing countries on other continents. Notably large
gaps can be seen in ICT (mobile phone and internet access), power generation capacity
and water and sanitation.

Table 1:Benchmarking on African Infrastructure
Sector

ECOWAS

Sub-Saharan Africa
EAC
SADC

Low Income

Paved roads

38

29

34

92

Middle
Income
284

Other Developing Countries
Low Income
Middle
Income
29
106

208

All roads
Land line density
Mobile Density
Internet Density
Generating gap
Electricity
coverage
Improved Water
Improved
Sanitation
Source: AICD

144
28
72
2
31
18

362
6
46
2
16
6

193
80
133
4
176
24

150
9
48
2
39
14

381
142
277
8
293
37

134
38
59
29
326
41

461
252
557
235
648
88

63
35

71
42

68
46

61
34

82
53

72
53

91

Note: Road density – km per 100 sq km arable land; ICT density – lines per 1000 populations; Generation – MW per million
populations; Electricity, water and sanitation – percent of population

The road sector now accounts for the vast majority of surface transport activity in the
SADC region, both passenger and freight. Road transport costs are competitive with rail
for most general cargo and service quality is generally better. As a consequence, road
transport is now an important component of the regional and international transport
system, linking the landlocked countries with the wider world (SADC, 2011).

SADC has identified a Regional Trunk Road Network of over 62,000 km, of which
29,300 constitute the Reference Network, corresponding approximately to the main
transport corridors. In addition, the African Union, in collaboration with UNECA and the
African Development Bank, has identified a trans-continental network, linking all the
continent’s capitals. Table 2 depicts SADC road network.

Table 2: SADC road network
Member State

Reference Roads

Intermediate Roads

Angola
Botswana
DRC
Lesotho
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Seychelles
South Africa
Swaziland
Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Total
%

4,600
1,700
3,900
200
2,600
1,300
900
4,000
2,700
4,200
200
3,300
1,400
1,600
32,600
47%

300
1,200
300
4,800
400
600
1,400
1,200
2,100
1,900
1,700
1,000
6,900
19%

Branch, Link &
Connecting Roads
3,600
100
8,900
900
4,500
200
500
300
800
2,400
200
1,900
1,400
1,100
26,800
35%

Total

Percent

8,500
3,000
13,100
1,100
11,900
1,900
2,000
5,700
4,700
500
8,700
400
7,100
4,500
3,700
76,800
100%

11%
4%
17%
1%
15%
2%
3%
7%
6%
1%
11%
1%
9%
6%
5%
100%
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3.5

Addressing regional transport and development mandates in Africa

Regional and transport infrastructure outward looking developmental approaches
possess great potential to address the infrastructure backlog in Africa and propel
economic growth, thereby overcoming the region’s difficult geography (DBSA, 2008;
UNECA, 2008; Chakwizira et al, 2009). Generally, the goal of all regional infrastructure
intervention efforts is to facilitate advanced spatial organization of economic activities to
act as catalysts for faster growth (World Bank, 2007). This is crucial in Africa where the
regional infrastructure networks have been identified as nesting major gaps that
increase the costs of doing business and prevent the realization of scale economies.

3.6

Transport logistics and challenges in Africa

However, regulatory and administrative hurdles continue to inflate costs and prolong
delays for freight movements along these strategic arteries. Despite the reasonably
good physical condition of the roads, the implicit velocity of freight movement is no more
than 10 kilometers per hour (roughly the speed of a horse and buggy). The cause is the
extensive delays of 10–30 hours at border crossings and ports. Transit times between
major cities are very high by international standards. Member countries have organized
corridor associations to address nonphysical barriers to transit, establishing one-stop
integrated border posts and improving ports and custom administration. Tariffs for road
freight can be several times higher than in other parts of the developing world, which is
attributed not to higher road transport costs in Africa, but to exceptionally high profit
margins in the trucking industry (Teravaninthorn and Raballand 2008) (refer to table 3).
These margins in turn reflect cartelization and restrictive regulatory frameworks, such as
market entry barriers; technical regulations; and the tour de role system that allocates
freight business based on queuing, particularly in central and western Africa. This
system favors large fleets with mostly older trucks in poor condition. Moreover, it fosters
corruption, because a transport operator can increase its volume of cargo only by
bribing the freight bureaus, the government entities that allocate freight among transport
operators.

Table 3: Key Transport Corridors for International Trade, Sub-Saharan Africa
Corridor

Roads in good
condition (km)

Trade density ($
millions per
kilometer)
Western
2,050
72
Central
3,280
49
Eastern
2,845
82
Southern
5,000
100
Source: Teravaninthorn and Raballand, 2008

Implicit velocity
(kilometres per
hour)
8.2
4.2
5.7
27.9

Freight tariff ($
millions per tonne
kilometre)a
6.0
6.1
8.1
11.6

Profit Margins (%)
80
70-160
70-90
20-60
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a.

Includes time spent stationary at ports, border crossings and other stops.

The regulation and market structures of the road freight industry, rather than the quality
of the road infrastructure, are the binding constraints on performance in the international
corridors (Teravaninthorn and Raballand 2008). Although the associated road
infrastructure is generally in good condition, the administrative bottlenecks at borders
and ports keep the effective velocity of transit along these routes very low (typically less
than 10 kilometers an hour). Even for national traffic, the exceptionally high road freight
tariffs in parts of Africa - reaching $0.13 per tonne-kilometer in Central Africa - are
attributable more to high profit margins (60–160 percent) than to any inherent cost
disadvantage.

4.0

DISCUSSION AND STUDY FINDINGS

4.1 SADC Countries Logistics Performance Index
The importance of “soft” infrastructure (e.g., institutional reforms, laws/regulations,) as well
as “hard” infrastructure (e.g., roads, railways, ports) for transport and trade efficiency is
well-established. It is considered that 25% of delays along transport corridors worldwide
are a result of poor infrastructure, while 75% are related to poor facilitation. The Global
Transport Knowledge Partnership has noted that while improvements in infrastructure
reduce travel time and vehicle operating costs, cutting down on documentation and time
spent at the border can (i) increase vehicle utilization and (ii) reduce capital tied up during
the transport operation including the need for increased inventory to protect against
unreliable delivery times. Table 4 shows rankings according to the World Bank’s Logistics
Performance Index, a benchmarking tool ranking 150 countries. South Africa has a
relatively high ranking, while the others have relatively low rankings.
Table 4: Logistics Performance Index (LPI) Rankings of the Some SADC Countries
Country

LPI
Rankings

Customs

Infrastructure

International
Shipments

Logistics
Competence

Tracking
Domestic
Timelines
and
Logistics
Tracing
Costs
Malawi
91
90
105
81
76
126
39
79
Mozambique
110
95
109
118
99
129
95
101
Namibia
126
114
118
125
142
142
125
83
South Africa
24
27
26
22
25
18
124
31
Tanzania
137
123
122
132
138
120
15
140
Zambia
100
120
120
102
87
64
43
130
Zimbabwe
114
138
136
114
113
70
134
97
NB: The LPI is a composite ranking based on a simple average of the country scores on the seven key dimensions shown in the table.

If African countries are to reach levels of economic growth needed to reduce poverty in a
sustainable manner, increased levels of private sector investment must take place in the
productive sector. This will only happen if the costs of production are low enough to allow
producers to be competitive with those in the rest of the world. However, if the costs of
internal transport continue to remain high compared to other regions in the world then little
investment in productive systems will take place. Production will continue to be low,
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economic growth will depend mainly on the level of extraction of minerals and natural
resources and be dependent on commodity prices remaining high. There will be low levels
of productivity, economic growth and poverty reduction.
One way to reduce costs for producers and traders is to reduce transport costs. According
to a World Bank study recently published (FESARTA, 2009), transport costs in Eastern
and Southern Africa are severely affected by the opportunity cost of delays (at border
crossings, weighbridges, and ports) and long custom procedures. In Southern Africa,
reduction in border crossing time would have the biggest impact on prices. The authors
suggest that the most effective measures to reduce costs in East and Southern Africa are
likely to be road rehabilitation, reduction in fuel costs, and a reduction of border-crossing
delays. Reducing informal payments would have a marginal impact on transport costs and
prices and reduced transport costs in East and Southern Africa are likely to translate into a
reduction in transport prices because of the deregulated market environment.
4.2 Beitbridge Border Post Infrastructure Gaps and Deficits
The Beitbridge border post is the busiest border post along the NS Corridor, which is, in
turn, the busiest corridor in the Eastern and Southern African region. If time delays were
reduced at Beitbridge, significant economic benefits would accrue to the Southern African
region in particular, which would help in the creation of economic growth necessary to
meet poverty reduction and MDG targets. It is conceivable that in the next few years, 1200
trucks will need to cross the border every day and the existing border infrastructure will be
unable to cope. It should never be forgotten that a border post is never intended to be a
parking area (FESARTA, 2009). Trade facilitation is the key. Procedures should be
continually upgraded and streamlined to facilitate quicker movement of commercial
vehicles through the border. However, even with improved procedures, the border posts
and river crossings will need major upgrades and these will take some years to come into
effect. Therefore, decisions for major changes must be made now. Table 5 summarises
existing problems and potential solutions at BBP.

Table 5: Infrastructure at Beitbridge
Issues

Beitbridge Bridge

Solutions
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The capacity of the existing (two-lane) bridge is limited, since several
lanes of traffic (including commercial freight vehicles, private vehicles,
and buses) converge into a single lane to cross the bridge in each
direction
Due to congestion at the bridge, traffic is permitted to cross in only one
direction at a time, in batches separated by vehicle type
When abnormal loads cross, all other traffic must stop; and
There is a lack of an emergency lane, except on the old bridge, which is of
uncertain structural condition.
The shortage of parking bays on the South African side (only 70 are
available), and the lack of space for expansion
Positioning of the scanner on the Zimbabwe side too close to the border,
exacerbating congestion as southbound vehicles queue.
The limited pre-clearing of cargo, particularly in the northbound
direction, with preclearance through the South African Revenue
Service (SARS) often taking several days
Poor driver behaviour (e.g., drivers do not park in the proper areas and are
not always available when called to receive releases or move their trucks).
In spite of nominal 24-hour operation, insufficient movement of trucks
across the border between 10 PM and 6 AM, with only a few Customs
officials working after 5 PM and fewer after 10 PM
A lack of clear management structure on both sides of the border;
The lack of a fast-track lane for empty vehicles and accredited
vehicles/operators that have been pre-cleared and have completed all
other payment systems;
Increased use of “bakkies” with trailers and other small vehicles, which
block passenger terminals and create confusion;
Congestion in the passenger terminal since most buses (about 60 per
day) arrive at night;
Inadequate traffic control on the Musina–Beitbridge road and delays at
weighbridges in Zimbabwe; and
Inadequate implementation of a customs user accreditation system in
South Africa and a lack of such an accreditation system in Zimbabwe.

Transhipment Border Post Watch
Observer Network Border Post Barometre
Construction of a new four-lane bridge, along with
required access roads and building and parking
facilities;
Repair of the original bridge for use for emergency
traffic;
An aligned and streamlined customs clearance process
flow, along with legal, procedural, and administrative
provisions for the implementation of a border
efficiency management system between the two
countries, to include Customs best practices
Implementation of a single window at the national level
Implementation of a OSBP, most likely with clearance
to be undertaken in the country of entry (i.e.,
northbound traffic to be cleared in Zimbabwe and
southbound traffic to be cleared in South Africa)
measures to promote the use of pre-clearance
procedures
Measures to improve driver behaviour; adequate
staffing for true round-the-clock border operation
modernization of the existing bilateral agreement
Improvement of the management structure on each side
of the border;
Movement of the Zimbabwe scanner away from the
border
Moving informal transport away from the border to
reduce congestion
Rescheduling of bus operations to reduce night-time
congestion at the passenger facility; and
Further development of the authorized economic
operator (AEO) scheme in the two countries.

4.3 Freight Transport Problems of Doing Business in SADC region
The transport problems of doing business in Africa are not just a matter of poor
infrastructure or high transport costs. Modern logistics systems also emphasize the
efficiency of customs and other border agencies, the ease and affordability of arranging
international shipments, the competence of the local logistics sector, the ability to track
and trace shipments, and their timeliness (Refer to table 6).
Table 6: Ease of doing Business
Economy

Ease of doing
business rank

Starting a
business

Protecting
Investors

Paying Taxes

Enforcing
Contracts

Closing a
Business

23
18
97
36
120
24
98
131
139
157

Trading
Across
Borders
148
150
151
157
108
172
136
167
171
165

South Africa
Botswana
Namibia
Zambia
Tanzania
Malawi
Mozambique
Zimbabwe
Angola
DRC
Comparatives
Singapore
CAR

34
45
66
90
131
132
135
159
169
182

67
83
123
94
120
128
96
145
165
154

10
41
73
73
93
73
41
119
57
154

85
79
41
87
31
142
129
78
181
172

76
27
55
83
113
130
136
156
144
152

1
183

4
159

5
179

5
181

1
181

13
171

2
183

4.4
Freight transport logistics NSC
The SADC regional
transport sector is characterised by a highly competitive,
deregulated private road transport system competing openly with rail services which has
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led to a marked shift in general freight volumes from rail to road resulting in lower
transport costs. The shift in traffic is also partly due to relatively high rail tariffs
and unreliable service, both attributed to poor management, inadequate use of assets
and poor costing practices. The permissible gross vehicle mass of 56 tons for road
transport is one of the highest in the world, and has the effect of further increasing the
competitiveness of road against rail and also of significantly increasing the cost of road
maintenance. Most of the freight that moves along the North South Corridor into or out
of the ports of Dar es Salaam or Durban is by road and this is especially true for the
route to Durban. The reason for this is because road transport is more flexible, more
reliable and usually cheaper per ton/kilometre than rail transport and this will remain the
case until investments in railways have taken place to allow improved management and
infrastructure to be put in place. Figure 1 gives a schematic of distances and journey
times (and waiting times at borders) between the main towns on the North South
Corridor.

Figure 1: Note: Distances are for southbound traffic – times are averages)

4.5
Modelling freight transport services in NSC
From the work done by the Tripartite Task Force, and supported by the World Bank
report, it is clear that measures to reduce border delays should be a top priority on the
North South Corridor, the result being that delays would be reduced and costs would go
down (taking into account the high fixed cost of trucking operators on the NSC) and this
would significantly help improve utilisation of the fleet (refer to table 7).

Table 7: Expected Impact of policies in east and southern Africa
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Measures

Rehabilitation of corridor
from fair to Good
20% reduction in border
crossing time
20% reduction of fuel prices
20% reduction of informal
payments

Decrease in Transport
Costs
East Africa
Southern
Africa
15%
Between 3%5%
Between
Between 3%1%-2%
4%
12%
10%
Less than
1%

1%

Increase in Sales
East Africa
Negligible

Southern
Africa
Negligible

Between 23%
Negligible

18%
Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Decrease in Transport Prices
East Africa
Between 7%10%
Between 2%3%
Between 6%8%
Negligible

Southern
Africa
Between 2%3%
Between
10%-15%
Between 5%7%
Negligible

The road network comprises mainly paved roads of asphalt concrete and surface
treatment. It is generally in fairly good condition although there are sections of
road that are in urgent need of rehabilitation and improvement. There are also
heavily trafficked sections that may create bottlenecks in terms of structural
capacity, and cause closure of the whole network if blocked e.g. bridge crossings. The
road from Gauteng to Harare has been identified as the busiest in SADC with about
4,000 vehicles per day including 30% heavy vehicles.
4.6
Beitbridge Border Post – Looking Ahead
The growth of freight traffic has surpassed most of the 20-year growth forecasts made
by Moving South Africa, at least 14 years before they were expected. This has placed
massive pressure on infrastructure and operations to deliver acceptable services while
the system is being transformed to respond to the growth and level of demand.
Beitbridge Border Post is an example of a failure to address the freight system’s inability
to fulfill the demand for cargo movement at competitive prices, levels and quality of
service at acceptable levels of reliability. Delays at the Beitbridge Border Post is
prevalent which adds to the negative impact to local businesses. Improvement can only
be achieved by an integrated system-level approach. A shift from demand-driven
delivery of freight logistics services to supply-driven is proposed. Table 8 is a schematic
representation of the Beitbridge freight logistics demand and supply factors.
Table 8: Beitbridge freight logistics demand and supply chain design factors
Demand Factors
Business processes
How Businesses Work
Impact of more reliable or frequent freight
Business Models
How freight Transport Industries
Type of goods
What trucks are carrying
Land use (Musina)
Origin and Destination
Freight trends and patterns
Longer term intermodal (road/rail) or (road/road)
opportunities

Supply Factors
Road networks
Design factors and criteria for freight
Interface between SANRAL and traffic management policies (RMTC)
Truck characteristics
Profiles and what is projected based on industry demands
Non-road
Interface between land use (airports etc.)
Longer term intermodals (road/road) or (road/rail)
Classification of Truck Size
Business models to operating models to shipment models (large,
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Links to other hubs or ports

medium or small

There is no single action that can address all of the barriers identified, and
complementary actions in the following broad areas need to be undertaken together to
achieve meaningful progress to the development of a transshipment hub in Musina:
Improve the understanding of freight issues by Vhembe District Municipality;
Develop a freight planning and evaluation toolbox;
Develop regional multi-modal freight strategies; and
Develop land use and transport guidelines for the design of freight generating
areas.
The economic advantages which will accrue in Limpopo Province by virtue of the
geographic location of the transshipment hub in Musina, are numerous. The logistics
hub will serve as a catalyst for rapid economic development and place Limpopo central
to freight movement between South Africa and the SADC countries. Industrialisation of
Musina will provide an abundance of economic opportunities for investment to both the
government and private sectors by creating a new epicenter in South Africa for growth
and development.

5.0
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The success of the transshipment hub in Musina will not only depend on the efficient
functioning of the freight system elements, but also on how they are managed in
tandem. Converting border posts into one-stop border posts, requiring infrastructure
upgrades as well as system upgrades and streamlining, is anticipated to reduce
waiting times at borders by at least half. However, it is not enough just to address
border post issues. Significant savings can be made by upgrading the road and bridge
infrastructure. It is true to say that most of the NSC road network is in
reasonable condition but the cost of maintenance is high and there are some
sections that need urgent upgrading.
5.1
Proposed initiative for the transhipment hub development in Musina
It is proposed that the development of the transhipment hub in Musina be implemented
in three phases:
Phase 1:

Research / Study (data collation) – this phase also includes a
comprehensive traffic study, border post transportation survey,
environmental impact assessments, etc;
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Phase 2:

Statement of Intent (situational analysis – context and challenges, issues
and problems, vision and mission statements, policy principles, strategic
policy objectives in line with the current Department of Transport’s Freight
Logistics Strategy, policy levers and delivery structures) – this phase also
includes transportation economic analysis, legislative and other related
policy reference and business plans; and

Phase 3:

Implementation Framework (consultation with various service providers,
Limpopo Provincial Government, Vhembe District Municipality, etc) – this
phase also includes a preparation for the roll-out of projects (service
delivery programmes) for the short, medium and long-term infrastructure
developments including estimated costs and duration of related projects.

A funding model has also been proposed in Figure 2:
Limpopo
Provincial
Government
SHAREHOLDERS
Project
Company

Construction
Sub-contract

FINANCIAL
INSTITITUTE
Operational
and
Maintenance
Sub-contract

Figure 2: Proposed funding model
The key requirements for the proposed funding model will require the Project Company
to sign a concession contract with the Limpopo Provincial Government. The contract
should be for a minimum of 20 years period. The Limpopo Provincial Government would
like to ensure that mitigating factors such as affordability, value for money and risk
transfer are achieved. The transhipment hub development impact and project
sustainability must be thoroughly researched, reviewed and economically viable. In
conclusion this paper has consistently argued that there is an urgent need for a
transshipment hub in Musina.
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